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Summary
In the last two decades, radio frequency technology and its broad and varied
applications have become ubiquitous and integrated into everyday life with
the exponential increase in the number of mobile phone (and other portable
device) users worldwide and the applications of these devices. As a result,
both scientists and the general public have become increasingly concerned
about the potential adverse effects of electromagnetic field (EMF) exposure
on human health. The World Health Organisation (WHO) estimated that
the number of mobile phone subscription globally reached 6.9 billion in
2014. New wireless data networking technologies are also increasing the
sources of human exposure to EMF as they are becoming widely used in
a broad range of areas other than communication, including asset tracking
and identification, home automation, the Internet of everything, the wireless transfer of electrical power, and body imaging/scanners. At the time
of writing, the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) has
classified both radio frequency (RF) EMFs and extremely low frequency
(ELF) magnetic fields as ‘possibly carcinogenic to humans (Group 2B)’
based on positive epidemiological associations between glioma and acoustic
neuroma and exposure to RF EMF from wireless telephones, and between
childhood leukemia associated and exposure to ELF EMF. Although many
studies have investigated the potential health effects of EMF exposure, the
results of animal and mechanistic studies still only provide weak or insufficient evidence to clarify the interaction mechanisms. Therefore, further
research is necessary to provide more definitive conclusions, especially as
the rapid evolution of RF and wireless technologies is continuously raising
new questions and health concerns.
Risk assessment research can be classified into four broad categories:
epidemiology, human, in vivo, and in vitro studies. Accurate dosimetry is
v
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essential for the design and interpretation of bioexperiments. Dosimetric
assessment is also necessary for designing human, in vivo, and in vitro
exposure systems, including live cell imaging, to generate measurable, controllable, and reproducible fields inside the targeted tissue systems for interpreting specific biological endpoints. The main objective is to extend
the state of the art of dosimetric assessment methods and to develop novel
approaches for EMF exposure evaluations.
In vitro studies are usually designed to explore mechanistic hypotheses for clarifying the interactions of EMF with biological systems. Part
II focuses on the development of two novel exposure systems. Chapter
3 addresses the special requirements of RF EMF exposure for testing the
impact on fertility, using an oil - cell culture medium as two layer cell suspension exposure configuration. Chapter 4 describes a novel exposure
system operating at 2450 MHz and based on a cavity resonator configuration
with high SAR uniformity for cell - monolayer exposure for use during live
cell imaging. Potential field disturbance issues due to the close proximity
of the objective lens are addressed and resolved by providing lens specific
dosimetry.
Part III of the thesis focuses on in vivo studies to assess causality and
biological plausibility. Chapter 5 presents a highly detailed lifetime dosimetric analysis for the largest and most relevant study ever performed on
the toxicity and carcinogenicity of cell phone radiation. The USD 25 million
study funded by the National Toxicology Program of the NIEHS and mandated by the US Congress through the US Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) required the exposure of 3080 non-restrained rodents (1512 mice and
1568 rats) individually housed in reverberation chambers. The analysis was
extended to account for different postures for the first time ever. Chapter
6 presents an extension of the NIEHS study, a dosimetric analysis of rodents exposed to a frequency of 2450 MHz in a novel desktop reverberation
chamber. This extended analysis and the work in Chapter 4 were performed
as part of the EU-funded SEAWIND project to close the knowledge gaps
in the assessment of the potential impact of EMF exposure from wireless
networks.
Part IV extended the methods for assessing induced fields in humans
to determine compliance with the basic restrictions of safety standards and
to correlate findings in epidemiological studies with in vivo and in vitro
experiments. The human dosimetry in Chapter 9 and the corresponding
animal dosimetry in Chapter 7 are investigated in relation to feasibility
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studies on applying low level EMFs for cancer treatment. In addition to the
RF EMF exposure assessments, this thesis also presents an LF EMF dosimetric analysis that was performed in ARIMMORA, an EU-funded project
to investigate the association between ELF exposure and an increased risk of
childhood leukemia. While consistent epidemiological data across a range
of studies reveals a causal association, there is only weak data from experimental studies to support a significant relationship and no predominant
mechanistic hypothesis for leukaemogenesis. An ELF exposure system and
the associated dosimetry for rodents are evaluated and presented in Chapter
8, and human dosimetry and exposure mapping methods between rodents
and children are described in Chapter 10. Furthermore, a detailed investigation on the influence of child posture, which was not comprehensively
analysed in previous research, is presented in Chapter 11.
In summary, this thesis presents novel dosimetry methods and approaches
that were applied in a number of research projects addressing various biological questions that helped to fill in some of the identified knowledge gaps
of health related ELF and RF exposure issues. It also provides essential
information for improving the assessment/development methodologies of
studies on health risk assessments and standard guidelines.

Zusammenfassung
Während den letzten zwei Jahrzehnten wurde die Radiofrequenz-Technologie
mit ihrem breiten Anwendungsspektrum zum alltäglichen Begleiter, vor allem durch das exponentielle Wachstum von Mobiltelephonen (und auch
anderen tragbaren Geräten). Deshalb gibt es immer mehr besorgte Stimmen aus den Reihen der normalen Bevölkerung und auch den Wissenschaften, bezüglich der Auswirkungen von elektromagnetischen Feldern (EMF)
auf die Gesundheit. Die Weltgesundheitsorganisation (WHO) hat die Anzahl der Mobiltelephon Benutzenden im Jahr 2014 auf global 6.9 Milliarden geschätzt. Neue drahtlose Daten Netzwerk - Technologien werden
die Anzahl der künst-lichen EMF Quellen zusätzlich erhöhen, da sie sich
auch in anderen Bereichen als Kommunikation festsetzen, wie zum Beispiel in der Warenüberwachung, drahtlosen Energie Übertragung und bildgebenden Verfahren wie Körperscanner. Gegenwärtig hat die Internationale
Agentur für Krebsforschung (IARC) die EMF in Radiofrequenzen (RF)
und tief-frequenzen Magnetfeldern (ELF) als ‘möglicherweise krebserregend für Menschen (Gruppe 2B)’ eingestuft, basierend auf epidemiologischen Studien. Obwohl viele Studien mögliche Auswirkungen auf die Gesundheit von RF EMF Exposition untersucht haben, lassen sich aus Tierund Zellstudien nur schwache oder ungenügende Nachweise herleiten, zur
Klärung des Interaktions- Mechanismus. Für eindeutigere Schlussfolgerungen sind weitere Untersuchungen nötig, gerade weil der gegenwärtige Wachstumsschub in RF und drahtlosen Technologien zu immer neuen Fragen und
gesundheitlichen Bedenken führen.
Forschung in der Risiko-Bewertung kann in vier Kategorien unterteilt
werden: Epidemiologie, Menschen-, Tier- und Zell-Studien. Eine exakte
Dosimetrie ist essentiell für das Design und die Interpretation von Bioexperimenten. Die dosimetrische Bewertung ist auch nötig für die Entwicklung
ix
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von Expositions-Systemen für Mensch, Tier und Zellen, inklusive Live Cell
Imaging. Die Erzeugung von messbaren, kontrollierten und reproduzierbaren Feldern innerhalb des anvisierten Gewebes ermöglicht eine fundierte
Interpretation des biologischen Endpunkts. Das Hauptziel ist es, den neuesten Stand dosimetrischer Bewertungesmethoden zu erweitern und neuartige
Ansätze zu entwickeln für EMF Expositions-Auswertungen.
In vitro Studien sind typischerweise dafür angelegt, dass mechanistische
Hypothesen zur Klärung der Interaktion zwischen EMF und biologischen
Systemen überprüft werden können. Teil II behandelt die Entwicklung von
zwei neuartigen Expositions-Systemen. Kapitel 3 adressiert die spezifischen
Anforderungen an RF EMF für die Untersuchung von Fruchtbarkeit, mittels
Öl-Zell-Kulturmedien in doppelschichtigen Zell-Suspensionen. Kapitel 4
beschreibt ein neuartiges Expositions-System bei 2450 MHz, basierend auf
einer hohlraum-resonanz Konfiguration mit hoher SAR Homogenität für
Zell-Monolayer Exposition im Live-Cell Imaging. Potenzielle Feldverzerrungen nahe an der Objektivlinse werden mittels einer linsenspezifischen
Dosimetrie angegangen.
Teil III der Arbeit fokussiert auf in vivo Studien zur Bewertung der Kausalität und der biologischen Plausibilität. Kapitel 5 präsentiert eine hochdetaillierte dosimetrische Analyse für die bisher grösste und wichtigste Studie bezüglich Toxizität und Karzinogenität von Handy-Strahlung. Die insgesamt 25 Millionen Dollar Studie des National Toxicology Programmes
NIEHS unter dem Mandat des US Kongresses durch die Food and Drug
Administrtion (FDA) benötigt die Exposition von 3080 in der Bewegungsfreiheit nicht eingeschränkten Nagetieren (1512 Mäuse und 1568 Ratten),
jedes individuell gehalten in Reverberations-Kammern. Die Analyse wurde
ausgeweitet um erstmals verschiedene Körperhaltungen der Tiere miteinzubeziehen. Kapitel 6 präsentiert einen Zusatz zu der NIEHS Studie, welcher
die Exposition von Nagetieren bei 2450 MHz untersucht, in einem neuartigen Tisch-Reverberations-System. Diese erweiterte Analyse und die Arbeit
in Kapitel 4 wurden im Rahmen des EU-finanzierten SEAWIND Projektes
ausgeführt, um Wissenslücken in der Bewertung möglicher Auswirkungen
der EMF Expositionen von drahtlosen Netzwerken zu schliessen.
Teil IV erweitert die Methoden zur Bewertung von induzierten Feldern
in Menschen, um die Einhaltung von Basis-Grenzwerten von Sicherheitsstandards zu überprüfen und um Ergebnisse aus epidemiologischen Studien
mit in vivo und in vitro Experimenten abzugleichen. Die Dosimetrie im
Menschen von Kapitel 9 und die entsprechenden Dosimetrien in Tieren
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von Kapitel 7 werden analysiert in Bezug auf Vorstudien in der Applikation
von schwachen EMF für Krebs-Behandlungen. Zusätzlich zur Expositionsbewertung von RF EMF präsentiert diese Arbeit auch eine dosimetrische
LF EMF Bewertung, welche im Rahmen des EU-finanzierten ARIMMORA Projektes durchgeführt wurde, um einen Zusammenhang zwischen ELF
Exposition und Leukämie in der Kindheit zu untersuchen. Während epidemiologische Daten von mehreren Studien konsistent auf einen Zusammenhang hinweisen, gibt es nur schwache Ergebnisse von experimentellen
Studien welche auf eine signifikante Verbindung hindeuten würden, und
keine prädominante mechanistische Hypothese für eine Leukämogenese.
Ein ELF Expositionssystem und die zugehörige Dosimetrie für Nagetiere
werden evaluiert und präsentiert in Kapitel 8, und Dosimetrie im Menschen
sowie Methoden zur Expositions-Projektion zwischen Nagetieren und Kindern werden in Kapitel 10 beschrieben. Des Weiteren wird eine detaillierte
Untersuchung über den Einfluss der Körperhaltung von Kindern im Kapitel
11 präsentiert, welcher bisher nicht miteinbezogen wurde.
Zusammenfassend präsentiert diese Arbeit neuartige Dosimetrie Methoden und Ansätze, welche in einigen Forschungsprojekten angewandt wurden, zur Beleuchtung von verschiedenen biologischen Fragestellungen, welches zur Schliessung einiger Wissenslücken in gesundheitsbezogenen Belangen von ELF und RF Expositionen beigetragen hat. Zudem werden essenzielle Informationen bereitgestellt, zur Verbesserung von Bewertungs
und Entwicklungs Methoden für Studien im Bereich der Gesundheits-RisikoAbschätzung von Sicherheitsstandards.
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Chapter 1

Background and Motivation
1.1

Background of Exposure Studies

In recent years, the use of electronic devices utilising electromagnetic fields
(EMFs) has seen sustained growth across many areas, including telecommunications, remote detection of objects and devices, medical diagnostics and
therapy, induction heating, and many others. Thus, more and more attention
has been focused on the effects of such exposures, including carcinogenicity
and toxicity in humans.
In the radio frequency range – 30 kHz to 300 GHz – of the electromagnetic (EM) spectrum, wireless communication technology has rapidly
developed during recent decades. In telecommunications, there has been a
dramatic increase in the number of mobile phone and tablet users, especially
among younger people, and in the amount of usage time; thus, the exposure
due to these devices has become more critical. For decades, there has been
a large number of studies in which end-points relevant to mechanisms of
carcinogenesis – including genotoxicity, effects on immune function, gene
and protein expression, cell signalling, oxidative stress, and apoptosis – have
been investigated [1]. Based on reviews of evidence from epidemiological
studies, cancer bioassays, and mechanistic investigations, and other relevant
data, the International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) has classified
the radio frequency (RF) EMFs as ‘possibly carcinogenic to humans’.
3
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In the low frequency range (< 30 kHz), the fields are implemented in
various industrial applications, e.g. arc welding, LF RFID, induction cooker,
etc.; or produced by generation, transmission, distribution, and use of electrical power, which results in widespread human exposure. In the early
1960s, studies of human health risk related to occupational exposure to
extremely low frequency (ELF) fields were investigated. More recent investigations are focusing on the mechanism(s) that could help predict the
biological effects of exposure to low-intensity fields in residential and occupational environments, to enable assessment of the potential carcinogenic
risks. The limited evidence in humans for a weak association between
exposure to ELF magnetic fields and the incidence of childhood leukaemia
has led the IARC to classify ELF magnetic fields as possibly carcinogenic
to humans [2].
Unlike ionizing radiation, low-intensity EM radiation in the RF and
ELF ranges have insufficient energy to directly produce genetic damage,
hence the interaction with the human body is more complex. The resulting
field distribution inside the body depends strongly on the properties of the
exposure fields, such as frequency, polarization, distance from the source,
and the direction of incidence, and on anatomical features of the exposed
person, including height, posture, body mass index, morphology, and the
dielectric properties of tissues [3].
To clarify the physiological interactions due to EMF exposures for various biological endpoints, laboratory studies must be conducted with appropriately designed exposure systems that can produce measurable, controllable, and reproducible fields of specific interest for the given exposure
scenarios. Studies may be classified as human, in vivo, and in vitro studies.
Although evaluations emerging from human studies are generally more informative than those from in vivo and in vitro studies, they can only address
acute effects and the dose levels must be maintained low enough to ensure
safe exposures, the choice of end-points is limited, and the number of test
subjects is generally comparably small [4]. Therefore, in vivo and in vitro
studies can be a source of evidence not accessible from human studies, and
results can be used to provide support to better understand the biological
effects on humans.
In vivo studies in animal models can be used to evaluate the integrated
response of various systems of the body, particularly the nervous, endocrine,
and immune systems. Animal studies, unlike studies performed on human volunteers, provide the opportunity to test whether lifetime exposure
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to well-characterized exposure causes cancer or other toxic effects and to
investigate how exposure influences susceptibility to cancer initiation and
progression. However, it must be noted that findings with experimental
animals do not necessarily translate to implications regarding health risks
in humans [5].
Isolated tissues and cultured cells from humans or animals can be used
in in vitro studies to investigate EMF exposures at the cellular, sub-cellular,
and molecular levels. Although less relevant to human health issues, in
vitro studies provide opportunities to assess basic interaction mechanisms at
higher exposure levels for shorter experimental times.
To evaluate different kinds of biological experiments, the first step is to
design and characterize the exposure systems. The main attributes of an
exposure system to be considered fall into five major categories, as defined
in [6]: A) exposure intensity and timing, B) frequency-domain characteristics, C) spatial (geometric) descriptors, D) combined EMF exposure, and
E) characteristics of the exposed system. From these categories, 18 key
exposure parameters are summarized as important for interpretation of unambiguous biological results. Starting from these parameters, the procedure
for designing exposure systems based on electromagnetic calculations and
measurements is described in [7]. A more comprehensive guideline to facilitate the development and utilization of exposure systems that meet all
of the strict requirements for well-characterized EMF exposure as well as
sound biological experimentation can be found in [8].

1.2

Objectives

The objectives of this thesis are to move the field of exposure characterization to the next level, i.e., to assess the exposures of the different tissues
in situ and compare these to the values in optimized in vivo and in vitro
exposure systems. This is the basic prerequisite for translation of laboratory
results to human findings.
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1.3

Overview of Chapters

Part I Introduction
• Chapter 2 contains a discussion about basic RF/LF dosimetry methods and a brief summary of the exposure systems used for various
purposes.
Part II In Vitro Exposure Systems and Dosimetry
• Chapter 3 contains a dosimetric assessment of 35 mm Petri dishes exposed in the standing wave of R18 waveguides operated at 1950 MHz
for a medium-oil two-layer configuration for cells in monolayer and
suspension. This addresses the special requirements of EMF exposure
and research into fertility, as the common culturing techniques require
adjusted dosimetric assessments.
• Chapter 4 describes a 2450 MHz exposure system for use during live
cell imaging. The work in this chapter and in Chapter 6 belongs to
the EU program SEAWIND, which aimed to close knowledge gaps in
the assessment of the potential impact of exposure to wireless network
EMF. The potential problem of field disturbance due to the close proximity of the objective lens has been taken into account and resolved
by providing lens-specific dosimetry in conjunction with control of
the field of view. A paper that includes the core results of the Chapter
is in preparation in conjunction with the group of Prof. Dr. Primo Leo
Schaer at the University of Basel.
Part III In Vivo Exposure Systems and Dosimetry
• Chapter 5 contains a life - time dosimetry analysis for individually
housed rodents exposed to radio frequency (RF) signals. This longterm investigation is part of the toxicity and carcinogenicity study
on cell phone radiation funded by the National Toxicology Program
of the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences. Unrestrained rodents were exposed in reverberation chambers, which require an accurate analysis of the dose as well as of the uncertainty
and variation due to the exposure environment, animal posture, and
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differences in the growth rates of individual rodents. A paper has been
submitted to IEEE Transactions on Electromagnetic Compatibility.
• Chapter 6 introduces a novel desktop reverberation chamber that operates at 2450 MHz with 6 mice per chamber in a highly homogeneous exposure environment. The dosimetry for whole-body SAR
and organ-specific SAR, with uncertainty and variation analysis, was
assessed. Furthermore, a thermal analysis was performed to provide a
better understanding of the temperature distribution in the mice during
the exposure.
• Chapter 7 proposes a high frequency (HF) exposure system that can
achieve reasonable SAR in small rodents with relatively modest input
power levels. The exposure system comprises a custom built transverse electromagnetic (TEM) cell, with a resonate structure operating
at a frequency of 27 MHz, that can house 8 pairs of mice. Numerical
dosimetry was used to determine the SAR within individual mice and
pairs of mice close together within a cage.
• Chapter 8 briefly describes an exposure system that can provide a
homogeneous 50 Hz magnetic field exposure at up to 6 mT with both
fundamental and harmonic content. The contribution of the harmonics to the induced fields can be significant even when they form a
small percentage of the overall field, as induced fields are also a function of frequency. Detailed dosimetry has been performed to relate the
induced electric field (E-field) in children and in mice to the incident
field, which is described in Chapter 10.
Part IV Human Studies Dosimetry
• Chapter 9 describes a dosimetric investigation of the exposure of the
Therabionic device, which is claimed to treat cancer with low-level
electromagnetic fields. The performance was assessed in terms of the
SAR level and distribution inside the human body, and the variability
with device positioning and patient posture is quantified. A paper is
in preparation with the group of Prof. Dr. Boris Pasche at Comprehensive Cancer Center of Wake Forest University that will include the
core results of this Chapter.
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• Chapter 10 presents the dosimetric analyses to correlate the E-field
induced in laboratory mice and rats by extremely low frequency magnetic fields during in vivo experiments to those induced in children.
Four different approaches for mapping the relative exposure levels in
human and rodents are herein proposed and analyzed.
• Chapter 11 extends the human dosimetry in Chapter 10 with 5 common child postures. The contact and non-contact influence have been
carefully studied. This evaluation is further integrated in the variation
analysis for the dosimetry assessment in project ARIMMORA. A paper is in preparation, which will be submitted to Bioelectromagnetics.

Chapter 2

Review of the Dosimetry
Method and Exposure
Systems
2.1

Dosimetry Method

The whole-body and local absorption and the locally induced electric fields
(E-field) and magnetic fields (H-fields) need to be known to be able to study
and evaluate the interaction of electromagnetic (EM) field with biological
systems. The coupling of external electromagnetic (EM) sources with the
strongly non-homogenous conductive and dielectric tissues of biological
systems is complex, and the corresponding field of research is called EM
dosimetry. This section briefly summarizes the most important aspects of
the dosimetry methods related to radio frequency (RF) and low frequency
(LF) exposure.

2.1.1

RF Exposure Dosimetry

The studies presented in this thesis describe the evaluation of RF exposure
according to the quantities defined in the standards outlined below.
9
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Standards for RF Exposure
The main two standards applied to limit RF exposure are ICNIRP-1998 (up
to 300 GHz) [9] and IEEE Std.C95.1-2005 (3 kHz to 300 GHz) [10], which
has been superseded by IEEE Std.C95.1a-2010; these standards define the
basic restrictions (BR). The exposure restrictions for humans are based on
established adverse health effects that incorporate appropriate safety factors.
The limits in the frequency up to 10 MHz are adverse effects associated with
electrostimulation, which is discussed in Section 2.1.2. Above 10 MHz, the
whole-body and localized EM absorption is the other quantity used to limit
the EM exposure. Above 6 GHz, the exposure limits are defined only in
terms of plane wave power density.
The whole-body SAR limitation, which is based on animal experiments,
limits increases in the core temperature to ≤ 1 ◦ C. Additionally, the field
distribution of most exposure in the body is non-uniform, therefore the
localized exposure is limited by peak spatial SAR averaged over 1 g and
10 g mass and a factor of 20 or 25 higher than the whole-body averaged
based limit. The mass of 1 g is related to the resolution of thermographic
measurements at the time [10], and the mass of 10 g is based on the skin
penetration depth of frequencies < 3 GHz. The SAR restriction is generally
conservative, with a safety factor of 10 compared to the limits determined
in animal experiments for occupational exposure, with an additional factor
of 5 for exposure of the general public.
Generally, the research into the carcinogenic and toxic potential of EMF
described in this thesis is based on athermal exposure levels, where the
temperature increase in the exposed object is assumed to be below any
biological response level.
Numerical and Experimental Dosimetry
The important aspects for accurate RF dosimetry have been summarized in
previous studies [11, 12].
The numerical calculations were performed with the SEMCAD platform (SPEAG, Zurich, Switzerland). The numerical calculation used in this
thesis work is the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method, which is
the most widely used method for solving EMF interaction problems. The
anatomical animal models, based on microtome slices, are from the IT’IS
Foundation (www.itis.ethz.ch/animals), which are the same phantoms as in
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[11]. In this thesis the models were enhanced with a poser function such that
the effect of different posture on the absorption could also be investigated.
As mentioned in [12], the uncertainty and variation analysis is important
for evaluation of the accuracy of the results. The uncertainty is a description
of the confidence interval of the assessed mean SAR values for all exposed
objects and the entire exposure duration of the study. It includes the systematic uncertainty due to the exposure apparatus, i.e., numerical apparatus
model, sensor calibration and numerical limitations, and that due to the animal models, i.e., dielectric parameters and weight deviations. The variation
is defined as the deviation around the mean SAR values for the individual
exposed objects. It also includes the variations due to the apparatus, i.e., the
input power, and that due to the animals, i.e., age dependent weight, weight
variation in the exposure group, posture, and differences in anatomy. The
detailed explanations for these parameters are found in section ‘Part III In
Vivo Exposure Systems and Dosimetry’.
The numerical dosimetry result should be validated by appropriate experimental evaluations. Generally, it is not easy to use animals for validations, thus simplified phantom measurements have often been chosen as a
more practical approach. The phantoms have dielectric properties similar to
those of the animal and can mimic the load for the exposure apparatus.
SAR can be measured in points, planes, or volumes with appropriate
dosimetric or temperature probes. Dosimetric probes are miniaturized isotropic E-field probes, i.e., SAR = σ/ρ · E 2 , where σ is the tissue conductivity
and ρ is the tissue density [13]. SAR can also be measured by temperature
probes according to the relationship SAR ∼
= C · 4T /t, where C is the
specific heat capacity of the tissue, 4T is the temperature rise, and t is the
time of the exposure after thermal equilibrium has been established. The
parameter t needs to be much smaller than any thermal time constants.

2.1.2

LF Exposure Dosimetry

Other non-ionizing exposure research focuses on the LF electric-field (Efield) and magnetic field (H-field) exposure. The impact on humans due to
LF exposure is generally considered to be on the nervous system, which is
different from the heating effects caused by RF exposures. The biological
effects caused by short term exposures include nerve excitation, cardiac
excitation, and synaptic activity alteration. The long term exposures, as
indicated by laboratory and epidemiological studies, could be associated
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with chronic effects, e.g., childhood leukemia associated with exposure to
extremely low frequency (ELF) EMF [2]. But until now, no sufficient evidence points to a biophysical mechanism for the influence of long term
exposures. Currently, two main standards ICNIRP-2010 (1 Hz to 100 kHz)
[14] and IEEE Std.C95.6-2002 (0 to 3 kHz) [15] have been defined as limits
to avoid adverse health effects in both occupational and public exposure
scenarios.
Standards for LF Exposure
Basic Restriction
In the standards, the main interaction parameters for evaluating the LF-EMF
exposure to the human body are the induced E-field and current density in
the tissues. In early dosimetry research, the main parameter analyzed was
current density, which was the only basic restriction in the previous standard
ICNIRP-1998 [9] derived from the available experimental data at that time.
However the present standards [14, 15] are based mainly on the induced
E-field, which can be more accurate because it is less sensitive to tissue
conductivity.
In the IEEE Std.C95.6-2002, the induced E-field is determined over a
straight-line segment of 5 mm length oriented in any direction within the
tissue. This distance was chosen based on electrode spacing for efficient
electrostimulation. The different limitations for the tissues are classified as
1. brain; 2. heart; 3. hands, wrists, feet, and ankles; 4. other tissues.[15]
In the ICNIRP-2010 standard, the induced E-field is based on the spatial
averaging of volume of 2 mm × 2 mm × 2 mm. The averaging distance
might be considered to range from 1 – 7 mm, depending on the isolated
nerve cells or neuronal networks. From a practical point of view, it is
difficult to obtain measurements in millimeter resolution. The 2 mm size
for the averaging volume is accepted due to the computational constrains
at the time when this was defined. The classification of tissues is different
compared to that of IEEE Std.C95.6-2002 [15], which is: 1. CNS tissues of
the head; 2. all other tissues of head and body [14].
Reference Level
Since the internal induced field is difficult to assess, the standards define an
external exposure reference as the exposure limit. This external reference
is obtained from modeling and measurement of the external exposure field
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consistent with basic restrictions. It is called the reference level (RL) in the
ICNIRP standard and the maximum permissible exposure (MPE) value in
the IEEE standard.
The exposure can be caused by both E-fields and H-fields. For LF
H-field exposures, the human body does not significantly perturb the applied
field. The induced E-field is generated by induction according to Faraday’s
law, and the distribution is affected by the conductivities of the various
organs and tissues. By contrast, the human body is a good conductor of
LF incident E-fields that are perpendicular to the body surface. The induced
field inside the body is considerably smaller than the external incident field.
Numerical Computational Methods
High-resolution human models can be used to quantify the E-field inside
the human body by various numerical methods. Most human anatomical
models have been developed from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data.
The resolution of earlier human models developed in 1990s is much coarser,
e.g., the American male model developed by [16] used in [17, 18] with grid
resolutions of 7.2 mm and 3.6 mm respectively, or the model in [19] with
resolution of 6 mm. Higher resolution models developed subsequently, e.g.,
the standard male (NORMAN) and female (NAOMI) models in [20, 21]
have grid resolutions of 2 mm. The resolution is also 2 mm for the male
models in [22], and Japanese male and female models in [23]. The human
models used for dosimetry investigations described herein are derived from
the ‘Virtual Family’, which were generated from high-resolution (0.5 mm)
MRI data [24]. Additional models have been developed as ‘Virtual Population’ (ViP) as described in [25], and shown in Figure 2.1. The heads of ViP
models have been used to assess brain exposure with 0.5 mm grid resolution
[26]. Moreover, dosimetry has been performed with a grid resolution of
0.75 mm on the child models described in [27].
Since the size of the human body is small relative to the wavelength associated with LF exposure, the electric and magnetic fields can be decoupled
for analysis. Furthermore, the exposure situation can be simplified by means
of the electromagnetic quasi-static approximations. The magnetic field is
essentially unperturbed by the exposed body. Further, conduction currents
prevail over displacement currents, which implies that, in the E-field exposure, the human body can be considered equipotential [28]. The calculation
is usually divided into two steps: 1. the human body is assumed to be
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Figure 2.1: The complete Virtual Population representing humans (males
and females) of different age groups and body shapes [25].

perfectly conductive; 2. the computed electric charges at the body surface
are used as boundary conditions for further computations of the fields within
the human body [29]. Several numerical methods can be used, e.g., the
impedance method, the finite element method (FEM), the finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) method, the scalar-potential finite-difference (SPFD)
method, and the scalar-potential finite-element (SPFE) method.
The numerical validation of different computational methods has been
addressed in a number of publications. Stuchly et al. performs a comparison of analytical and numerical solutions (SPFD and FDTD methods) for
homogeneous and heterogeneous sphere models at 60 Hz [29]. The error
or uncertainties due to the numerical calculation of the internal maximum
E-field can be attributed to singularities in the stair-casing of the model and
large conductivity contrast. Furthermore, they determined that the variations between the different numerical methods are small also for anatomical
human dosimetry.
The impedance method as well as the FDTD method have been assessed
for whole-body and partial-body dosimetric calculations for a number of
bioelectromagnetic problems [30]. In another research report, the SPFD
method was implemented with the male model [31], and for the female
[20] and pregnant female models [21]. The SPFD is a faster method with
a smaller computational burden compared to the impedance method. Similarly, a more detailed comparison of the impedance method, SPFD, FDTD,
and fast-multipole surface-charge-simulation method with Japanese male
model was conducted in [32]. This comparison again suggests that, in
ELF-MF exposures, the computational uncertainty in the induced E-field
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due to the different methodologies is relatively small compared to that of
different human models, different discretization methods and the conductivity variation of tissues [32].
The ELF dosimetry assessment contained in this thesis uses the magneto quasi-static low-frequency solver of SEMCAD, based on the SPFE
method, which has been implemented in [27, 33]. This method, validated
by comparing the results with analytical solutions for simple geometries,
generates uniform rectilinear meshes, which can be used to easily discretize
the complex anatomical models [27] and for comparison with FDTD results
[34].
Dosimetry Uncertainty and Variation
For numerical dosimetry analysis, several uncertainties should be considered, including discretization and dielectric properties. As recommended
in [27], evaluation of the uncertainty is accomplished by oversampling the
finest details in the anatomical models, which is usually limited by the computational time and effort. Compilations of dielectric tissue properties for
LF exposure, which are age dependent, are found in [35, 36]. The induced
E-field is not affected when all conductivities change by same factor, but
it can be influenced by changing the heterogeneous conductivities of the
tissues.
Furthermore, the postures of human can also introduce variation in the
induced E-field. However, the posture effects have been investigated only
for adults in [37], which hasn’t cover the most frequently adopted postures
of children. As indicated by epidemiological studies, the H-field exposure
might be statistically associated with childhood leukemia, which requires
analysis of ELF H-field exposure for typical postures of children.
Inhomogeneous Exposure
Most dosimetry anaylses are based on the homogeneous exposure from
which the reference level is derived. But, in reality, most low frequency
exposure scenarios are inhomogeneous exposures, such as from transmission lines or electric appliances. If the reference levels are met for the
inhomogeneous exposure, the exposure levels are in compliance with the
basic restrictions. If not, the exposure still may be in compliance with
the basic restrictions, and more detailed investigations of interaction of the
inhomogeneous fields with the biological body are needed to clarify the
compliance or otherwise.
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Potter et al [38] have modeled fields induced in humans located close to
line sources. The dosimetry is based mainly on analysis of E-field exposure
for grounded human models. Comparison is made between a 60 Hz homogeneous field of 1 kV/m and high-voltage transmission line sources with
1 kV/m at the ground plane directly underneath the line, and the induced
maximum and average E-fields are compared. The conclusion is that the
ratio of the E-field induced in each organ is larger than the free space ratio
of the E-field in the center of the organ for these two kinds of exposure.
Numerical evaluations of magnetic exposure of the human body at 60 Hz
to model complex occupational environments [39], e.g., as conductors carrying 500 A (rms) per phase, or as a 700 MW generator with conductors
carrying 20 kA (rms) per phase, have been performed. The results have been
compared to those found for uniform field exposure where the magnetic
field density is equal to the whole-body average of the non-uniform field
exposure. Use of uniform exposure may be a reliable approach to estimate
non-uniform exposures, however, some organs that are exposed to fields that
are significantly stronger than the whole-body average value should receive
special consideration.
For evaluation of inhomogeneous exposures of electric appliances, the
European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC) has
published a standard measurement method [40] for household appliances
operating at up to 400 kHz. This method specifies a reference level derived from the homogeneous exposure with a coupling factor, which can
be calculated by numerical dosimetry applied to a homogeneous human
body exposed to a simplified circular current source, of which the size and
distance from the body can be estimated based on the specific appliance.
The CENELEC method has been verified by [41], comparing numerically
the simplified coil model with real appliances (a drill and a hand mixer) with
homogeneous and anatomical human models. It was demonstrated that the
values of both the magnetic field and the induced current density obtained
from the coil model are in a reasonable agreement with the test appliances.
With a concept similar to that described in [40], Leitgeb et al developed
a simplified method to assess appliances, which provides reference factor
plots with distances, for the circular current sources of 4 – 16 cm diameters
[42], for source orientations with the magnetic field axis perpendicular to
the sagittal, frontal, and transversal planes, and for abdominal and breast
positions. Therefore, this method provides a faster way to evaluate whether
the hotspot on the appliance is in compliance with the standards.
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Exposure System Review
Exposure Systems for Human Studies

Human studies represent the most important and relevant reference for assessment of health risk from EMF exposure, with the main concerns being
exposure level and ethical principles. As indicated in [43], study endpoints
that can be evaluated include head imaging modalities like positron emission
tomography (PET) and near infrared imaging (NIRI), via sleep and wake
electroencephalography (EEG), cognitive tasks, subjective well-being, and
hormone (e.g. melatonin) production.
Guidelines for the design of exposure apparatus for use in human studies
to evaluate the health risk of mobile phone use have been summarized in
[44]. The criteria for a system that facilitates and ensures reproducible and
quantifiable exposures include intersubject variability, double blind protocols, signal unit, monitoring, human safety, comfort, reflections, temperature load, and ELF/very low frequency (VLF) magnetic fields.
Studies of RF exposure can be based on either near-field or far-field
scenarios. The near-field exposure can be generated by mobile phones, or
by antennas designed to emulate cell phone components. Some examples of
setups used to study headache and other symptoms caused by GSM wireless
communication signals are described in [45], and systems that combine
ELF and RF EMFs for evaluating the interactions of central nervous system
with mobile phones are reported in [46]. Besides these localized exposure
systems that focus on assessment of brain and nerve exposure, whole-body
exposure systems based on transverse electromagnetic (TEM) cells [47],
and reverberation chambers [48] have been implemented. Other far-field
exposure systems have been applied for sleep studies [49, 50]. For low
frequency uniform whole-body exposure, a typical exposure facility is described in [51], consisting of a cubic room 2.45 m in each dimension, with
E-field generated by a modified parallel-plate system and H-field generated
with Helmholtz coils.

2.2.2

Exposure System for In Vivo Studies

Long term or higher level exposure experiments and studies, which are not
suitable for humans, can be realized with in vivo studies in animals.
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Minimal requirements and development guidelines for construction of
exposure setups for biological experiments to address the health risks of
RF exposure are recommended in [8]. The exposure setups should be well
adapted to the biological protocol and also meet all requirements for wellcharacterized EMF exposure. For the possible variety of biological end
points, thus, it is impossible to develop a standardized exposure setup. The
exposure protocols can be classified as whole body, or partial body as in
[52]. Kainz et al have compared different whole-body exposure systems in
[53]. Moreover, Paffi et al have summarized and compared more exposure
systems for both whole-body and partial-body exposure studies [54]. In
terms of the incident field, the exposure systems can be classified mainly as
three types: quasi-open, guided-wave, and resonant [53].
Quasi-open systems are comparably easy to design, and are thus the
most frequently used type of exposure apparatus in bioeletromagnetic investigations. The exposure source can be a horn antenna [55, 56, 57],
a helical antenna [58], or GTEM cells [59]. The major disadvantage of
these systems is that the efficiency is very low, and the amplifier costs for
exposure levels close to or above today’s safety limits become unaffordable.
Furthermore, they require more space per exposed rodent due to the limited
uniform exposure region.
Typical guided-wave systems are based on circular waveguides [60],
rectangular waveguides [61], radial waveguides [62], or TEM cells [63].
Compared to the quasi-open systems, the guided-wave systems, e.g., radial
waveguide systems, have the possibility to conduct large-scale exposures
within reasonable amounts of space. The disadvantage is that these systems
generally have low power efficiency.
Comparably, resonant systems have the advantage of high power efficiency and are also the most suitable systems for large-scale exposures
due to comparably small volume needed per exposed rodent. The earliest
design of a resonant exposure system is the ‘Ferris wheel’ exposure unit
as described in [64]. However, the unit consists of a multimode cavity
and, therefore, generates relatively large variations in the exposure between
the rodents [4]. This issue has been overcome for a similar arrangement
designed by [53], which consists of a cascade of 17 mono-mode waveguides
or chambers that are all excited by a single quadruple antenna. A common
disadvantage of these systems is that the rodents are restrained at inhalation
tubes, limiting the exposure time per day to two hours for mice and four
hours for rats. Reverberation chamber systems, based on time-averaged
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isotropic field exposures that can hold free moving rodents, are an alternative solution for long term exposure studies. Detailed information about
the reverberation chamber exposure systems is introduced in Chapter 5 and
Chapter 6. Another type of a resonate structure is a novel TEM cell, which
is described in Chapter 7.
The important characteristics for designing EMF experiments, especially
for the ELF magnetic exposure, has been summarized in [6]. The LF magnetic exposure systems are usually constructed with Helmholtz coils, Merritt
coils, or long solenoids, in which the H-fields have high homogeneity. A
more detailed comparison of different LF exposure systems is included in
Chapter 8.

2.2.3

Real Time RF Exposure System for In Vitro Studies

To clarify the mechanism of biological effects due to EMF exposure, in vitro
studies have several advantages, including being capable of handling higher
exposure levels and being less time consuming and less expensive. The
suggested design procedure is to follow the requirements described in [8] as
well. The categorization is similar to that in [53] for in vivo systems, i.e.,
according to the incident field, as quasi-open, guided-wave, and resonant.
Depending on the type of analysis intended, the systems can be further
divided into post-exposure analysis and real-time analysis designs. The
important design criteria and aspects for post-exposure system have been
described in detail in the thesis [65]. Paffi et al. have reviewed the in vitro
exposure systems of both types published from 1999 to 2009 [66].
To understand the influence of EMFs on biological systems, special
attention has been given to real-time acquisition of data during RF exposure
rather than only post-exposure analysis. The real-time exposure with an
observation system has the potential to provide better understanding of the
mechanisms involved in the RF biological response. Although there are
not many real-time exposure systems that have been designed for in vivo
exposure, real-time systems have been investigated for in vitro exposure
for decades. Among previous research reported, real-time investigations
have been implemented for studies of neuronal activity, protein conformation, and ion channel current flow. The data acquisition has been realized with on-chip sensors with passive multiple electrode arrays (MEA),
spectropolarimeters, and electrophysiological patch-clamps. The exposure
systems fall generally into three types: modified waveguides, TEM cells,
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and striplines, which can be integrated into corresponding measurement
equipment.
The salient characteristics of these in vitro real-time systems are summarized in Table 2.1. Most of these systems are based on guided-wave
exposure concepts; only few are based on resonant or quasi-open structures.
Guided Wave System
The earliest reported real time system [67] was used to study the influence
of the frequency and modulation of fields emitted by GSM standard digital
wireless telecommunication devices on Ca2+ in excitable ventricular cardiac myocytes exposed at 900 and 1800 MHz. The exposure was realized
with a 7 cm × 7 cm × 7 cm TEM cell. An open vessel of 200 µl volume
containing the cell suspension was located inside the TEM cell, along with
facilities for perfusion and temperature control of the preparation. The
bottom of the TEM cell had a wire mesh opening of 10 mm diameter for
observation. The real time measurement system was an inverted microscope
with an image analysis system consisting of a CCD camera for epifluorescence illumination. The study also provided SAR dosimetry analysis for the
cell suspension, which was exposed to 11 mW/kg/W and 33.4 mW/kg/W at
900 MHz and 1800 MHz, respectively. The SAR homogeneity was influenced by the wire mesh at the bottom of the TEM cell, causing changes in
the mean local SAR values by as much as one order of magnitude.
With similar biological purpose and exposure setup, [68] introduced an
open TEM cell for the study the cellular Ca2+ homeostasis under 900 MHz
exposure. Two TEM cells, one for exposure and the other for sham exposure, were located inside an incubator enclosure over an inverted microscope stage. The real time measurements were realized with a fluorescence
imaging screening system. The system was shown by numerical and experimental dosimetry to provide a much higher power efficiency (0.65 W/kg/W)
compared to that described in [67].
Similarly, Ca2+ currents in the presence of exposure devices designed
to emulate GSM-phones (900 and 1800 MHz) and other communication
devices (180 MHz) were studied in [69]. A TEM exposure system similar
to that used by [67] was used for 180 and 900 MHz, and a rectangular
waveguide with a specifically designed experimental container was used for
900 and 1800 MHz exposures. Together with an inverted microscope,

900

900/1800

900/ 1800/ 2000

750- 1120

1900- 2200

1800
900
2450
700

910-990

[68]

[69]

[70]

[71]

[72]

[73]
[74]
[75]
[76]

[77]

Frequency
MHz
Guided wave systems
[67]
900/ 1800

Reference

Voltage clamp technique

On-chip sensor with passive MEA
MEA
MEA
Spectrofluorometer
Microelectrodes

Force transducer

TEM

Microscope, epifluorescence illumination
Microscope,
Fluorescence
imaging
screening system
Microscope, Patch clamp
technique
Microscope, Patch clamp
technique
Rectangular
waveguide
Rectangular
waveguide with
Fin-lines
WR975
rectangular
waveguide
Rectangular
waveguide
Open TEM
Open TEM
Open TEM
Parallel-plate
waveguide
Parallel-plate
waveguide

open TEM

Exposure system

Measurement technology

8%

10 %

< 18.6 %

>3

3.2
0.087
26.1
0.035

10 %

Homogeneity

400/1100/1100

1.66/3.19

0.65

0.011/ 0.033

Power efficiency
W/kg/W
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<2500

[80]

Exposure chamber with horn antenna
Circular single
turn antenna

WR975
rectangular
waveguide
Cylindrical
waveguide with
durable plastics
live cell chamber

Coplanar waveguide
Stripline waveguide
Shortcut circular
waveguide

Table 2.1: In vitro exposure system summary.

Membrane electrode

27.12

[84]

Epifluorescence
microscope

Cell perfusion apparatus

2450

Quasi open systems
[83]
1000-6000

[82]

Cell perfusion apparatus

CD spectropolarimeter

2450

[79]

Resonant systems
[81]
750- 1120

Microscope, microelectrodes
Spectrophotometer

800-2200

[78]

0.07(6GHz)

47.6 with lens 100x

2 (1 MHz)

43 (900MHz)

> 27

< 30 %

< 30 %

< 30 %

<7%
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standard patch-clamp electrophysiology equipment was integrated for measurement via an additional opening of 10 mm diameter in the top plate of the
waveguide. Compared to [67], the openings in the bottom of the waveguide
were modified to improve the homogeneity of the exposure. For the rectangular waveguide, the power efficiency was 1.66 W/kg/W for 900 MHz and
3.19 W/kg/W for 1800 MHz.
Fin-line concept rectangular waveguides for use with patch-clamp measurement technology have been developed by [70] for exposures at 900 MHz,
1.8 GHz, and 2 GHz. The advantage of this new design is that it concentrates
the field in the slot between the fins, which improves the field strength
compared to that due to the large openings in the waveguides used by [69].
A sketch of the setup with a cross-sectional view are shown in Figure 2.2.
As shown on the right panel of Figure 2.2, Corti organ hair cells are bathed
in the extracellular solution in the exposure vessel, which is placed onto
two fins separated by a slot. The waveguide has high power efficiencies of
400 W/kg/W (900 MHz) and 1.1 kW/kg/W (1800 MHz, 2 GHz). Good SAR
uniformity (within 10%) was observed within the diameter of 4 mm from
the exposure vessel.

Figure 2.2: Fin-line rectangular waveguide; the variables in the figure vary
for different frequencies [70].
A rectangular waveguide was designed by [71] to study the contraction
of skeletal muscle exposed to RF in the frequency range of 0.75 – 1 GHz.
The waveguide has cross sectional dimensions of 23.9 cm × 21.4 cm and a
length of 24.5 cm, with a vertical organ bath (OB) located at its center. The
real time measurement was realized by a force transducer connected to the
muscle via slots around the OB. These slots were also used for control and
stimulating devices outside the system. The electrodes were separated horizontally and symmetrically above and below the muscle, which minimized
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the coupling between the E-field and the electrodes. The power efficiency
was larger than 3 W/kg/W, with uniformity better than 15%.
Another rectangular waveguide exposure system, designed to detect possible athermal effects in the electrical activity of in vitro neuronal networks,
was described in [72]. The EMF source was a continuous wave in the range
of 1.9 – 2.2 GHz or a generic mobile phone signal (UMTS-standard). The
neural cells were seeded on top of a micro-sensor chip with a passive MEA.
The chips were mounted to the bottom of the waveguide, ensuring that only
the chip surface, the medium channel and the neuronal cells protrude into the
waveguide. The paper also includes numerical and experimental dosimetric
data.
Another exposure system with MEA for the neuronal network observation was introduced by [73]. The system, based on an open transverse electromagnetic cell operating at 1.8 GHz (shown in Figure 2.3), is also capable
of operating at other frequencies. The field inside the cell was orthogonal to
the MEA surface, thus minimizing coupling with the electrodes. The open
structure can provide easy access to the biological samples and real-time
temperature monitoring. The neurons grew directly on the chip surface
inside a cylindrical resin container, which was inserted in a circular hole
in the TEM cell ground plate. The device performance was evaluated by
numerical and experimental dosimetry. A power efficiency of 3.2 W/kg/W,
with a standard deviation of 0.3 W/kg/W, and a temperature elevation of
about 0.3 ◦ C, were reported. This system has also been used in [85] for
neuronal network studies with exposures at 1800 MHz.

Figure 2.3: Open TEM cell in [73].
Similar exposure and measurement concepts have been used in [74] for
the study of cardiac myocyte spheroids. The structure, not exactly a TEM
cell but a parallel plate transmission line, was modified to have only a large
ground plane with a 50 mm wide septum above it, to provide pulse exposure
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at 900 MHz. According to the numerical dosimetry, the homogeneity was
good with a power efficiency of 87 mW/Kg/W.
A TEM cell similar to that used by [73] was designed for lipid bilayer exposures at 2.45 GHz [75]. The TEM cell was modified to contain
a cuvette and spectrofluorometric equipment. The power efficiency was
26.1 ± 2.1 W/kg/W.
The design for a parallel plate waveguide for observing neuronal activity in brain slices during RF exposure has been described in [76]. The
waveguide is formed by two parallel plates, which have holes in both bottom and top to allow for illumination, stimulating electrodes, and recording
devices. The cells were located in a Haas-top-type brain slice chamber,
and extracellular potential responses were recorded with microelectrodes
placed at an angle of approximately 45 ◦ C to the E field. The numerical
dosimetry showed low power efficiency of 0.03 W/kg/W. E field coupling
with the electrodes was likely to be considerable.
Another parallel plate waveguide, as implemented in [77] to study the
effects of ultra high frequency (UHF) EMF on channel activities of the pores
of a lipid bilayer, is shown in Figure 2.4. The uniform electromagnetic field
was applied with a parallel plate waveguide consisting of two trapezoidal
aluminum plates positioned 5.5 cm apart. The voltage clamp technique was
used to monitor and record the single channel activities in the presence and
absence of EMFs at 910 to 990 MHz in real time. The whole setup was
located inside a Faraday cage. A numerical analysis was performed to insure
the homogeneity of the field distribution.

Figure 2.4: Parallel waveguide [77].
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A coplanar waveguide (CPW) together with patch-clamp technology for
investigating cell membrane ion currents was introduced in [78]. The cell
culture was placed inside a Petri dish, which was located at the center of
the CPW system. Glass was used as the transparent dielectric substrate.
Through a gap, a microscope was used for cell identification, glass microelectrode insertion, and monitoring. The incident field was almost parallel
to the Petri dish surface and orthogonal to the microelectrode, to minimize
coupling with the monitoring devices. From the numerical and experimental
analysis, the power efficiency within the gap visible area was 17.3 W/kg/W
for 905 MHz, and 40.9 W/kg/W for 1750 MHz. The distance between the
central and lateral conductors of the coplanar waveguide was modified from
0.5 to 1.2 cm to accommodate samples for the study of neuronal activity
[86]. In addition, two Petri dishes could be placed simultaneously in the
gaps between the coplanar conductors. This design was verified to have
greater than 27 W/kg/W power efficiency and better than 7% homogeneity
over the entire Petri dish.
A quite different exposure idea for the study of liposomes exposed to
continuous wave at 2.45 GHz was reported in [79]. The exposure system
was a modified stripline, where the cuvette containing the samples and
the thermoregulatory device were adjacent to the dielectric substrate of the
stripline. The entire exposure system was located inside a spectrophotometer set up for ascorbate oxidase activity measurements.
Another guided exposure chamber wave concept is a circular waveguide,
i.e., the system designed to study proteins exposed to mobile communication signals up to 2.5 GHz for both thermal and athermal effects [80].
The exposure chamber was mounted inside the measurement chamber of a
circular dichroism spectropolarimeter, as shown in Figure 2.5. A standard
polarimetric rectangular cuvette (path length 5 mm; Model QS 110, Hellma,
Müllheim, Germany) was loaded from the top, with the cylindrically shaped
site – 3 mm in radius by 5 mm high – of interaction located at the center. The
exposure chamber was based on a short-circuited circular waveguide fed by
a tapered coaxial line. The power efficiency at 900 MHz was ca. 43 W/kg/W.
Resonant Systems
In addition to the guided wave designs presented so far, a different concept
of exposure system is a resonant structure, as described by [81], based on a
WR-975 waveguide and a cell perfusion chamber, for studying the release
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Figure 2.5: Short circular waveguide [80].
of catecholamines from neural-type cells. The exposure system, with an
operating frequency in the range of 0.75 to 1.12 GHz, was terminated with
a shorting plate at one end to create a standing wave. The cell perfusion
chamber was located at the E-field maximum, with the E-field parallel to
the plane of the cell container. The perfusion tubing and temperature probes
have access to the cell chamber through non-radiating slots at the top, bottom, and sides of waveguides. The maximum power efficiency of 2 W/kg/W
occurred at 1 GHz and the homogeneity was better than 30%.
A live cell imaging system based on a cylindrical cavity is designed with
openings on the top and bottom for loading the cell cultures. The operating
frequency is determined by the size of the cavity, but also limited by the size
of the microscope stage. Observation and manipulation is via an epifluorescence microscope. Cells are cultured in monolayer on a glass cover slip
inserted into a durable plastic imaging chamber, which is integrated into
the centre of a dual mode stepped cylindrical cavity. Since the objective
lens significantly influences the SAR distribution, and different lenses have
different observation distances, each has to be numerically evaluated. For
the 100× lens, the mean power efficiency in the observable area is ca.
47.6 W/kg/W, with homogeneity of better than 10%. The detailed design
characteristics and dosimetry are included in Chapter 4.

2.2.4

Real Time LF Exposure System for In Vitro Studies

There are many different exposure systems designed for the LF exposure of
in vitro preparations. As summarized in [87, 88], systems for the generation
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of a uniform magnetic field can been categorized into rectangular coils,
Helmholtz coils, 4 coil systems, solenoids, and windings on ferromagnetic
cores. The important design criteria for in vitro exposure systems are a
uniform exposure region and levels, low levels of stray fields [89], and
immunity to the influence of external magnetic field disturbances [90].
Most of these exposure systems were built for analysis of effects post
exposure. Only a limited number of research studies have ever been performed based on the evaluation of real time exposure effects, which enables
the observer to see the cell’s immediate response during the exposure. The
effects of the microscope objectives within a Helmholtz coil-based exposure
system have been studied [91]. The different materials and structures of
the objectives lead to production of spatial gradients in field intensity when
objectives are not perfectly aligned with exposure systems or when placed in
the earth’s magnetic field, which indicates that integration of the observation
equipment into the exposure system is not a straightforward step. The main
specifications of the different kinds of real time exposure systems described
in previous studies are summarized and compared in Table 2.2.
A system, which uses current-sheet magnetic field generator attached
to an inverted microscope just above the microscope stage, is described in
[92], as shown in Figure 2.6. The current sheet is a printed circuit board clad
with copper on both sides. The two circuits have their long axes oriented
perpendicular to one another, which can generate either linearly or circularly
polarized magnetic fields. The currents from a single waveform generator
are driven by separate power amplifiers for the two sides. The current sheet,
which can generate a uniform magnetic field parallel to the stage, has a size
of 9.5 cm × 9.5 cm, with a hole of 1.59 cm diameter in the center for the
passage of light. The distance between the current sheet and the microscope
stage is 1.6 cm. The operating frequency is 60/70 Hz, with an exposure
level of 0.1 mT and a current of 25 A. Over an area of 4 cm × 4 cm, the
homogeneity is within 5%. The advantage is that the current sheet generator
is compact and can be scaled to any size. It allows easy access to the
specimen for the purpose of intracellular recording. On the other hand, the
field sensitivity is low.
A similar current sheet magnetic field generator, described in [93], is a
flat 4 cm × 4 cm brass sheet with a 2 mm diameter hole at the center. The
sheet is mounted on the stage of the inverted microscope, which introduces a
horizontal magnetic field in the exposure medium. The geomagnetic field is
canceled by a pair of 30-turn 100 mm diameter coils, separated by 120 mm,

Hz
60 / 70
14 - 52
60

60

50 - 1k

0-8

[94]

[95]

[96]

Frequency

[92]
[93]
[90]

Reference

radius: 31.5

mm
95 x 95
40 x 40
radius:38

Coil size

40 x 40 x 40

radius: 5

radius < 9

mm
40 x 40

Effective area

0.2 (0.6A)

0.02 - 6

0.2 (50 mA)

mT
0.1 (25 A)
0.065 / 0.15
0-1.5

Exposure level

Table 2.2: MF exposure system comparison

Asymmetrical radius: 14
circular coils
3 pairs of 1000 x 1000
square coils
700 x 700
550 x 550

Current sheet
Current sheet
Double layer
solenoid
Circular coil

Type

0.03 - 0.05

0.1 (AC) /
30-40 (DC)
0.025

8.4

Ambient
level
µT
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Figure 2.6: Current sheet magnetic field generator [92].
surrounding the stage of the microscope. To minimize the influence of
the apparatus, the steel spring in the objective piece is replaced with a
nonmagnetic stopper. The stage and the micromanipulator arm for the dish
are made of acrylic resin. The cell is anchored on the bottom of the dish
less than 3 mm above the current sheet and was patched with more than
one electrode. The calcium influx was recorded according to a patch clamp
technique. The operating frequency was flexible, ranging from 14 to 52 Hz,
with amplitude from 0.065 to 0.13 mT. Compared to the previous design,
the exposure level is higher due to the shorter distance between the target
area and the current sheet. The disadvantage is that the microscope must be
modified to minimize its influence on the exposure.
Instead of horizontal magnetic field exposure, a vertical magnetic field
generator that can be integrated with an inverted microscope stage is described in [90]. The system consists of two 100-turn, double-layer 1.8 cm
long solenoids with 3.8 cm radius separated by a gap of 0.9 cm for generating the vertical magnetic field. For canceling the horizontal component
of the geomagnetic field, a pair of 3.8 cm radius and 0.7 cm long, 71.4turn coils, separated by a distance of 7.2 cm are located around the main
coils. The system has been implemented by [97]. There is no significant
influence on the AC magnetic field exposure by the instrument. The stainless steel microscope lens holder appears to be slightly magnetized by the
DC magnetic component, so a magnetic recording head demagnetizer was
used to erase the residual magnetism in the lens holder before initiating the
experiment. The cells are grown on glass coverslips and distributed over a
1.9 cm diameter disk, but only the cells near the center of the disk, where the
induced electric field is minimal, are used as the experimental assay. The
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apparatus generates ELF sinusoidal 60 Hz magnetic fields with amplitudes
of 0 to 1.5 mT. The advantage of the system is that it has a feedback control
for the currents to make it immune to external magnetic field disturbances,
and the field effectiveness is higher than that of the horizontal exposure
systems presented above. On the other hand, the effective area is quite small,
as is the size of specimen area.
Another low cost, custom made circular coil ELF magnetic field exposure system is introduced in [94]. The system consists of two coils vertically
separated by 0.8 mm. Each coil consists of 90 turns of copper wire, with an
inner diameter of 63 mm and an outer diameter of 83 mm. The coils can be
stacked in the microscope stage circular opening. The coils are driven by a
sinusoidal signal from a function generator and power amplifier. The exposure level of the system is linearly related to the feed current, which ranges
from 0 – 1 A in the frequency band of 5 – 100 Hz. The typical operating
frequency is 60 Hz with 200 µT at 50 mA input current. The authors indicate
that the existence of the objective increases the field intensity around its
edges, while there is no significant influence at the center of the coil. The
maximum levels of the ambient AC magnetic field near the microscope and
inside the incubator were 0.1 µT. The DC magnetic field in the near region
ranged between 30 and 40 µT, but is not relevant to the studies of the paper.
The objective’s distortion has been verified to be small. The advantage of
this system is that, although comparably small, it has high field efficiency.
Recently, a new system built for uniform exposure of cell monolayers
has been presented in [95]. The exposure apparatus is compatible with
inverse microscopy, which allows live cell imaging and other techniques,
including confocal scanning and fluorescence microscopy. Since the objective turret should be allowed to turn without significantly influencing
the exposure parameters, it is not advisable to use symmetric components
such as the solenoids or Helmholtz coils used in the previously described
studies. The main magnetic field is generated by 2 windings of coils. The
lower coil produces a field in the plane of the exposure, with the upper
coils providing an inverse field gradient to optimize the field uniformity
at the cell layer. The coils are surrounded by a water jacket for thermal
regulation. The chamber size is 16.5 mm high and 40 mm in diameter, which
fits into the microscope setting as shown in Figure 2.7. The exposure level
has a dynamic range of 20 µT to 6 mT with the frequency ranging from
50 Hz to 1 kHz, generated by an arbitrary waveform generator. The field
sensitivity is 1.6 mT/A. The study shows no significant exposure influence
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by the objective in the range of 10 mm diameter at the cell layer, a result
similar to that found in [94]. With the exposure coils inactive, the stray
magnetic field measured was lower than 0.025 µT, well below the minimum
exposure level. By inverting the current in part of the coils, a sham exposure
with the same environmental conditions as the normal exposure can be set
up. This is a significant advantage compared to the previously described
systems for in vitro studies. With thermal regulation, the system is also
suitable for long-term and high exposure scenarios.

Figure 2.7: Schematic and real exposure chamber of magnetic field generator with asymmetrical coils [95].
A large coil system designed to create a homogeneous magnetic field
exposure for a patch-clamp setup , not as conventional Helmholtz coils, has
been described in [96]. The system consists of three orthogonal pairs of
square coils surrounding the setup. Each coil, consisting of 100 turns of
copper wire, connects to the function generator and amplifier. The frontback coils have side length of 100 cm and are separated by 70 cm; the lateral
coils have side length of 70 cm with 121 cm separation; and the vertical
coils have side length of 55 cm with 34 cm separation. The vertical coils are
shielded by the grounded aluminum foil to eliminate the stray of electrical
field. The uniformity is claimed better than 1% in the central exposure area
of size 4 cm × 4 cm × 4 cm. The typical operating magnetic flux density can
reach up to 200 µT, with a current flow of 0.6 A in each coil. With 3 hours
exposure, no significant temperature variations were detected. The distortions caused by the objective lens and the current flow in the microscope
lamp have been verified as negligible. Compared to the previously mentioned studies for monolayer exposure, this system has the advantage that
it produces a comparably large uniform exposure in three spatial directions,
however, it occupies more space.

Part II

In Vitro Exposure Systems
and Dosimetry
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Chapter 3

Dosimetric Assessment of
Two-Layer Cell Culture
Configurations for Fertility
Research at 1950 MHz
3.1

Abstract

1

The objective of this chapter is to extend the dosimetric assessment of
35 mm Petri dishes exposed in the standing wave of R18 waveguides operated at 1950 MHz for a medium-oil two-layer configuration for cells in
monolayer and suspension. The culture medium inside the Petri dish is
covered by oil that prevents evaporation and seals the cells below in the
medium. The exposure of the cells is analyzed for one suspension-medium
configuration, two different suspension-multilayer configurations, and one
monolayer-multilayer configuration. The numerical dosimetry is verified by
dosimetric temperature measurements. The non-uniformity of the specific
absorption rate (SAR) distribution is 30% for monolayer, and 59-75% for
1 This

Chapter has been published in [98]
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suspension configurations. The latter should be taken into account when a
biological experiment is performed.

3.2

Introduction

With the increasing usage of the mobile communication systems, investigation of the potential adverse health effects of electromagnetic (EM) radiation
has become even more important. This paper addresses the special requirements of EM exposure and research into fertility, as the common culturing
techniques require adjusted dosimetric assessments. The major difference
compared to previous research is that spermatozoa are exposed in a twolayer configuration, as shown in Figure 3.1. Each Petri dish is filled with a
small volume of cell culture media, i.e. the HTF medium typically used in
vitro experiments. The medium is then covered by a layer of light mineral
oil formulated for embryo culture. The purpose of the oil is to prevent
evaporation and to insulate the media from changes in osmolality and pH
[99]. The dielectric and thermal properties of the oil are different from
the culture medium and hence the exposure is significantly altered from the
media-only paradigm. This difference influences the electromagnetic field
(EMF) distribution and generates a different thermal load in the medium.

Figure 3.1: Medium oil configuration (left: medium only; right medium
covered with an oil layer).
This paper presents the dosimetric assessment for the in vitro EMF exposure experiments with two-layer configurations to investigate the performance characteristics and compare with the basic dosimetry requirements
as reported in [8]. It considers exposure using two different cell culturing
conditions, namely, monolayer-cultures on the bottom of the Petri dish and
cell suspensions in the medium. The basic requirements are: 1. Time
averaged SAR exposure greater than 2 W/kg (ICNIRP limitation) [9]; 2.
The thermal load below 0.1 ◦ C in order to exclude thermal effects; 3. Small
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deviation from uniformity of exposure; 4. The power isolation between
exposure and sham must be more than 30 dB [100].

3.3

Design of the Setup

We compare the differences in the dosimetric analysis of a two-layer configuration for cell cultures in suspension or monolayer, to a media-only
configuration when exposed within the exposure setup described in [100],
improved and extended versions of which (sXc1950) have been made available by IT’IS Foundation (Switzerland).
The mechanical design is shown in Figure 3.2. The structure is based on
two R18 waveguides (cross-section 64.8 mm ×129.6 mm) with a shorting
plate at one end and a coax to waveguide transition at the other end. Electrically, the signal enters the waveguide via the coaxial transition and travels
the length of the waveguide where upon it is reflected by the short circuit
and travels back down the waveguide, forming a standing wave pattern, and
exits via the transition. Reflected power is terminated in a 50 Ω load.

Figure 3.2: Exposure chambers of sXc1950
Six 35 mm diameter Petri dishes (NUNC, Denmark), arranged in two
rows are placed in each waveguide. Monolayer cell cultures are exposed in
the H-field maximum and suspension cell cultures exposed in the E-Field
maximum, which provides the best SAR uniformity. A distance-holder
ensures the correct position. The environmental control is realized by field
sensors (2.5 mm monopole antennas), temperature sensors for the air environment, and by an optimized air-flow system based on ventilators (Papst,
612NGHH: air flow 56 m3 /h) with a common inlet for both waveguides
[100].
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The signal unit(Figure 3.3) consists of: an RF signal generator (E4437B,
Agilent, US), an arbitrary function generator (33120A, Agilent, US), a 50 W
power amplifier (LS Electronics, Spanga, Sweden) and a data logger (34970A,
Agilent, US). This system allows complex modulation schemes, e.g.: i) the
basic GSM mode (basic) active during talking into the phone, ii) the DTX
mode active while listening, iii) conversation covering temporal changes
between basic and DTX mode. The UMTS signal (W-CDMA modulated)
can be additionally modulated with a worst-case power control level (PCL)
envelope, which mimics output power regulation of the mobile phone due
to, e.g., motion in an urban area. The data logger monitors all sensor signals
(field values, air flow temperature, fan driving currents) with a sampling rate
of 0.1 Hz. Blinded protocols are realized by a random allocation of the two
waveguides to sham and expose.

Figure 3.3: Signal generator and monitoring unit. (H: H-field, T: temperature, I: fan driving current, DL: data logger, PC: personal computer).

3.4
3.4.1

Methods
Multilayer Configuration

The major difference comparing to the previous research is the medium-oil
two-layer configuration within the 35 mm Petri dishes. In order to compare and analyze the differences of the multilayer configuration, various
combinations for suspension and monolayer configurations were analyzed
as shown in Table 3.1. Application of medium volume less than 1.5 ml is
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challenging, as it is difficult to cover the bottom of the Petri dish entirely
with the medium.
Abbreviations
Suspension
MediumOnly-suspension
MedOil2010-suspension
MedOil1515-suspension
Monolayer
MedOil2010-Monolayer

Medium volume

Oil volume

3 ml
2 ml
1.5 ml

0
1 ml
1.5 ml

2 ml

1 ml

Table 3.1: Multilayer configurations

3.4.2

Electromagnetic Simulation

For all simulations, the finite-difference-time domain (FDTD) solver of the
in-house simulation platform SEMCAD X V14 (jointly developed by the
IT’IS Foundation and SPEAG, Zurich and commercialized by the latter) are
used. The code has been widely validated in the context of applications
ranging from mobile communication devices [101, 102] and medical resonance imaging [103, 104]. The thermal solver is described in [105] and has
been validated in [106].
It has been demonstrated that the meniscus can substantially influence
the dosimetry results [107]. Therefore geometric dimensions of the medium
and oil were verified by measuring the meniscus for MedOil2010-suspension
at 37 ◦ C. Grid step of the reference simulation for the medium was set to
300 µm in the X-Y plane, and 50 µm in the Z direction, ensuring satisfactory
modeling of the thin cell monolayer.
A waveguide source was used for signal excitation at one end of the
waveguide, and a short-plate at the other, resulting in the standing-wave
field pattern.
The corresponding material parameters are shown in Table 3.2.

3.4.3

Thermal Simulation

For the same model, the thermal analysis was performed with the SAR simulation result as the input. The thermal load depends on the SAR distribution
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Material

T
C
37
22
37
37
37
22
37/22

εr

◦

Original medium
Quinn-1520
Oil
Petri dish /dishholder
1

71
74
71.8
71.3
2.4
2.3
3

σ
S/m
2.23
2.1 1
2.35
2.28 2
0.004
0.004
0

Table 3.2: Overview of dielectric simulation parameters.
value of medium used for experimental dosimetry at 22◦ C
2
comparison measurements from NTTDoCoMo
(εr : relative permittivity, σ: electric conductivity)

inside the materials and the heat transfer to the environment. The related
thermal parameters are listed in Table 3.3 [100, 108].
material
Medium
Oil
Petri dish /dishholder
Thermal boundary

C
J /kg/K
4183
1670
900
dish-air
oil-air

κ
W/m/K
0.55
0.138
0.16
45±10%
4.5±10%

ρ
kg/m3
1020
800
1200
W/K/m2
W/K/m2

Table 3.3: Overview of thermal simulation parameters.
(C: specific heat capacity, κ: thermal conductivity, ρ: mass density)

3.4.4

Experimental Validation

The small medium height of 2 mm did not allow the assessment of the SAR
distribution using an SAR probe. However, since the scenario in this paper
is similar to earlier assessments [100], similar method and verified results
are also applicable. Therefore, the SAR and thermal time constants have
been validated using temperature measurements at the location simulated
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to give the highest temperature rise. Measurements were made using an
EASY4 system (SPEAG, Switzerland) with calibrated temperature probes
(T1V3Lab: SN 5119, 5120). The SAR/temperature measurements were
done at room temperature with all the Petri dishes filled with similar loads.
The SAR was calculated via SAR ∼
= C · 4T /t, with the initial temperature
rise [100].

3.5
3.5.1

Results
Numerical Dosimetry

SAR Exposure Pattern in Suspension
The SAR distributions obtained from simulations show similar patterns to
the results published in [100]. In the cell suspension exposure, the internal
E-field is polarized perpendicular to the medium surface. This generates
maximum uniformity inside the medium.
Figure 3.4 shows the exposure of a single Petri dish in center slice view
for MedOil2010- suspension, MedOil1515- suspension and MediumOnlysuspension. Corresponding exposure levels can be found in Table 3.4. The
SAR distribution is roughly following a log-normal distribution, with a logarithmic standard deviation of < 3 dB, as shown in Figure 3.4.
Medium / oil

Pooled avg.SAR
W/kg/(A/m)2

Maximum deviation
of petri #1-#6 from
pooled average

Non-uniformity lognormal distribution
√
( variance, k=1)

MediumOnly
MedOil2010
MedOil1515

0.35
0.23
0.2

< 10%
< 10%
< 10%

75.10%
66.90%
58.70%

Table 3.4: Dosimetric results for cell suspensions - SAR normalized to
maximum H2 field in the waveguide
As indicated by the slice view in Figure 3.4, the peak SAR was located
in the meniscus. The analysis of the average SAR in the Table 3.4 was based
on the volume without the meniscus, as per reference [100]. In [100] a more
complex arrangement where the cell culture Petri dish was placed in a larger
dish filled with water was utilized, reducing the peak SAR at the edges that
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resulted in a high but still acceptable non-uniformity level of 40%. With the
two-layer configurations the performance does not meet the criteria set out
in [8] and this should be taken into account when biological experiments are
performed.

Figure 3.4: SAR distribution in two orthogonal cuts, and logarithmic
histogram for the three suspension cell configurations.

SAR Exposure Pattern in Monolayer
The monolayer cell configuration for MedOil2010-monolayer was also analyzed. The cells in this configuration are exposed in the H-field maximum
of the waveguide. This generates maximum uniformity inside the bottom
layer. The exposure pattern is shown in Figure 3.5, which is taken from the
bottom voxel layer of the medium containing the monolayer cells (height of
50 µm). The monolayer configuration shows higher SAR efficiency, lower
non-uniformity, and lower thermal load than the suspension cell configurations.
As shown in Table 3.5, the average SAR exposure in the monolayer of
0.91 W/kg/(A/m)2 (non-uniformity 29.6% or 1.4 dB) is comparable to the
3.1 ml Medium-only exposures from [100], where values of 1.8 W/kg/(A/m)2
and non-uniformity of 28% were estimated.
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Figure 3.5: SAR distribution in two orthogonal cuts and logarithmic
histogram for the monolayer cell configuration (MedOil2010-monolayer).
Medium/oil

Pooled avg.SAR
W/kg/(A/m)2

Max. dev. of
Petri #1-#6 from
pooled average

Non-uniformity
log-normal
distribution
√
( variance, k=1)

MedOil2010monolayer

0.91 (in the bottomlayer)
0.4 (whole medium)

7% (in the
bottom-layer)

29.60%

Table 3.5: Dosimetric results for cells in monolayer - SAR normalized to
maximum H2 field in the waveguide
Thermal Dosimetry
The thermal distribution for MedOil1515- suspension and MedOil2010monolayer are shown in Figure 3.6. The temperature distribution is closely
related to the height of medium. The temperature distribution of same height
without oil layer is similar to the findings in [100]. This assessment is valid
for the entire setup as the ventilators ensure that there are no temperature
gradients between the waveguides. Worst-case temperature estimates in
publications should take into account the uncertainty and variation analysis.
Temperature distribution can be seen in Figure 3.6.
The largest temperature increase evaluated is less than 0.08 ◦ C for an
averaged SAR level of 1 W/kg of the suspension cells, and 0.025 ◦ C for
monolayer cells as shown in Figure 3.6. The system is not designed for
controlled heating experiments, but for small temperature increases with
high SAR values. Therefore, thermal load estimation is not valid for heating
above 1 ◦ C.
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Figure 3.6: Temperature distribution at steady state 1 W/kg average exposure for MedOil1515-suspension and MedOil2010-monolayer, ‘×’ denotes
the temperature sensor locations.

Figure 3.7: Temperature measurements (center and rear area of the Petri
dish) for two configurations with H2 =35 A2 /m2 corresponding to a simulated exposure level of 7 W/kg (MedOil1515-suspension) and 12.25 W/kg
(MediumOnly-suspension).

3.5.2

Experimental Dosimetry

The measurements were done for the MedOil1515- suspension and MediumOnly -suspension. The data was recorded with the EASY4 system and
processed in MATLAB to obtain the fitting curve parameters (Figure 3.7).

31.9
14.2
12.3
8.1
7

bottom layer
whole medium
whole medium

whole medium

whole medium

Simulated
average SAR in
target region
W/kg

6.5
(-7.1%)

10.5
(-14.6%)
n/a

n/a

Measured SAR
in center of Petri
dish
W/kg

280

* 280

* 240
280

Thermal time
constant τ (for
average SAR)
s

0.07

* 0.07

0.07

* 0.025

K/(W/kg)

∆Tmax per
SAR

Table 3.6: Simulation and measurement results comparison for H2 =35 A2 /m2 . *) estimated values

MedOil2010monolayer
MediumOnlysuspension
MedOil2010suspension
MedOil1515suspension

SAR target
region
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The comparison to simulation values is summarized in Table 3.6. A
measurement in the center of a Petri dish was chosen for validation of
the average SAR, and the initial linear temperature increase with the fans
switched off was measured to calculate the SAR. A measurement at the edge
of a Petri dish was included to validate the maximum temperature increase
for the normal case when fans are switched on. The edge position was
not used for the SAR estimation due to the very high SAR gradient in this
region.

3.5.3

Uncertainty and Variation Analysis

The uncertainty and variation analysis for the dosimetry study was performed following the concept described in [109].
The SAR and temperature simulations have been verified with temperature measurements. Temperature increase measurements within the high
SAR gradient (3 dB within less than 1 mm at the rear of the Petri dish) was
challenging, as the temperature probe integrates with time over a certain
iso-thermal region.
Effective SAR values cannot be directly obtained, as temperature flux
initiates after a few seconds already, and the spatial resolution of the sensor is too small for the high SAR gradient at the meniscus. Furthermore,
switching ON and OFF of the RF-field distorts the measurement by direct
wire-heating.
In summary, the uncertainty analysis includes various parameters as
shown in Table 3.7. The SAR simulation uncertainty is obtained by varying
simulation parameters (simulated variation is in the brackets). The resulting standard deviation is estimated by the concept in [109]. The thermal
measurements uncertainty is based on the limitations of the probe and measurement accuracy. Using normal or rectangular error distributions, the
combined relative uncertainty was calculated.
The measured SAR values at the center of the Petri dish have deviations
from the simulation in the range of - 14.6% to - 7.1%, which is in the range
of the combined expanded uncertainty (k=2) of measurements and simulations of 48.5% (see Table 3.7). Therefore the measurement supports the
reliability of the dosimetric simulation.
While the uncertainty estimates the absolute possible deviation from
target values, the variation (Table 3.8) approximates the relative variations
between the dishes for repeated experiments.
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Uncertainty of SAR simulations

Suspension

Monolayer

numerical discretization (half grid size)
determination of volume (± 0.1 ml)
dielectric parameter (±10%)
heat capacity (±10%)
thermal conductivity parameter (±15%)
thermal boundary conditions (±15%)
Combined relative sim. unc.(RSS)

6.5%
1.2%
11.0%
0.6%
8.7%
8.7%
17.8%

0.9%
4.2%
7.1%
0%
6.1%
11.1%
15.1%

Uncertainty of thermal measurements

Suspension

Monolayer

temperature probe uncertainty (linearity
and drift)
probe positioning (±2 mm)
diode sensor calibration for incident fields
Combined relative meas. unc. (RSS)

2.3%

n/a

12.1%
11.0%
16.5%

Deviation between meas. and sim.

-10.9% [-14.6%; -7.1%]

Table 3.7: Uncertainty assessment (k = 1).

Variation Analysis of SAR Assessment

Suspension

Monolayer

determination of medium volume (±0.1 ml) *
determination of oil volume (±0.1 ml) *
dish holder misplacement (±2 mm)
incident field var. on different dish locations
drift
Combined relative variability (RSS)

1.20%
0.10%
2.40%
3.60%
0.50%
4.50%

4.20%
1.40%
5.10%
3.60%
0.50%
7.70%

SAR non-uniformity of various config.

58.7% - 75.1%

29.60%

Table 3.8: Variation assessment (k = 1).
*) fluid volumes have a minor impact on SAR for suspension cells.
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SAR Efficiency and Maximum SAR Levels

Although the usage of a standing wave approach in the sXc1950 system results in higher SAR efficiency, the high values of resonant cavity approaches
are not reached. The SAR efficiencies normalized to the input power of the
waveguide are shown in Table 3.9. The maximum SAR level for continuous
wave (CW) in 3 ml medium suspension with a 50 W amplifier is 18 W/kg/W,
while the maximum for the two-layer is 9 W/kg/W (MedOil2010- suspension), which is closely related to the height of the medium.
Cell Configuration Identifier

SAR Efficiency (W/kg/W )

MediumOnly-monolayer
MedOil2010- monolayer
MediumOnly-suspension
MedOil2010-suspension
MedOil1515-suspension

2
0.8
0.36
0.18
0.12

Table 3.9: SAR efficiency for different configurations.

3.6

Conclusion

The dosimetric parameters for exposures of four additional cell/medium
configurations within the sXc1950 system have been characterized and validated. The system allows SAR levels up to 6 W/kg/W for the suspension
cells and 40 W/kg/W for monolayer cells (50 W RF amplifier). The protective oil layer influences the meniscus geometry, which alters the uniformity
of SAR compared to the results from [100]. The non-uniformity is between
30 and 75% for the different configurations. The thermal validation measurements are in agreement with the simulation results, and the largest temperature increase is less than 0.08 ◦ C/W/kg for the MedOil1515- suspension
configuration. The analysis shows that only cells cultured in monolayers
meet the requirements laid out in [8]. The implications of the relatively
large non-uniformity of the exposure for cell suspensions on the biological
experiment need to be comprehensively discussed.

Chapter 4

2.45 GHz In Vitro Exposure
System for Use during Live
Cell Imaging
4.1

Abstract

This chapter describes a 2.45 GHz exposure system for use during live cell
imaging that provides excellent exposure control and homogeneity. The
system comprises a dual mode cylindrical cavity with quadrature feed and
a computer controlled excitation system. To achieve excellent SAR homogeneity and control, the system has developed control settings that are objective lens specific to compensate for the close interaction of the exposure
field and lens.

4.2

Introduction

The European project SEAWIND investigates the dramatically increased
public exposure to electromagnetic fields (EMF) in the radio frequency (RF)
spectrum over the last two decades due to the exponential growth of wireless
network device usage in homes, offices and schools. Many different exposure setups have been used in the past to study possible EM interactions
49
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with cells, however, the majority of the systems expose the cell cultures for
a given period of time and then the analysis was performed post exposure.
The equipment described here are used for the in vitro exposure of cell
cultures during live imaging to allow real time observation and quantitative
analysis of transient and persistent molecular and cellular responses to EMF
exposure. The approach focuses on in vitro analyses of cells with genotoxicity and genomic instability as endpoints [110]. The exposure environment
is a special dual mode circular cavity where orthogonal modes are excited
in quadrature to provide optimised SAR homogeneity more tolerant to the
influence of the microscope objective lens. A bespoke system provides the
generation, control and monitoring of the exposure. It is expected that this
system will constitute a highly effective tool in providing direct insight into
the cell’s response to RF EMF.

4.3
4.3.1

Materials and Methods
Exposure and Control System Design

Live imaging of cell cultures during EM exposure has been performed before for extreme low frequency (ELF) magnetic fields [95], however, at
power line type frequencies the stainless steel objective of the microscope
system has been shown to have very little effect on the applied field [91],
this cannot be said to be the case for an RF or microwave exposure system.
Different setups have been used in the past for the exposure of cell cultures: Transverse electromagnetic (TEM) cells, RF chambers, radial transmission lines, wire-patch systems, rectangular waveguides and cylindrical
waveguides. The important design criteria and aspects for post-exposure
system have been described in detail by J. Schuderer in the thesis [65], and
for real-exposure system have been summarized in Section 2.2.3 and 2.2.4.
Systems such as that designed by Schuderer et al [100], have used resonant cavities to expose cell cultures to well controlled SAR levels. These
systems placed the Petri dishes in the H-field maximum of the resonant
mode which was shown to provide the highest SAR uniformity for cell mono
layers, and this is the case relevant to live cell imaging. However, in the case
that analysis is performed post exposure there is no requirement to observe
the cells during exposure and the walls of the cavity can be continuous.
An additional design complication is the fact that any design must allow
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access both through the top and bottom of the cavity for observation and
manipulation as well as loading of the cell cultures. The system should
be integrated with operation system such as shown in Figure 4.1. The size
of the confocal microscope stage defines the maximum size of the cavity
resonator and the frequency of operation defines the required cavity size. In
this context rectangular, square and cylindrical cavities were considered as
all are able to provide a TE102 mode, the lowest mode providing an H-field
maximum in the center. Initial investigations showed an asymmetry in the
SAR depending on whether the direction was that of the one wavelength
or the two wavelengths of the chosen mode, this was resolved by making
the cavity dual mode, either square or circular with the orthogonal modes
excited in quadrature.

Figure 4.1: Leica DMI6000B Microscope with environmental hood
The final implementation of the setup comprises a live cell imaging
chamber fabricated from durable plastics which is integrated into the center
of a dual mode stepped cylindrical cavity.
In addition to the chamber, the setup includes a signal source, a control
computer, and instrumentation for exposure control and recording of the
experimental parameters and implementation of paradigms allowing experimental blinding in such a way that it meets the requirements for exposure setups in health risk assessment [8]. Excellent homogeneity of the
field strength in the plane of exposure must be maintained to ensure equal
exposure of all cells whatever their location within the active area. The
design must consider and fully take into account the fact that the objective
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lens is stainless steel and therefore has a significant influence of the field
distribution. It is also essential that whatever the solution the exposure
setup should not hinder the normal operation or the use of state of the art
microscopic techniques.
The signal source, SMIQ03B signal generator (Rohde and Schwartz,
Germany), has options for GSM and UMTS modulation and an external
arbitrary waveform generation allowing arbitrary signals such as WiFi type
signals. The signals are amplified such that reasonable peak to average
ratios can be maintained even at high SAR levels. The SAR level is limited
such that temperature rises in the media are maintained below 0.1◦ C so that
thermal effects do not confound any other interactions.
The exposure is controlled using a PC which monitors the operation of
the system and maintains the exposure level constant for the duration of an
experiment. The exposure can be controlled on any time scale with any
required on/off pattern or sequence.
Furthermore, essential to any biological experiment looking at potentially small/subtle changes is the blinding of the experiments. Here the
experimental paradigm developed for the ELF system is employed where
experiments are grouped into sequences, these sequences consist of an even
number of individual exposures, the exposures have the given exposure
parameters as set by the user but are randomly allocated to either sham or
expose. The information on whether a given experiment is sham or exposure
is not determinable from the sequence file or any visual or audible queue.
After biological analysis the decrypted experiment log will be provided.

4.3.2

Numerical Dosimetry

The numerical dosimetry was performed using SEMCAD with typical cell
media parameters of εr = 72 and σ = 2.6 S/m and using an accurate model
for the live cell insert and the objective lens which was placed at the appropriate focal distance from the cell mono layer. The dosimetry was repeated
for each objective lens as they all have different working distances and
shape.
The general dosimetry model is shown in Figure 4.2. The SAR pattern
changes as the lens is moved to different observation positions across the microscope slide requiring that the dosimetric assessment is made for a range
of representative positions such that the SAR homogeneity and uncertainty
can be correctly calculated.
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Figure 4.2: Simulation model of circular cavity with an objective lens: a)
side view; b) top view.

4.3.3

Experimental Dosimetry

For the experimental validation, a jig was fabricated to mimic the microscope stage with the objective lens at the correct focal distance as shown
in Figure 4.3a). The live cell is inserted into the jig with the lens model of
interest either at the center position or offset by 3 mm at an angle of 22.5 ◦
to one mode, i.e. not on a plane of symmetry. Five objective lens models
were made based on the manufacturers data sheet as shown in Figure 4.3b).

Figure 4.3: Experimental model to mimic the microscope stage with various
models of objective lens.
The average SAR in the cell culture media was measured using temperature method similar as in [100]. The sample cell has the top cover slide
replaced by a thin glass fiber disk with a hole for insertion of the temperature
probe, where the temperature can be recorded. The RF is switched on to
obtain the heating curve, and is switched off when in equilibrium to obtain
the cooling curve. The averaged SAR can be calculated by formula: SAR ∼
=
C ·4T /τ , where C is specific heat capacity of the media, and τ of the initial
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heating and cooling curve can be obtained by finding the proper parameter
to fit the temperature curve.
The validation of the numerical results was performed using DASY5NEO
(SPEAG, Switzerland) along with the smallest available SAR probe ET1D
(SPEAG, Switzerland) which has a size of 1 mm in diameter. For comparison with simulation, SAR pattern in three planes, 10 mm × 10 mm
with 1 mm grid resolution, were scanned in the media with different objects
positioning.

4.4

Results

The final design of the live imaging exposure setup for 2450 MHz consists
of a dual mode cylindrical cavity 150 mm in diameter, each mode is fed by a
coupling loop optimised for best matching connected to a SMA connector.
Figure 4.4 shows the final circular cavity exposure system, with the live cell
integrated. Live cell uses a quick release bayonet type fixing to improve
durability and usability. A closed cell design has been used to avoid evaporation and provide better control the environment and cell temperature.

Figure 4.4: Final circular cavity with an objective lens: a) top view; b)
bottom view.

4.4.1

Numerical Results

The SAR of the culture layer can be characterised in terms of the average
and standard deviation. Figure 4.5 shows the SAR pattern in the culture
layer for a 100× objective lens with modified positions. These results can
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be seen as the most critical case, with objective in a working distance of
only 0.3 mm from the cell monolayer or 0.1 mm from the slide. Hence to
guarantee SAR variation with given limits the range of allowed movement
must be constrained.

Figure 4.5: SAR patterns in the cell monolayer for different objective lens
positions(normalized to 80 W/kg/W, with 1 dB/contour)
From assessments, the average SAR of culture layer is defined within an
area of 6 mm diameter (28 mm2 ), which allows observation of a sufficiently
large number of individual cells in the culture layer, and can be maintained
at high homogeneity. A more detailed simulated average SAR assessment of
the whole media and culture layer is included in the next section, compared
with measured data.

4.4.2

Measurement Results

The overall calibration for the SAR in the live cell is based on comparing the
temperature measurement data with simulation data, which are given in Table 4.1. The appropriate calibration factor from measurement to simulation
was obtained as 0.3 with an uncertainty of 5.23%.
By considering the measurement uncertainty, including the accuracy of
the temperature probe and other factors as shown in Table 4.2, the estimated
result from measurement is in the range of uncertainty of 0.32 dB or 7.6%.
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Lens

Meas. SAR
W/kg/W

Sim. SAR
W/kg/W

Calibration factor

100×
63×
40×

105
104
119

32.2
32.7
33.8

0.31
0.31
0.28

Table 4.1: Measured and simulated average SAR Levels
The temperature measurements for the media also provide directly the
maximum allowable mean SAR to ensure less than 0.1◦ C temperature rise
for each objective lens as shown in Table 4.2.
The comparison between measured and simulated SAR pattern in the
culture layer is relatively complex due to various factors. First, the resonant frequencies of the two orthogonal modes were not same, therefore
tuning screws had to be inserted into the cavity to achieve the same frequency, which caused obvious asymmetry in the SAR pattern in the measurements. Due to the tuning screw losses the Q of the two modes was
different. Although good isolation between the two modes was obtained by
tuning screws, two ports of the cavity also influence the field pattern.
Contribution

Unc.

Distr.

Div.

Std. unc.

Temperature sensor accuracy ±0.05 K
Power sensor calibration /linearity
Room temperature fluctuations
Power control

0.06 dB
0.26 dB
0.25 dB
0.2 dB

N
R
N
R

1
1.73
1
1.73

0.05 dB
0.15 dB
0.25 dB
0.12 dB

Overall Uncertainty (k=1)

0.32 dB
7.6%

Table 4.2: Temperature measurement uncertainty.
Furthermore, the size of the smallest SAR probe available meant that the
closest plane to the cell culture plane that could be measured was 1.2 mm
above the cell culture plane. The overall positioning accuracy of the SAR
probe is around 100 µm which, though excellent under normal SAR analysis within a larger volume, provides considerable uncertainty in this small
600 µl live cell culture.
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Moreover, the SAR pattern is rapidly changing in the central layer of
the cell culture, which further adds to the uncertainty in homogeneity and
distribution assessment. Thus, the power ratio between measurement and
simulation is easily accounted by a small offset of the plane in the vertical
direction due to the high gradient SAR in the center layer. Therefore, the
power ratio of 0.55 with a standard deviation of 38%, was determined by
a meta analysis of all the simulation and measurement results when the
least squares SAR error is minimised for all points between simulation and
measurement within the observation area, 3 mm radius from the center of
the cell culture plane.

Figure 4.6: Comparison between measurement and simulation SAR data
with lens in the center.
Figure 4.6 show SAR distribution of the measurement and simulation
plots for the center layer of Petri dish, when positioning the 100×, 63×
and 40× objective lenses at center, as an example. The difference plots
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show larger errors where the SAR gradient is high, due to the fact that
the exact tuning screw positions and asymmetry was not achieved in the
simulations. However, if the average errors are taken, the overall levels
are in good agreement and the standard deviation is small showing only a
limited number of points where larger errors are present due to these high
gradient parts of the SAR variation.
The standard uncertainty for the measurements can be calculated based
on known accuracies and uncertainties of individual contributing factors,
which is shown in Table 4.3. The dominant contribution comes from the
vertical positioning error for the probe, as expected. When comparing the
power calibration factors for different measurements, the deviations are within the uncertainty range.

Contribution

Uncertainty

Distr.

Div.

Std. unc.

Media dielectric (±5%)
SAR probe positioning
±100 µm
SAR probe axial isotropy
SAR probe spherical isotropy
Lens positioning ±50µm
Power sensor calibration /linearity
Media volume ±20 µl

0.23 dB
4.39 dB

R
R

1.73
1.73

0.13 dB
2.54 dB

0.62 dB
0.36 dB
0.22 dB
0.26 dB

R
R
R
R

1.73
1.73
1.73
1.73

0.36 dB
0.21 dB
0.13 dB
0.15 dB

0.13 dB

R

1.73

0.08 dB

Overall uncertainty (k=1)

2.56 dB
80.2 %

Table 4.3: SAR measurement uncertainty
Furthermore, with this center plane, the difference between simulated
and measured homogeneity is shown in Table 4.4. The variation is observed, in all but one case the measurement has better homogeneity than
the simulation, with homogeneity 1.7 dB comparing to 2.6 dB. However,
the power calibration factor is also large suggesting that this measurement
has the worst case vertical offset, which is also considered in the uncertainty
range. Therefore, the pattern simulations are reliable.
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Lens Position

Meas. Homogeneity /dB
R=0mm R=3mm

Sim. Homogeneity /dB
R=0mm R=3mm

100×
63×
40×

2.1
1.7
0.8

2.2
2.2
1.4

1.8
2.6
0.6

1.9
1.9
0.9

Table 4.4: Measured and simulated SAR homogeneity for culture layer with
different objective lens and positions.

4.4.3

Exposure Uncertainty Evaluation

The SAR sensitivity for the culture cell layer is shown in Table 4.5 with the
homogeneity based on assessment of different objects positioning.

Lens

Simulated SAR
W/kg/W

Homogeneity

Max SAR ∆T < 0.1◦ C
W/kg

100×
63×
40×

169.4
154.5
126.6

23.0%
19.2%
18.6%

3.45
3.08
2.33

Table 4.5: Cell culture SAR sensitivity and the maximum mean SAR for
<0.1◦ C temperature rise.
From Table 4.5, the worst homogeneity is 23% in the cultured layer
as for the lens 100× in the simulation. To obtain a measure of how the
simulated and real SAR homogeneity at the cell culture plane might be
related, a comparison was made at the center measurement plane, which has
an offset of 1.2 mm. Since the SAR gradient in this center plane is always
much worse than in the bottom plane of interest, the simulation deviation
for the homogeneity in the cultured plane is assumed to be within 23%.
Based on these measurements and the known accuracies, the standard
uncertainty for the exposure can be determined. Table 4.6 shows that the
expected standard uncertainty for the exposure at a given SAR level is 1 dB.
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Contribution

Unc.

Distr.

Div.

Std. unc.

Media dielectric (±5%)
Numerical uncertainty
Experimental dosimetry
Calibration deviation
Homogeneity

0.23 dB
0.34 dB
0.31 dB
0.22 dB
0.90 dB

R
N
N
N
N

1.73
1
1
1
1

0.13 dB
0.34 dB
0.05 dB
0.22 dB
0.90 dB

Overall Uncertainty (k=1)

1.01 dB
26.3 %

Table 4.6: Exposure uncertainty budget

4.5

Conclusion

An exposure system that allows RF exposure at 2450 MHz with excellent
exposure control whilst imaging live cells has been developed. A dual mode
cavity approach providing better tolerance to objective movement has been
developed and prototyped. The potential problem of field disturbance due
to the close proximity of the objective lens has been taken into account and
resolved by providing lens specific dosimetry in conjunction with control of
the field of view. The exposure was characterised for 5 different objective
lenses that might be required during different imaging procedures and the
appropriate calibration factors determined. Peak SARs up to and beyond
600 W/kg can be achieved, however, the average SARs should be kept under
3.5 W/kg for < 0.1◦ C temperature change. The calibration factor from
measurement to simulation was 0.3 with an uncertainty of 0.22 dB. The
total overall exposure uncertainty for a 6 mm diameter area at the culture
layer is with homogeneity of < 0.9 dB. Therefore, the overall uncertainty
taking into account homogeneity as well as other uncertainties is 1 dB. This
exposed system is proved to be an effective tool in studying transient and
persistent molecular and cellular responses to EMF exposure.
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Chapter 5

Life-Time Dosimetric
Assessment for Mice and
Rats Exposed to Cell Phone
Radiation
5.1

Abstract

1

In this chapter, we present a detailed life time dosimetry analysis for
individually housed rodents exposed to radio frequency (RF) signals. The
unrestrained rodents were exposed in reverberation chambers for 2 years at
three whole-body averaged specific absorption rate (SAR) levels of 6 W/kg,
3 W/kg and 1.5 W/kg for the rats, 10 W/kg, 5.0 W/kg, and 2.5 W/kg for
the mice. This requires an accurate analysis of the dose as well as the
uncertainty and variation due to the exposure environment, animal posture
and differences in the growth rates of individual rodents over a 2-year exposure period, which had not been comprehensively analyzed in any previous
research. Compared to the wbSAR, the average exposure of the high-watercontent tissues (blood, heart, lung) were more highly exposed by ∼4 dB,
1 This

Chapter has been published in [111]
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while the low-loss tissues (bone and fat) were less exposed by a factor
of ∼9 dB compared to the wbSAR. The maximum uncertainty over the
exposure period for the SAR was estimated to be <49% (k=2) for the rodents whereas the relative uncertainty between the group was <14% (k=1).
The instantaneous variation (averaged over 1 min) was <13% (k=1), which
is small compared to other long term exposure research projects. These
detailed dosimetric results provide a comprehensive reference for studies of
long-term biological effects of the exposure of rodents to RF energy.

5.2

Introduction

The potential risk of toxicity or carcinogenicity related to long term radio
frequency (RF) exposure has attracted special attention because of the wide
use of wireless devices such as cell phones. In 2011, the World Health
Organization (WHO) International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC)
classified RF electromagnetic fields (EMF) as possibly carcinogenic to humans. However, current RF safety guidelines are based mainly on protection
from thermal injury due to acute exposure, and information about effects of
long term exposures is incomplete. To fill these gaps in knowledge, the National Toxicology Program (NTP) of the National Institute of Environmental
Health Sciences (NIEHS) is funding a major study to investigate potential
toxicity and carcinogenicity of cell phone radio frequency radiation with a
chronic study in rodents.
The purpose of the study is to test the health effects of uplink cell phone
signals by exposing both rats and mice to RF electromagnetic fields modulated with CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access) and GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications) channel access technology at 900 MHz
and 1900 MHz. The program contains 3 main phases: first, define the
maximum exposure level without excessive increase of body temperature
in the animal subjects; second, perform pre-chronic toxicology studies with
a three month exposure period; third, carry out chronic toxicology and carcinogenicity studies whereby the rodents are exposed for 24 months. The
work presented here is the dosimetry for the chronic phase of the program.
The NTP-NIEHS study requires the housing of a large number of unrestrained Sprague-Dawley rats and B6C3F1 mice exposed to RF energy
10 min on/off, for up to 18.5 hours per day for 24 months. The highest
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non-thermal exposure levels, established in a thermal pilot study, have been
used to select the highest levels to be applied in the pre-chronic study. The
pre-chronic study results enabled the selection of the highest exposure levels
for the chronic study, defined either by the absence of significant effect on
the growth rate of the rodents or by the maximum capability of the exposure
system. The mid- and low-level exposures were determined by reducing the
highest exposure by a factor of 2 as per conventional dose-level splitting in
toxicity studies. Thus, the target whole body averaged specific absorption
rate (wbSAR) values chosen for the exposed animals were 1.5, 3.0, and
6.0 W/kg plus a sham group (0 W/kg) for the rats and 2.5, 5.0, and 10 W/kg
plus sham for the mice.

5.3

Exposure System

In the past, different exposure systems have been designed to investigate
both thermal and non-thermal health effects associated with mobile phone
signal exposure. These rodent exposure systems can be divided mainly into
three types according to the incident field: quasi-open, guided-wave, and
resonant [53], which have been discussed and compared in Section 2.2.2.
For large-scale and long-term exposure, the reverberation chamber exposure system shows its significant advantages. A reverberation chamber
design facilitates long-term exposures of rodents kept in standard cages and
introduces less uncertainty compared to other solutions, because the timeaveraged exposure fields produced by a reverberation chamber are uniform
and isotropic. The use of similar chambers has been reported by other
groups in [112, 113, 114], but have been used mainly for short-term and
small-scale exposures. To date, there have been no reports of applications
or dosimetric analyses for long-term life-time exposures of rodents in large
reverberation chambers, which is the main topic of this chapter.
Details regarding the exposure system developed for the NTP-NIEHS
study described herein comprises 21 reverberation chambers capable of housing large numbers of unconstrained animals in individual cages are presented in the companion paper [115]. Each reverberation chamber houses
112 male or female rats or 216 mice with equal numbers of males and females. Each chamber is provided with an automatic drinking water system,
timer controlled lighting, good ventilation and individual air temperature
control, which, in conjunction with RF safe drinking lixits and an adequate
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food supply in each cage, permit the exposure of free moving rodents for
long daily periods. The chambers provide excellent field uniformity (better than 0.6 dB) and isotropy, which, in turn, imparts outstanding Specific
Absorption Rate (SAR) uniformity, all with good efficiency [115].

A well functioning reverberation chamber field environment can be described as the summation of a number of plane-waves [116], where the
resulting field distribution in the chamber has a Rayleigh distribution of amplitudes over a wide range of quality factor values [117]. This demonstrates
that the energy is well stirred with no dominant line-of-sight propagation
path between the exposure volume and the excitation antennas.

In previous research, the field distributions in reverberation chambers
have typically been analyzed by superposition of plane waves by means of
the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method [118]. For calculating the
power absorbed in rodents or humans, different methods have been applied
based on the FDTD method. In the most complex analyses, the whole chamber is modeled with FDTD or other numerical methods for a large number
of stirrer angular positions: the animal model is directly exposed and the
SAR is assessed and averaged, or the fields in the chamber are evaluated
over a closed volume containing the subject for each stirrer position, and
then with application of Huygens principle in a second FDTD simulation
of the animal [113]. An alternative method is to determine the SAR by
simulating the exposure of the animal model to the superposition of a number (n) of plane waves with a Rayleigh distribution of amplitudes, random
directions of arrival and polarization, and phase-averaged over a number (m)
of repetitions, where n is typically >100 and m>200 for converging results
[119]. The resultant temporal field distribution is also Rayleigh in nature. A
third method is a simplification obtained by reducing the random incidence
waves to only 12, whereby the SAR produced in 12 simulations each with
one plane wave are averaged [11]: waves from all six directions incident on
the sides of a cube containing the exposed animal have equal amplitude and
are composed of two waves of orthogonal polarization. In this chapter, we
compare the results obtained with the second and third methods.
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Weight

Model name

Scaling factor

female rat
small
medium
large

140 g
354 g
486 g

Female Rat
Female Rat
Female Rat

0.66
0.9
1

male rat
small
medium
large

232 g
424 g
597 g

Small Male Rat
Male Rat
Male Rat

1
0.89
1

Table 5.1: The information for the rat models.

5.4
5.4.1

Materials and Methods
Numerical Dosimetry Method

High-resolution anatomical models are essential for the dosimetric analysis
to accurately predict the exposure levels and the SAR distribution inside
the rodents. Furthermore, during long-term in vivo experiments, animal
size and weight changes substantially over the experimental period. For
evaluation of the SAR sensitivity; i.e., the SAR produced by an isotropic
field of 1 V/m as a function of weight, we need to use various sizes of rats
and mice. The dosimetric analysis was based on the virtual animal models (www.itis.ethz.ch/animals), which have been implemented in various
studies [53, 120, 121] and theses [11, 4]. Animal models were scaled to
cover a wide range of weights and body dimensions to accurately represent
the possible variations over the entire life-time of the rodents. Pregnant
models have been investigated in the preliminary dosimetry for the project
in [11], concluding that the embryo exposure remains close to the whole
body exposure of the mother. The models used in the current chapter are
described in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. Lacking a B6C3F1 numerical mouse
model for various ages, the OF1 and PIM1 mouse models were used and
verified to show similar results.
The dielectric tissue parameters correspond to those in the IT’IS parameter database [36], that is largely based on [122] but enhanced with other
literature data.
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female mouse
small
medium
large
male mouse
small
medium
large

Weight

Model name

Scaling factor

20 g
33 g
45 g

Female OF1 Mouse
Female OF1 Mouse
Female OF1 Mouse

1
1.19
1.31

22 g
38 g
52 g

Male OF1 Mouse
Male OF1 Mouse
Male PIM1 Mouse

0.83
1
1

Table 5.2: The information for the mouse models.

The validated simulation platform SEMCAD was used to perform dosimetric assessment according to [12], and the numerical results were verified experimentally. Human exposures are expressed in terms of wholebody SAR (wbSAR), with local exposures in terms of the peak spatial SAR
(psSAR) averaged over any 10 g and 1 g of tissue mass (psSAR10g and
psSAR1g, respectively), whereas here the evaluation procedures defined in
[10] have been scaled and applied. Therefore, by considering the average
weights of humans, rats, and mice, the psSARs were analyzed over 50 mg
(psSAR50mg) and 5 mg (psSAR5mg) for the rat, and 5 mg and 0.5 mg (psSAR0.5mg) for the mouse. The relationship between the wbSAR sensitivity
and weight was analysed on the basis of the different age rat and mouse
models. Additionally, organ averaged SAR (oSAR) and its deviation from
the wbSAR were evaluated and analysed over the life-time as well.

5.4.2

Experimental Verification

The temperature increase/thermal time constant method [123, 4] was used
with homogeneous phantom measurements for the verification of the simulation results. The tissue equivalent liquid was chosen such that the wbSAR values were similar to the wbSAR values simulated for the anatomical
models at the same field strength. After comparison of various types of
tissue simulating liquid, HSL900 and HSL1900 (SPEAG, Switzerland) were
selected for the rat and mouse phantoms respectively. The dielectric properties for the phantoms are shown in Table 5.3. The male and female mouse
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Figure 5.1: a) mouse phantom, b) male rat phantom, and c) female rat
phantom (half filled). The phantoms normally lay horizontal in the real
experiments.
phantoms were sample tubes filled with 42 ml and 37 ml of tissue simulating
liquid, respectively, as shown in Figure 5.1a), with physical phantoms on the
left and the corresponding simulation models on the right. The rat phantoms
are shown in Figure 5.1b) and c): a plastic bottle is filled with 550 ml or
325 ml to represent male and female rats, respectively.
To minimize temperature measurement errors, the SAR evaluations were
performed in the highest power chambers to maximize the temperature increase and, hence, the difference between air temperature and phantom
temperature after exposure. The highest transmitted power for the high
SAR groups was 195 W average for mice and 430 W average for rats. For
the mouse and rat phantoms, the SAR was computed from the steady-state
temperature increase, and the thermal time constant of the phantom, which
was determined from the phantom cooling curve and the SAR sensitivity, is
derived from the measured E-field. For the rat phantoms, the SAR distribution was obtained by measuring the temperature of all phantoms in one
chamber in rapid succession immediately after the RF power was switched
off. The relative decay, as measured by a temperature probe fixed in one rat
phantom, was used on a phantom-by-phantom basis to correct the decrease
in temperature due to cooling during the elapsed time. The experiment was
repeated for both male and female rat phantoms.
A different strategy was required to perform the dosimetry of the mouse.
A mouse measurement setup is shown in Figure 5.2. Since the mouse
phantoms are relatively small and their thermal-time-constants short, we
could not measure the temperature of every phantom. Instead, to assess
the SAR homogeneity throughout the chamber, temperature probes were
installed in a number of phantoms, and the phantoms with the probe were
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Tissue property

εr

σ (S/m)

ρ (kg/m3 )

Mouse phantom
Rat phantom

39.5
40

1.43
0.95

1000
1000

Table 5.3: Dielectric properties of phantom liquids (HSL1900 for mouse
phantom, HSL900 for rat phantom, with tolerance of ±5%)

Figure 5.2: Mouse phantom measurement setup.
moved to different random positions generated randomly by computer. The
phantoms were kept at each new location for more than one hour to attain
as stable a temperature as possible. The mouse phantoms were individually placed in the polycarbonate cages in random locations and orientations, which were placed at different locations in the cage racks as shown
in Figure 5.2. All cages, cage covers, and cage racks are composed of
non-conductive, low permittivity materials. Temperature probes T1V3Lab
(SPEAG, Switzerland) were each inserted into the center of a phantom and
were connected to the completely shielded Data Acquisition Electronics
DAE3 (SPEAG, Switzerland) that was fixed onto a plastic holder outside the
cage. The digitized data were transmitted via optical fibers to the EASY4
measurement server (SPEAG, Switzerland) for recording the temperature
data. The center position is chosen because the temperature increase was
highest in the center, which has been verified by the thermal simulation
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in SEMCAD. For accuracy comparison and reference, the measurements
were carried out in both labs; i.e., in Zurich in the prototype chamber and
in Chicago in the RF exposure facility used for in vivo toxicology and
carcinogenicity evaluations.

5.4.3

Uncertainty and Variation Evaluation

To understand the limits on the reliability of the dosimetric assessment of
the life-time wbSAR and oSAR, various uncertainties and variations have
been evaluated.
The uncertainty defines the possible absolute SAR deviation from target
values. The uncertainty can be due to the setup, e.g., field measurement
and field control, or due to the animals, e.g., anatomical model simulation,
growth rate, and weight update frequency of experimental rodents.
For the entire life span, a wide range of animal ages and weights need
to be considered for the numerical dosimetry. However, since only a limited number of numerical phantoms were available at discrete sizes and
weights, the numerical models were scaled to allow the determination of
the SAR sensitivities over the life time of the rodents. For instance, when
the female small and medium rat are scaled from the female large model,
the relative proportions of all the organs remain constant, whereas, in real
life, the different organs and tissues grow at different rates as the relative
physical proportions of the body change. As a result, the scaled animals
may have errors in the calculated wbSAR and oSAR, compared to a strictly
anatomically-correct mouse or rat, and this potential error must be quantified. The scaling uncertainty analysis is based on the philosophy that the
scaled model and an original anatomically-correct model, with same weight,
are compared for differences of SAR. For instance, a small male rat was
scaled to a large size, which had the same weight as the anatomically-correct
large male rat, and the errors due to scaling were obtained by comparing the
SAR result between them. These errors can then be applied appropriately to
the uncertainties inherent in scaling both sexes.
Based on the weight and SAR sensitivity from the different age models,
we can calculate the relationship between them. These formulas are important for prediction of the SAR sensitivity to variable weight of the rodents
during their life times.
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Additionally, the uncertainty due to simulation was analyzed by including dielectric parameters, discretization (voxel size), and simulation convergence. First, tissue parameter changes during the animal lifespan, we
considered a variation of ±10% in permitivity and conductivity with respect
to the reference values. Then, the discretization uncertainty was evaluated
by halving the grid size of the original reference models set for rats and
mice. Finally, the uncertainty due to the convergence of the simulation was
analyzed by doubling the computation time to ensure that the results had
really converged.
Moreover, another significant uncertainty source is the growth rate of
the rodents. Since the exposure field strength is based on the measured rat
or mouse average weight in a given chamber, which is correct only at the
time of measurement. The elapsed time from the measurement increases, so
that changes in weight due to growth results in changes in the SAR until the
weight is remeasured and updated. To limit this uncertainty and its effect on
time averaged exposure, the update intervals were set at twice per week for
the rats and once per week for the mice during the fastest growth rate period
till the 17th week when the weight error is most significant.
The variation defines the relative amounts of deviation from the mean
values for individuals, where the instantaneous variation is averaged over
integral number of stirrer rotations (60s) and the life time variation is averaged over the entire exposure period [12].
Since the body weights of mice and rats of the same strain, gender,
and age demonstrate a normal distribution, weights are distributed about
the mean. The individuals with weights that deviate the most from the
average will have SARs with the highest deviations from the target level.
Historical data for rodents from previous NTP studies were used to estimate
the standard deviation as a function of average body weight. The variation is
calculated based on the relationship between SAR sensitivity and the weight
deviation.
Additionally, the field homogeneity of the chamber and the daily movements of the rodents can cause instantaneous variation, which, however,
averages out during the life time. The effect of rodent posture was investigated with video footage of the animals’ movements and pictures from other
studies, and the observations were used to define certain postures as shown
in Figure 5.3: straight, curling, sleeping, stretching, and drinking. These
daily changes in posture of the rodents change the absorption cross section
[124] and hence the SAR, which contributes to the variation.
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Figure 5.3: Simulation postures for mouse model.

5.5
5.5.1

Results
Experimental Verification Results

Experimental verification of the SAR was performed, both in Zurich in the
prototype chamber and in Chicago in the system installed, according to
the methods outlined in Section 5.4.2. In Chicago, 92 male rat phantoms,
112 female rat phantoms, 19 male mouse phantoms, and 18 female mouse
phantoms were measured. In Zurich, 40 male rat phantoms, 80 female
rat phantoms, and 40 mouse phantoms were measured. The measured and
calculated mean wbSARs data are presented in Table 5.4. The wbSAR uniformity among the phantoms is commensurate with the field homogeneity.
Since the phantoms are larger than the field probes, the average over a larger
volume results in somewhat lower variation.
The measured wbSAR was systematically lower than that calculated
numerically and is attributable to the fact that as the phantom temperature
increases so does the air temperature. As the phantom temperature increase
is measured with respect to the air temperature, and the air temperature
cannot be strictly controlled, an under estimate in wbSAR occurs; this is
accounted for in the uncertainty budget.
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Phantom

Cal. SAR
µW/kg/(V/m)2

Meas. SAR
µW/kg/(V/m)2

Uniformity
%

Cal. dev.
%

Male rat
Female rat
Mouse

55.9
75.7
164

54.9
73.4
144

18.6
19.7
14.0

-0.2
-3.0
-12.4

Table 5.4: Phantom experimental results collected in Chicago and Zurich.
The total uncertainty (k=2) due to field and phantom temperature measurements in both chambers (see Table 5.5), is less than 34%. The deviation
between the calculations and measurements shown in Table 5.4 for the rodents are all within the uncertainty range, which verifies the reliability of
the simulation results.
Contributions

Distr.
Rat

E/H field measurement
Field control
Chamber temperature fluctuations
Temperature probe accuracy
Combined standard uncertainty k=1
Expanded uncertainty k=2

N
N
N
N

Std. Unc.
Mouse

12.8%
4.7%
9.6%
1.2%
16.7%
33.5%

11.3%
4.7%
9.6%
1.2%
15.6%
31.2%

Table 5.5: Uncertainty assessment for the experimental dosimetry. (N:
normal distribution)

5.5.2

Whole Body SAR Dosimetry Assessment

The SAR sensitivity analysis of the three typical sizes: small, medium, and
large, which covers the life time of rodents, is shown in Table 5.6.

0.26
0.17
0.15

22
38
52

wbSAR
mW/kg/(V/m)2

Weight
g
0.24
0.19
0.15

0.1
0.067
0.059

232
424
597

20
33
45

0.14
0.077
0.067

140
354
486

wbSAR
mW/kg/(V/m)2

0.21
0.13
0.12

0.2
0.14
0.11

wbSAR std. dev.
mW/kg/(V/m)2

0.071
0.048
0.043

0.14
0.068
0.057

wbSAR std. dev.
mW/kg/(V/m)2

2.1
1.1
1.3

1.6
1
0.79

psSAR0.5mg
mW/kg/(V/m)2

0.62
0.66
0.53

2
0.73
0.65

psSAR5mg
mW/kg/(V/m)2

1.4
1
0.97

1.1
1
0.78

psSAR5mg
mW/kg/(V/m)2

0.5
0.49
0.39

1.2
0.52
0.4

psSAR50mg
mW/kg/(V/m)2

Table 5.6: Whole-body SAR analysis for typical ages of rodents (*s: scaled model)

Female mouse
small
medium (*s)
large (*s)
Male mouse
small (*s)
medium
large

Female rat
small (*s)
medium (*s)
large
Male rat
small
medium (*s)
male large

Weight
g
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For simplicity and less intensive computation, the entire simulation is
based on the simplified 12-plane-wave method [11]. Therefore, the uncertainty of the simplified 12-plane-wave method was determined by comparison with the random n-plane-wave method to model the reverberation
chamber. The n-plane waves with random amplitude, phase, polarization,
and incident angle to the rodents were generated by Matlab (MathWorks,
USA). Each plane wave, according to the incident angle, is decomposed
into plane waves in the three orthogonal axes traveling in either positive
or negative directions and with two orthogonal polarizations. Therefore, to
represent one stirrer position, plane waves from n different directions were
bundled into plane waves from only 6 selected directions, each with two
polarizations. The field data were imported into SEMCAD and applied to
the rodent model with the field combiner tool. The SAR values were calculated by considering the E-field and different materials in every voxel. To
mimic the stirrer rotation, the procedure was repeated m times. Finally, the
SAR normalized to 1 V/m E-field strength ((W/kg)/(V/m)2 ) was calculated
by one of two methods:
normalized SAR =

m
X
(SARm /|Em |2 )/m

(5.1)

1

or
normalized SAR =

m
X
1

SARm /

m
X

|Em |2 /m,

(5.2)

1

where m is the number of stirrer rotations. The first method averages the
instantaneous SAR divided by the instantaneous field squared; the second is
more akin to the situation in the real exposure setup, where the average SAR
is divided by the mean square E-field. These two normalization procedures
for a random n-plane wave method converge when n = 500 and m = 300,
and both averaging regimes give similar results.
By comparison, the 12-plane-wave method results in an offsets of -9.4%
for the mice and -8.9% for rats, and standard uncertainty of 1.8% and 2.4%
for mice and rats, respectively.
We used the method discussed in Section 5.4.3 to estimate formulas for
wbSAR sensitivity ((W/kg)/(V/m)2 ) in an isotropic field:
Rat:
wbSAR = 1.45 · 10−6 · weight + 2 · 10−5 , for weight ≤ 100 g;

(5.3)
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wbSAR = 2.45 · 10−3 · weight−0.58 , for weight ≥ 100 g;

(5.4)

Mouse:
wbSAR = 9.2 · 10−8 · weight2 − 10−5 · weight + 4.15 · 10−4 ;

(5.5)

where ‘weight’ stands for rodent weight in g. These formulas accurately
estimate the life time SAR with maximum uncertainty of around 7.2% for
rats and 3.0% for mice.
The wbSAR uncertainty is the uncertainty for the group average SAR
value during the entire exposure, which is shown in Table 5.7.
Contributions

Distr.

Standard Uncertainty %
Rat
Mouse
Male Female Male Female

E/H field measurement
Field Control
Planewaves vs. random waves
SAR sensitivity expression fit
Scaling
Anatomical model
dosimetry
Rodent growth rate
(max.)

N

13%

13%

11%

11%

N
R

4.7%
2.4%

4.7%
2.4%

4.7%
1.8%

4.7%
1.8%

N

7.2%

7.2%

3.0%

3.0%

R
R

1.6%
3.9%

6.5%
3.9%

12%
0.8%

20%
0.8%

R

17%

17%

6.2%

6.2%

24%

24%

18%

24%

47%

48%

36%

49%

Combined standard uncertainty k=1
Expanded uncertainty k=2

Table 5.7: Uncertainty analysis for wbSAR of rodents.(R: rectangular
distribution)
The uncertainty in exposure between groups is related only to those uncertainty conditions not common to all groups, namely, field measurement,
and control. Therefore the standard uncertainty (k=1) between the groups
are 14% (0.56 dB) for rat and 12% (0.5 dB) for mice. This is well within the
margin of ±3 dB between different exposure levels.
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The scaling uncertainty is obtained for the worst case analysis. Since the
female models generally have a larger scaling factor than the male models,
the uncertainty deviation is comparably larger.
The total anatomical model simulation uncertainty due to dielectric parameters, discretization, and simulation convergence was estimated to be
±4% for rats, and ±1% for mice. The smaller uncertainty is mainly due to
the comparably smaller voxel size used in the mouse simulations.
Furthermore, the uncertainty due to growth rate was calculated based on
rodent weight updates generally performed twice per week for the rats and
once per week for the mice through the 17th week. The maximum deviation
is observed when the rodents are young and rapidly decreases with age, as
indicated by the growth rate of rodents, shown in Figure 5.4. Thus, the
maximum growth rate deviation, during the exposure period from 3-weekold rats and 5-week-old mice, is 17% for the male and female rats, and 6%
for the mice, as shown in Figure 5.5. Over the entire exposure period, the
mean growth rate uncertainty was 0.5% for male rats, 0.4% for female rats,
and 0.4% for mixed mice. Thus, this uncertainty depends on the age when
the rodents are exposed. Comparing to the maximum wbSAR uncertainty
in Table 5.7, the expanded uncertainty (k=2) averaging over the life time is
lower, which is 33% for male rat, 35% for female rat, 35% for male mouse
and 47% for female mouse.

Figure 5.4: Growth rate of the rodents.
The variation analysis shows that changes in posture do not substantially
affect wbSAR levels for rats or mice, however the effect is non-negligible.
The largest deviation was found for the sleeping posture, where the body
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Figure 5.5: Uncertainty of SAR sensitivity estimate due to growth rate (rats
from 3 week-old, mixed mice from 5 week-old).

length of a rodent changes most notably. From the five-posture analysis, the
variation for wbSAR sensitivity is 5.2% for rats, and 5.6% for mice.
The variation due to the weight distribution is shown in Figure 5.6.
During the exposure period, the maximum standard variation is 8.6% for
male rats, 8.2% for female rats, and 8.8% for mixed mice. The mean
variation over the entire life span is 5.4% for male rats, 6.4% for female
rats, 3.8% for the mixed mice.

Figure 5.6: SAR sensitivity variation to weight standard deviation (rats
from 3 week-old, mixed mice from 5 week-old).
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The total instantaneous variation for wbSAR is shown in Table 5.8. The
life time averaged variation is then 5% for male rats, 6% for female rats, and
4% for mice.
Variation sources
Experimental SAR uniformity
SAR SD due to weight SD
(max.)
Postures
Overall standard variation
Expanded variation (k=2)

Distr.

Variation instant.

R
N

male rats
7.4%
8.6%

female rats
8.4%
7.6%

mixed mice
7.4%
8.9%

N

5.2%

5.2%

5.6%

12.5%
25%

12.5%
25%

13%
26%

Table 5.8: Instantaneous variation analysis for wbSAR.
In summary, the uncertainty is substantially influenced by the experimental uncertainties, e.g., field measurement data and the growth rate of
the rodents. The variation is significantly impacted by weight standard
deviation, which varies over the animal life time, as shown in Figure 5.7.
Therefore, the maximum deviation of the individual from the target values
occurs during the beginning of the exposure period, when the rate of weight
change and SAR sensitivity are highest.

5.5.3

Peak Spatial SAR and Organ Specific SAR Dosimetry Assessment

The psSAR and oSAR are calculated and evaluated for all rat and mouse
models over the full life time, and the deviation from the wbSAR was found
to be relatively constant over the animal life time, when the uncertainty was
included.
Table 5.9 summarizes the relative values of psSAR with respect to the
wbSAR with uncertainty and variation ranges. The psSAR is about 8 to
10 dB higher than the wbSAR for the rat, and 7 to 9 dB higher than that
for the mouse. Posture introduces large instantaneous variation, resulting in
a total max instantaneous variation of approximately 30% for the rat, and
18% for the mouse. The psSAR lifetime variation is the same as that of the
wbSAR.
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Figure 5.7: Lifetime dependent wbSAR sensitivity based on days with
instantaneous variation.
psSAR / wbSAR
(dB)

Unc. (k=2)

Variation (k=1)
instant. lifetime

Rat
psSAR5mg
psSAR50mg

male
9.3
8.1

female
10.5
8.4

male
75%
70%

female
76%
68%

29%
32%

5.0%
5.0%

Mouse
psSAR0.5mg
psSAR5mg

male
9.1
7.9

female
7.6
7.1

male
49%
42%

female
54%
53%

18%
14%

6.4%
6.4%

Table 5.9: Uncertainty and variation for the psSAR.
The oSAR deviations from wbSAR, and its uncertainty and variation
analysis for the largest organs, are shown in Table 5.10 for the rats and
Table 5.11 for the mice. For these organs, the oSAR levels vary between
–9 dB and 5 dB, compared to the wbSAR for the rodents. In general, the localized SAR deposited in high-water-content tissues (blood, lung) exceeded
by ∼4 dB the average wbSAR, and that deposited in the low-loss tissues
(bone, fat) exceeded by a factor of ∼9 dB the average wbSAR.
The oSAR uncertainty is larger than for the wbSAR, mainly due to the
relative changes in the oSAR to wbSAR ratio at different ages. Additionally,
the uncertainty of scaling effects on the oSAR is larger compared to wbSAR,
and has a normal distribution with standard deviation of approximately 3%
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for a male rat, 23% for a female rat, 7% for a male mouse, and 24% for a
female mouse. The larger uncertainty for female models when compared to
the male models is due to the larger scaling uncertainty for female models.
The instantaneous variation is analyzed based on the five postures in the
same way as for the wbSAR evaluation. The oSAR lifetime variation is
again identical to that of the wbSAR.
Organs

oSAR / wbSAR
(dB)

Blood Vessels
Bones
Cerebral
Hemisphere
Connective
Tissue
Fat
Glands
Heart
Intestine, Large
Intestine, Small
Kidneys
Liver
Lung
Muscles
Skin
Stomach

Unc. (k=2)

Variation instant.
(k=1)

male
3.7
-8.8
0.3

female
4.6
-7.8
-0.7

male
49%
51%
106%

female
74%
67%
88%

14%
14%
14%

-3.0

-1.9

48%

69%

13%

-8.8
1.6
2.7
1.6
3.3
0.5
0.7
3.2
0.3
-1.3
2.0

-6.6
1.6
4.7
1.7
4.4
0.2
2.0
4.2
1.3
-0.3
1.4

48%
75%
50%
50%
51%
49%
49%
52%
48%
49%
56%

68%
98%
83%
68%
69%
84%
69%
71%
67%
67%
70%

16%
13%
16%
13%
14%
14%
13%
14%
13%
13%
13%

Table 5.10: Uncertainty and variation for rat oSAR.

5.6

Discussion and Conclusion

By applying the correct field levels within the reverberation chambers, approximately constant SAR levels, corresponding to the NTP target dose, are
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maintained over the entire life time of the rodents. For instance, at the maximum SAR level (6 W/kg for rats and 10 W/kg for mice), the E field needs
to be adjusted over the range of 203–315 V/m for male rats, 200–267 V/m
for female rats, and 196–263 V/m for mice over the exposure period. The
whole body SAR level for the rodents, averaged over the animal’s life time is
within an expanded uncertainty (k=2) of ∼50%. The individual SAR levels
for rodents in each group are expected to be within instantaneous variations
(k=1) of ∼13%, and 6% over the lifetime.
Organs

oSAR / wbSAR
(dB)

Blood Vessels
Bones
Cerebral
Hemisphere
Connective
Tissue
Fat
Glands
Heart
Intestine, Large
Intestine, Small
Kidneys
Liver
Lung
Muscles
Skin
Stomach

Unc. (k=2)

Variation instant.
(k=1)

male
4.1
-6.9
-0.2

female
3.2
-7.7
0.3

male
48%
43%
85%

female
69%
70%
93%

15%
15%
27%

-2.4

-2.7

42%

69%

13%

-6.8
2.7
0.7
2.1
3.6
1.4
1.6
3.3
0.6
-0.9
1.9

-8.0
2.1
1.7
0.8
2.7
0.2
0.4
3.0
-0.2
-1.5
0.6

56%
71%
46%
42%
51%
70%
64%
69%
42%
51%
75%

72%
76%
75%
74%
70%
76%
79%
81%
69%
69%
72%

13%
15%
14%
14%
17%
14%
13%
20%
13%
14%
26%

Table 5.11: Uncertainty and variation for mouse oSAR.
As could be expected in a study following NTP protocols, the SAR
levels for the rodents in this project exceed the limits for the wbSAR and
psSAR defined in the IEEE Std C95.1-2005 safety standard for human exposure to mobile phone radiation. In the low dose exposure group the SAR
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level in the organs exceeds or is close to the localized SAR limit for the general public, except for a few low-water content tissues. More specifically,
the psSAR over 1 g in the human head, is limited by the safety standards
to <2W/kg, whereas, in the low dose rodents the SAR averaged over the
whole brain is >2.4 W/kg for mice, and >1.3 W/kg for rats, hence similar
to the limit. Furthermore, the psSAR and oSAR have larger uncertainty
compared to the wbSAR. Deviations of the SAR level from the target dose,
especially during the early exposure period, should be carefully evaluated
in the interpretation of the final biological studies. However, the uncertainty
and variation values in the exposure system used in the present studies are
considerably smaller than that for other exposure studies such as PERFORM
A in [120] for the mice and [121] for the rats. This is due to the high
homogeneity exposure environment of the reverberation chamber system
and reduced influence of the rodents on the setup over the exposure time.
This chapter presents an analysis of the life-time dosimetry for individually housed rats and mice exposed to RF fields generated in a reverberation
chamber design. Two methods were used and compared to numerically
simulated data for the reverberation chamber exposure environment, and
numerical results were verified experimentally. The anatomies of the unrestrained rodents were accurately investigated throughout their life time by
various high resolution anatomical models. Furthermore, the uncertainty
and variation due to growth rate, weight distribution, and posture were evaluated over the rodent life times, which has never been studied in detail
in previous long-term exposure research. This detailed analysis provides
a comprehensive reference for the biological studies of the potential toxicity
and carcinogenicity of mobile phone-type signals.
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Chapter 6

Desktop Exposure System
and Dosimetry of Small
Scale In Vivo Radio
Frequency Exposure
Experiments
6.1

Abstract

1

This paper describes a new approach to the risk assessment of exposure
from wireless network devices, including an exposure setup and dosimetric
assessment for in vivo studies. A novel desktop reverberation chamber has
been developed for well-controlled exposure of mice for up to 24 h per day
to address the biological impact of human exposure scenarios by wireless
networks. The carrier frequency of 2.45 GHz corresponds to one of the
major bands used in data communication networks and is modulated by
various modulation schemes, including Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM), Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS),
1 This

Chapter has been published in [125]
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Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), and wireless local area network,
etc. The system has been designed to enable exposures of whole-body
averaged specific absorption rate (SAR) of up to 15 W/kg for six mice of
an average weight of 25 g or of up to 320 V/m incident time-averaged fields
under loaded conditions without distortion of the signal. The dosimetry
for whole-body SAR and organ-averaged SAR of the exposed mice, with
analysis of uncertainty and variation analysis, is assessed. The experimental
dosimetry based on temperature measurement agrees well with the numerical dosimetry, with a very good SAR uniformity of 0.4 dB in the chamber.
Furthermore, a thermal analysis and measurements were performed to provide better understanding of the temperature load and distribution in the
mice during exposure.

6.2

Introduction

Recently, the dramatic increase in the use of radiofrequency (RF) devices
has inspired numerous studies on the potential health effects of exposure to
electromagnetic fields (EMF). Most in vivo studies have focused on EMF
in the spectrum used for cellular networks and mobile phones, mainly 2G
and a few studies on 3G [1]; less work has been done in the frequency range
for wireless network devices. Nevertheless, the characteristics of the power
envelope of EMF exposures of wireless network devices are different than
those of cellular phone systems, and the dramatic increase in usage during
daily life underscores the need for a means to assess exposure. Previously,
the impacts of EMF the exposure, from wireless networks, on DNA damage,
micronucleus induction, have been studied by Lai and Singh [126, 127,
128], Lagroye et al. [129], and Trosic et al. [130, 131]. These studies
are based on low exposure level and short exposure time, i.e., whole body
SAR < 1.25W/kg for 2 h/d. However, the wireless network device exposure
is continuously growing due to increasing use, especially under worst-case
considerations. Thus the knowledge gaps due to the important aspects of
the power class and power envelope of the current and future wireless devices, should be further investigated. Hence, the European project SEAWIND ‘Sound exposure and risk assessment of wireless network devices’
(www.seawind-fp7.eu) was formulated with the aim to close the knowledge
gaps regarding risk assessment related to exposure to wireless communication devices. Included in the project was the goal to develop appropriate
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equipment, biological models, and experimental procedures for precise and
quantitative measurement of a range of outcomes of EMF exposure.
The chamber and protocols described in this paper were developed to
support investigations of short-term in vivo exposures of mice to EMF analyzed by means of the micronucleus (MN) test. To address possible genotoxicity and co-genotoxicity of wireless EMF exposure, MN formation was
examined in bone marrow cells and peripheral blood erythrocytes and also
in keratinocytes in the absence or presence of a known genotoxin [132,
133]. The objectives of the SEAWIND MN experiments were to expose
young adult male mice to one continuous wave (CW) and four specific wireless EMF signals, i.e. Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM),
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID) and WiFi at the carrier frequency of 2.45 GHz. Three
different exposure levels for each signal were tested and analyzed blinded.
The highest dose level in terms of whole-body specific absorption rate (wbSAR) in the mice was set as 10 W/kg, on the basis of the thermal pilot study,
which addresses the thermal stress on thermal regulation and DNA integrity
[134]. The mid and low dose levels were half (5 W/kg), and one tenth of the
high dose (1 W/kg). The short term exposure time criteria was 20 h/d for at
least 10 d.

6.3
6.3.1

Materials and Methods
Exposure System Design

To meet the exposure requirements and establish reliable and repeatable
biological experiments, the first essential step is to design a suitable exposure system. Numerous exposure systems have been designed for the
purpose of in vivo whole body RF exposures. These setups and related
dosimetric analyses have been reviewed in several publications [53, 54]. In
general, the exposure systems can be categorized according to incident field
as quasi-open and guided-wave non-resonant structures [135, 57, 63, 136].
Systems that allow high wbSAR (>>0.1 W/kg) require resonant structures.
Resonant exposure systems with small volume requirements can be obtained with resonant waveguide structures, e.g., [64, 53]. However, these
structures require restraining of the animal to obtain well defined exposures
and one mono-mode waveguide system per animal to avoid distortions due
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to generation of higher modes by asymmetric animal loading [4]. Reverberation chambers have been proposed for the time-averaged uniform exposures for free moving animals by Ladbury et al., 2004 [137] and first utilized
in the large study of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) mandated by
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) at 900 and 1800 MHz [138]. Wu
et al., 2010 [113] describes a reverberation chamber that holds 4 rats and
operates at 2.45 GHz.
To meet the exposure requirements of the SEAWIND project, a novel
desktop size-optimized reverberation chamber exposure system, as shown
in Figure 6.1, was developed providing very uniform exposures for up to 6
mice for up to 24 hours per day and meeting the requirements defined by
Kuster and Schnborn [8]. Furthermore, detailed wbSAR, peak spatial SAR
(psSAR) and organ-averaged SAR values (oSAR) including uncertainty and
variation were assessed to empower interpretation of the experimental findings. Compared to the design by Wu et al., 2010 [113], the new exposure
system has a reasonably small size with a relatively large homogenous exposure space, which is well suited for the long-term exposure due to the
inclusion of an automatic watering system.

Figure 6.1: Desk top reverberation chamber: a) external view; b) internal
view.
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Reverberation Chamber Design
A reverberation chamber is a resonant cavity in which the mode pattern
constantly changes under the influence of rotating mode stirrers. The mode
stirrers, designed to have no planes of symmetry, maximize the complexity of the scattered field, which can excite the highest possible density of
resonant modes. The field strength of the chamber at any given point, as
well as of the chamber as a whole, changes with time and has a Rayleigh
distribution of amplitudes about an almost constant mean value.
The internal reverberation chamber design is shown in Figure 6.2 was
designed to be 70 cm wide, 65 cm deep, and 1 m high, which provides the
required minimum distance from each cage to the walls or stirrers of 100
mm (>0.5 λ). Two stirrers, one on the ceiling and one on the rear wall, each
with a diameter of 600 mm and depth of 200 mm, are employed, giving a
swept volume of 0.113 m3 . The two stirrers, which were designed according
to the approach of Clegg et al. [139], rotate in orthogonal planes at independently controlled speeds at 5 and 6 rpm. With the total chamber volume of
0.455 m3 , the stirrer volume is 25%, which ensures good homogeneity of
the field distribution.

Figure 6.2: Reverberation chamber design detail.

Exposure Control and Excitation System Design
The control system manages the exposure schedule, stirrer rotation speed,
and exposure signal type and level in each chamber. It also monitors air
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flow, temperature, humidity, light level, and E-field in the chambers. The
schematic design is shown in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Schematic design of control system (Amp.: 150W Amplifier;
AWG: Arbitrary Waveform Generator; DAE: Data Acquisition Equipment;
EASY 4: EM field measurement system; E: E field ER3DV6 probes; GPIB:
General Purpose Interface Bus; SMIQ03: Signal Generator.)
The signal source is a SMIQ03B signal generator (Rohde and Schwartz,
Germany), with options for GSM and UMTS modulation and an external
arbitrary waveform generator to allow arbitrary signals such as WiFi, RFID,
or combinations of modulations. The UMTS signal consists of a WCDMA
signal and a superimposed amplitude modulation in order to create worstcase low frequency power modulations that can be present in the UMTS
communication system. The detail description of UMTS can be found in
[65]. The GSM signal is configured generally based on technical standards
for mobile communication at GSM900 by European Telecommunication
Standard Institute (ETSI). The detail description of GSM can be found in
[4]. The WiFi signal is constructed with a 100 ms beacon signal typical of all
managed WiFi (IEEE802.11x) networks and with modulation features based
on the two most common modulation schemes DBSPK (IEEE802.11b) and
OFDM (IEEE802.11g/a). RFID signal is a typical setup for passive UHF
RFID as this is considered a key technology for future everyday applications, and only the reader-to-tag communication is considered as this has
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the strongest signal by far. The signal characteristics are summarized in
Table 6.1.
UMTS signal characteristics with PAR of 14.5 dB refer to [65]
GSM signal characteristics with PAR of 9.1dB refer to [4]
WiFi signal characteristics with PAR of 18.5dB (95th percentile)
Signal bandwidth
22MHz
Beacon length
1.28ms
Beacon frame rate
100ms
Beacon duty cylce
1.3%
Beacon burst PAR
3.0dB
Data burst PAR (1000byte OFDM54 PSDU)
9.0dB
Overall duty cycles: cumulative 50th percentile 1.40%
cumulative 95th percentile
11.1%
RFID signal characteristics with PAR of 7.1 dB
Data Encoding:
Reference time: (Tari)
Time data-0:
Time data-1:
Pulse Width:
Modulation:
Modulation Depth:
Channel Bandwidth:
Channel Separation: (For dense-reader-mode)
Data Rate:

PIE
8.5 s
1*Tari
2*Tari
0.265*Tari
DSB-ASK or SSB-ASK
90 % Nominal
500 kHz
n * 500 kHz, where n=1,2,...
85 kbps

Table 6.1: Signal information (Peak to average ratio (PAR), Amplitude
Shift Keying (ASK), Double Sideband (DSB), Single Sideband (SSB), Pulse
Interval Encoding (PIE))
A 150 W amplifier (Kuhne-electronic, Oberfranken, Germany) with 150
W peak output power is used to amplify the signals so that reasonable peak
to average ratios can be maintained even at the defined maximum wbSAR
level of 10 W/kg. The output of the power amplifier is then directed to
either chamber with a high isolation RF relay. The control system prevents the relay from switching while RF power is present, ensuring that the
contacts are not damaged during switching. Each chamber has a standard
gain antenna (two half-wave dipoles mounted λ/4 in front of a reflector
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plate of λ2 in size) inside to excite the reverberant cavity. The antenna is
directed at one of the stirrers to ensure the best energy stirring and a good
stirred to unstirred energy ratio, resulting in the best field homogeneity.
The exposure conditions are monitored with two E-field ER3DV6 probes
(SPEAG, Switzerland) placed close to the exposure region. The measured
field strengths are used to keep the exposure to the desired level through
a feedback control algorithm. The EASY4 measurement system (SPEAG,
Switzerland) processes the data from the probes and communicates the field
strengths to the control computer. The field strength at any point in the
chamber changes temporally at a rate related to the stirrer speeds. The data
were sampled with a frequency of 100 Hz, and the field display was updated
every 20 s. The SAR was performed based on 60 s averages to determine the
actual exposure, due to the stirrer rotation. The numerical dosimetry was
preformed previously to provide the SAR sensitivity, from which the target
exposure level can be determined for a given average animal weight and
incident E field strength. Based on the measured field strength, the control
system adjusts the output level of the signal generator to provide the correct
SAR in each chamber. A full interlock is provided to shut off exposure in
the event of a chamber being opened.
EM Assessment for Reverberation Chamber
To estimate the exposure level and SAR distribution in the mice, the first step
was to analyze the field patterns in the chamber, which has been discussed
in Section 5.3. For the purpose of simplicity and rapid computation, the 12plane-waves method was applied in the entire simulation (unless otherwise
stated). The difference between the two methods is considered as an offset
of the SAR sensitivity. The dosimetric assessment was performed with
commercial simulation platform SEMCAD.

6.3.2

Watering System

The mice and cages are taken care as regularly, with sufficient food supplied
in the cages during all the time. However, since water generates a SAR level
similar to that of a mouse, it should be shielded in containers or pipes to
avoid a reduction in the overall chamber efficiency. The automatic water
system, integrated with the the desktop reverberation chamber, which can
be used even during exposure, was based on the system developed for the
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NIEHS NTP study [138]. One important consideration in the design is a
feature to prevent RF burns to the mice during watering. Additionally, it is
important that varying distances between mouse and watering system does
not significantly influence the exposure of the rodents.
In line with these criteria, the watering system design was modified to fit
a small chamber scenario. The water lixit of the system, both the simulation
model and the actual device, is shown in Figure 6.4. The inner water tube,
the lixit valve, and the outer choke tube are all made of stainless steel with a
metal disk with spring contacts as an electrical shorting contact between the
inner and outer tubes. The shorting disk was placed λ/4 away from the front
edge of the choke tube. The overall design ensures that the RF field around
the lixit valve is minimized. The flange on the choke tube increases the
periphery area and moves the high-field region further away from the mouse,
which reduces the impact of the watering system on the SAR distribution in
the mouse while drinking.

Figure 6.4: RF safe water lixit: a) simulation model; b) the device in place
in the reverberation chamber
To evaluate the influence of the watering system, three scenarios, based
on the distance between the phantom and the watering system lixit, were
compared: 0 mm (the touching), 20 mm, and 90 mm (the reference position). The verification measurement was realized with 4 temperature probes
inserted into a gel phantom, aligned from the center to the head of phantom,
and the measurement results were compared with the corresponding points
in the simulation to confirm the reliability of the simulation. The SAR
sensitivity at each of 4 measurement points in the phantom, was measured
and compared for different distances of the phantom from the watering
system.
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EM Dosimetry

The numerical dosimetry is based on high resolution anatomical virtual
animal models (www.itis.ethz.ch/animals). A male PIM1 mouse model is
chosen, because it is the current available model with posture function,
which enabled us to assess the whole body and organ specific exposure
reflecting the daily movements and postures of the mice in the reverberation
chamber. The model was scaled to 28 g, corresponding to the average weight
per mouse used in the experiments. The grid resolution for the anatomical
model was set at 0.2 mm, to ensure the discretization accuracy for most of
the organs. The tissue EM parameters were taken from IT’IS parameter
database [36] which is derived from various mammals, and is largely based
on [122] but enhanced with other literature data. Currently, there exists
no literature specific to the dielectric properties of mice or other rodents,
however, there is no reason to expect large differences. The exposure level is
evaluated in terms of wbSAR, organ averaged SAR (oSAR) and peak-spatial
SAR (psSAR) averaged over a cubical volume of 4 mg mass (psSAR4mg)
for the mouse. The 4 mg averaged weight corresponds approximately to
the averaging over any 10 g tissue mass in the shape of a cube for humans
required by IEEE Std C95.1 [10].
To fully characterize the exposure assessment, uncertainty and variation
due to simulation and measurement is necessary [12]. An analysis of the
uncertainty was performed to establish the possible absolute deviations of
the mean SAR average in the exposure group from target SAR values. The
variation estimates relative deviations about the mean SAR value for any
individual in the exposure group.
The uncertainty due to the exposure setup is based on the field measurement and field control of the chamber. Furthermore, the uncertainty related
to the animal model includes the simulation uncertainty due to dielectric
parameters, discretization, and simulation convergence. A ±10% deviation
of dielectric parameters based on the reference values [36] was assessed.
Results of doubling and halving of the grid resolution were used to evaluate
the discretization uncertainty. The simulation convergence was evaluated
by checking the resulting difference by doubling the computational time.
Further, the uncertainty caused by scaling was evaluated; the 28 g numeric
anatomical mouse model used in the entire analysis was scaled linearly
from the 45 g anatomical male mouse model. Since the morphology of
the tissues varies as a function of the life phase of the mouse, the scaling
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method introduces a degree of uncertainty. This degree of uncertainty was
assessed by comparing the scaled 45 g model to an existing 36 g Male OF1
Mouse anatomical model. Based on an assumption of a linear relationship
between the SAR sensitivity deviation and the scaling factor, the uncertainty
of scaling can be predicted.
Since it is a short term exposure, the instantaneous variation is worth
evaluating. The variation from exposure setup is due to field homogeneity.
The variation from the animal dosimetry is due to posture and weight distribution. The mice were exposed unconstrained in the reverberation chamber
and in accordance to the daily movements of the mice, five postures analysis
as in Chapter 5 were evaluated. Furthermore, in the experiments, the mice
had an average weight of 24.7 g with 2.5 g standard deviation across all
exposure groups. The average weight was smaller than the 28 g mouse used
for the dosimetric analysis. Therefore, this deviation of weight is considered
as variation from the target exposure levels.

6.3.4

Thermal Dosimetry and Measurement

Thermal Calculations
The temperature distribution in complex biological objects is not directly
related to the EM field distribution, hence, the influence of the thermal
boundary conditions, e.g., blood vessel cooling, differences in perfusion,
etc. must be considered. These consequences can be predicted by the thermal solver in the SEMCAD, which is based on the Pennes bioheat equation
[140]:
ρc

∂T
= 4 · (k 4 T ) + ρQ + ρS − ρb cb ρω(T − Tb ),
∂t

(6.1)

where k is the thermal conductivity, S is the specific absorption rate, ω
is the perfusion rate, Q is the metabolic heat generation rate, ρ is the density
of the tissue, and ρb , cb and Tb are the density, specific heat capacity and
temperature of blood. The temperature rise calculation in the anatomical
mouse model at the thermal equilibrium situation was performed with the
steady state solver.
Material interface were modeled with appropriate boundary conditions
where necessary, e.g. the Dirichlet condition with fixed boundary temperature (T = Tamb ), the Neumann condition with fixed flux (k∂T /∂n = f lux)
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and the mixed boundary condition depends on the difference between the
surface temperature and the boundary temperature (k∂T /∂n = h(Tamb −
T ), h: convection coefficient) [105]. In the thermal simulation, the interface
of the tissues with the blood was set as a Dirichlet boundary, with T equal
to the temperature of the blood. The interface with the internal air was set
at a fixed heat flux of zero, which ensures thermal isolation to the internal
air. The interface to the outside environment was set to a mixed boundary,
for which the flux depends on the local temperature and equilibrates it to the
specified environment temperature.
The thermal tissue parameters were generally based on values from the
IT’IS parameter database [36], which were compiled from various studies
and measured in various species. For some important tissues, specific modifications were made according to thermal properties reported by Valvano
and Holmes [141] for the most similar species available, e.g. rat. The
thermal parameters of the most important tissues are shown in Table 6.2.
Organs

k
W/m/K

c
J/kg/K

ω
ml/min/kg

skin
muscle
fat
connective tissue
tendon
heart
liver
born
kidney
stomach

0.37
0.5
0.21
0.58
0.5
0.54
0.52
0.32
0.52
0.53

3390.5
3421.2
2348.3
2372.4
3500
3720
3540
1313
3745
3690

160
39
32.7
37.2
50
900
902.2
90
4500
460.3

Table 6.2: Thermal parameters for the most important tissues. k: Thermal
conductivity; c: Specific heat capacity; ω: Perfusion.
Furthermore, the thermal boundary of the mouse tail was specifically
evaluated, because the tail of the mouse plays an important role in thermoregulation due to special properties, e.g., lack of fur, large surface area
to volume ratio, and perfusion with many blood vessels [142]. More blood
flow is expected when the body temperature increases, which results in
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higher perfusion of blood in the tail skin than in the torso skin. According
to Conley et al. [143], the external conductance, i.e., the heat transfer
coefficient h, of the mouse ears, feet, and tail are 16.5 W/m2 /K, while that
of the torso is 5 W/m2 /K.
The uncertainty evaluation for the calculations is based on the methodology described in [144] for human numerical models. The standard deviations were evaluated by a sensitivity analysis with changes of 10% for blood
heat capacity (cb ), density of mass (ρ), heat capacity (c), 20% for thermal
conductivity (k), and 50% for perfusion parameter (ω). In considering the
specific heat transfer function of mouse comparing to human, e.g. fur of
skin, the heat transfer coefficient (h) was set with 50% standard deviation
instead of 30% in the mentioned paper.
Thermal Measurements
The thermal model calculations can be compared with the body temperature
measurements taken after exposure to a CW signal with various levels of
wbSAR used in the preliminary experimental studies in male B6C3F1 mice
(continuous exposure of > 60 min). The first series of measurements was
performed directly (within 1 min) after the end of the daily exposure and
a second series, performed on a different day, was carried out 10 min after
the end of the daily exposure. The temperatures of at most 5 mice were
analysed per session so that the measurements could be finished within 1
min after the end of the exposure. The temperature sensors were implanted
subcutaneously on the back or flank of the animal. IPTT-300 temperature
sensors (Bio Medic Data Systems, Seaford DE, USA) with an accuracy of
±0.5◦ C and a resolution of ±0.1◦ C were used for the measurements, and the
non-contact BMDS temperature reader performed the measurements from
outside the cage to avoid potential stress to the animals due to handling. To
prevent an influence by the circadian rhythm of body temperature, measurements were always undertaken at the same time of the day, i.e., between 9
11 am.

6.3.5

Experimental Validation for EM and Thermal Simulation

The experimental validation of electromagnetic and temperature calculations was performed with the use of a homogeneous phantom, similar as
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in Figure 5.1a). The filling liquid SL AAH U12 A (SPEAG, Switzerland)
was chosen such that the mass and the SAR sensitivity of the phantom are
the same as the wbSAR sensitivity of the anatomical mouse model. The
volume of the phantom is 30 ml, with diameter of 3.1 cm. The dielectric
and thermal parameters of the liquid and bottle are shown in Table 6.3.
Material

r

σ
(S/m)

k
(W/m/K)

c
(J/kg/K)

ρ
(kg/m3 )

Liquid
Bottle (Polyethylene)

39.1
2.3

1.73
0.001

0.43
0.33

3478
2302

1000
900

Table 6.3: Dielectric and thermal parameters of the liquid and bottle at 23◦ C
at 2450 MHz. (r : relative permittivity, σ: electric conductivity, c: specific
heat capacity, k: thermal conductivity, ρ: mass density. )
The rate of change and the magnitude of the temperature rise in the centre of the phantom during heating and cooling periods were recorded. Four
phantoms were equipped with T1V3 temperature probes (SPEAG, Switzerland), which are transparent to EM fields. The tests were executed with
the EASY4 measurement server (SPEAG, Switzerland). Additionally the
exposure field and air temperature were recorded to allow full characterisation of the temperature fluctuation. These phantoms were also positioned
in different orientations, with various inclination angles to approximate the
typical movements of the mice, and the measurements were repeated four
times, thus 16 phantom measurements were analyzed in total. The EM
validation method is based on [4], with RF exposure on until an equilibrium
state is reached. The SAR can be determined through heat transfer with a
time constant τ [123]:
SAR ∼
= c · 4T /τ,

(6.2)

where c is the specific heat of the liquid, and 4T is the temperature
increase during the time period of RF exposure which is much larger than
a time constant τ . The liquid has temperature sensitivity of -0.42%/◦ C for
permittivity and -0.36%/◦ C for electric conductivity. Thus, we evaluate as
well a worst-case temperature increase of 20 K for the uncertainty assessment.
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The thermal simulation validation is based on estimating τ /c in the center point of phantom, which is equivalent to temperature increase relative
to the SAR of the phantom (4T/SAR). Another point at the periphery of
the bottle has been analyzed as well to estimate the uncertainty due to temperature probe location. The heat transfer coefficient of the phantom was
assumed to be equivalent to a horizontal cylinder with length of 5 cm, and
cone head with length of 3.1 cm, which can be considered as integration
of small cylinders with linearly decreasing diameter. The proper averaging
of 2 parts is based on simplified equations [123] for free convection from
cylinder to air with laminar boundary layer:
h = 1.32 · (4T /d)0.25 ,

(6.3)

Where 4T is the temperature difference from the phantom to the air,
and d is the diameter of the cylinder. Assuming temperature difference of
20◦ C, the h is 7 W/m2 /K. Due to the simplified structure and assumptions,
±20% of h is evaluated for the thermal simulation uncertainty. The other
thermal parameters of the liquid and bottle are assessed similarly as for
the anatomical mouse model, e.g. 10% uncertainty for the heat capacity,
20% for thermal conductivity. Moreover, the thermal solver uncertainty
is verified by comparing the temperature obtained with steady state in the
thermal equilibrium, and with time domain explicit solver based on formula
6.2. This value is also used in the anatomical model uncertainty evaluation.
Additionally, sensor location, SAR simulation, and exposure system were
also considered as uncertainty sources.

6.4
6.4.1

Results
Reverberation Chamber Assessment

The constructed reverberation chambers were characterised [116] in terms
of the quality factor (Q), stirred to unstirred energy, antenna matching, and
field homogeneity over the exposure volume. Although the use of stainless
steel is not optimal for minimising the losses in the chamber, nor is the use
of a perforated panel for observation, the Q of 910 achieved is acceptable.
The ratio of the stirred to the unstirred energy of 21 dB is excellent. Measurements showed that an input power of ca. 420 mW produces 1 W/kg of
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wbSAR in the mice, which corresponds to ca. 36% efficiency for the exposure system holding 6 mice of ca. 25 g. The field homogeneity, measured
across 72 positions within the exposure volume, at 12 points for each mouse
cage was 0.3 dB with a field isotropy of 0.35 dB for one standard deviation,
which is excellent for such a small chamber.
The uncertainty factors to be considered in the E field measurement,
listed in Table 6.4, introduce a total of 0.38 dB standard uncertainty.
Contribution

Tol. (dB)

Distr.

Div.

Std. unc. (dB)

Absolute E- & H-field
probe accuracy
Frequency linearity
Dynamic range linearity
Field probe isotropy

0.26

N

1

0.26

0.2
0.2
0.4

R
R
R

1.73
1.73
1.73

0.12
0.12
0.24

Combined standard uncertainty

0.38

Table 6.4: E-field measurement uncertainty.

Experimental Validation Results
The experimental wbSAR sensitivity averaged over the four phantoms for
each repetition is reported in Table 6.5.

(dB)

4T/SAR
(or τ /c)
(K/(W/kg))

(dB)

185.5
196.2
181.1
223

0.1
0.3
0.6
0.3

0.58
0.58
0.63
0.62

0.4
0.2
0.2
0.4

196.5

0.5

0.6

0.3

E-field

Phantom SAR

Std. dev.

Repetitions

(V/m)

(µW/kg/(V/m)2 )

1
2
3
4

269
266
265
371

Mean

Std. dev.

Table 6.5: Phantom measurement results.
The uncertainty analysis for the EM validation is shown in Table 6.6,
which includes the uncertainty sources from measurement and numerical
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dosimetry. The temperature probe has an uncertainty of ±0.05◦ C, which,
compared to the room temperature of 20◦ C, introduces a standard uncertainty of 0.01 dB. The instability of the air temperature during the measurement contributes 0.03 dB to the overall standard uncertainty. Furthermore,
the standard deviation of the mean SAR sensitivity measured over all phantoms is 0.5 dB, which can be considered as an uncertainty factor, and as
well verifies the good level of homogeneity in the exposure chamber. When
the uncertainty due to field control and E-field measurement is included,
the total measurement uncertainty is 1.2 dB (k=2). The numerical phantom
dosimetry introduces in total 0.26 dB uncertainty (k=2).
Contribution

Tol.(dB)

Distr.

Div.

Std. unc. (dB)

N
N
R

1
1
1.73

0.2
0.38
0.01

N

1

0.03

N

1

0.5

Experimental uncertainty
Field control
0.2
E-field measurement
0.38
Temperature probe accu- 0.01
racy
Room temperature fluctua- 0.03
tions
Experimental SAR unifor- 0.5
mity
Combined standard uncertainty (k=1)
Expanded uncertainty (k=2)

0.64
1.2

EM numerical uncertainty
Simulation time
0
Grid resolution
0.02
Phantom liquid mass ±2g
0.05
Phantom liquid dielectric 0.22
parameter
Combined standard uncertainty (k=1)
Expanded uncertainty (k=2)

N
N
R
R

1
1
1.73
1.73

0
0.02
0.03
0.13
0.13
0.26

Table 6.6: Uncertainty for EM validation using phantom.
The phantom wbSAR sensitivity is 177.7 µW/kg/(V/m)2 calculated by
the12-plane-wave method and 200 µW/kg/(V/m)2 by the random-plane-wave
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method. Compared to the calculated SAR (200 µW/kg/(V/m)2 ), the measured SAR sensitivity (196.5 µW/kg/(V/m)2 ) is 0.08 dB smaller. This difference is well within the range experimental and numerical dosimetry uncertainty, which validates the reliability of the simulation results.
Contribution

Tol.(dB)

Distr.

Div.

Std. unc. (dB)

N
N

1
1

0.2
0.38

R

1.73

0.01

N

1

0.03

N

1

0.4
0.57
1.08

N
N
N
N
N
N

1
1
1
1
1
1

0.13
0.08
0.02
0.69
0.31
0.03

Experimental uncertainty
Field Control
0.2
E-field measurement and 0.38
control
Temperature probe accu- 0.01
racy
Room temperature fluctu- 0.03
ations
Measured temp. std. dev.
0.4
Combined standard uncertainty (k=1)
Expanded uncertainty (k=2)
Thermal numerical uncertainty
EM simulation
0.13
Grid resolution
0.08
Thermal solver unc.
0.02
Heat transfer coef. ±20% 0.69
Thermal cond. ±20%
0.31
Specific heat capacitor 0.03
±10%
Combined standard uncertainty (k=1)
Expanded uncertainty (k=2)

1.04
1.88

Table 6.7: Uncertainty for thermal validation using phantom.
The time constants in the center and at the periphery of the physical
phantom were calculated both as 0.68◦ C/(W/kg), which means the location of temperature probe has no significant influence on the SAR evaluation. Comparing to the measured results of 0.6◦ C/(W/kg), the deviation is
-0.7 dB. By evaluating the uncertainty from the measurement and thermal
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dosimetry, the result is well in the uncertainty range as shown in Table 6.7.
Therefore, the thermal calculations can also be considered as validated.

6.4.2

Watering System Dosimetry

The simulation and measurement results indicate that the shielding of the
watering system makes the exposure generally lower than the reference
position. On the other hand, in the touching position, field scattering compensates for the effect of shielding and shows less influence on phantom
exposure. Generally, the temperature differences caused by distance to the
watering system are in the expected range considering the overall experimental uncertainty, thus, we conclude that the design is suitable for the
purpose.

6.4.3

EM Dosimetry Results

For computational simplicity, the SAR sensitivity of the anatomical model
was evaluated by the 12-plane-wave method, introducing an offset of 12.9%
compared to the random-plane-wave method, which more realistically represents the reverberation chamber exposure environment.
The EM anatomical numerical simulation uncertainty, combining the
dielectric and grid uncertainty, has a total of 0.13 dB standard uncertainty.
The wbSAR uncertainty generated by scaling the size of the mouse model
from 55 g to 28 g is 0.23 dB. However, the oSAR values exhibit higher
deviations compared to the non-scaled models, and these deviations have
a log-normal distribution.
Contribution

Tol. (dB)

Distr.

Div.

Std. unc. (dB)

E-Field measurement
Field control
Anatomical EM simulation
Scaling

0.38
0.20
0.13
0.23

N
N
N
R

1
1
1
1.73

0.38
0.20
0.13
0.13

Combined standard uncertainty (k=1)
Expanded uncertainty (k=2)
Table 6.8: Uncertainty analysis for wbSAR.

0.46
0.88
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The posture contributes 0.11 dB variation to the target mean wbSAR.
The individual organs have higher variation from the average organ-specific
SAR from different postures. These deviations have a log-normal distribution, which has standard deviation of 0.22 dB. The ca.3 g difference between
the average mouse weight in the experiments and the weight used in the
numerical dosimetry introduces an offset of 7.0% in the wbSAR. Furthermore, the weight deviation among the different groups introduces a standard
uncertainty of 0.22 dB.
In summary, the average wbSAR sensitivity is 191 µW/kg/(V/m)2 for
an isotropic incident field. The total offset of SAR sensitivity is 19.9%,
with expanded uncertainty (k=2) of 0.81 dB as shown in Table 6.8 and the
variation of 0.4 dB as summarised in Table 6.9.
Contribution

Tol. (dB)

Distr.

Div.

Std. var. (dB)

Experimental SAR uniformity
Postures
Experimental mouse weight
SD ±2.5 g

0.5

R

1.73

0.3

0.18
0.22

N
N

1
1

0.18
0.22

Overall variation (k=1)
Expanded variation (k=2)

0.40
0.77

Table 6.9: Variation analysis for wbSAR.
The simulated SAR distribution in an anatomical mouse model is shown
in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5: SAR distribution in the mouse model. (normalized to
1.33×10−4 W/kg/(V/m)2 for an isotropic incident field, with 1.33 dB per
contour)
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The oSAR evaluation can more accurately indicate the power distribution in the mouse model. The oSAR of the organs that have weights > 1% of
the total weight of the mouse, along with bone marrow, which is important
for the MN test, are listed in Table 6.10.
Organ

SAR
(µW/kg/(V/m)2 )

oSAR/wbSAR
(dB)

Unc.
(k=2, dB)

Var.
(k=1, dB)

wbSAR
psSAR
Muscle
Fat
Skin
Liver
Connective tissue
Small intestine
Large intestine
Bone
Kidney
Glands
Stomach
Heart muscle
Bone Marrow

191.4
1268
209.3
64.4
148.2
222
195.4
341.2
275.6
49
194.7
239.4
228.3
294.5
122

8.2
0.4
4.7
1.1
0.6
0.1
2.5
1.6
5.9
0.1
1
0.8
1.9
2.0

0.88
1.83
1.71
1.4
1.98
2.91
1.34
2.27
2.34
1.4
1.68
1.4
3.98
1.67
3.51

0.40
0.56
0.37
0.39
0.47
0.39
0.37
0.4
0.39
0.37
0.44
0.45
0.42
0.61
0.38

Table 6.10: wbSAR, psSAR and oSAR for bone marrow and organs
weighing > 1% of the total weight.

6.4.4

Thermal Dosimetry Results

The temperature distribution of a mouse in the center slice is shown in
Figure 6.6 during the exposure as the intermedia and final stable statement. The calculated whole-body average temperature rise of the mouse
(∆Tmean ) is calculated to be 0.043 ◦ C/(W/kg) at thermal equilibrium, and
the peak temperature increase (∆Tpeak ),located around base of the tail, is
0.15 ◦ C/(W/kg).
The first series of measurements was performed directly (within 1 min)
after the end of the daily exposure is shown in Figure 6.7; the second series,
carried out 10 min after the end of the daily exposure, is shown in Figure 6.8,
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Figure 6.6: Thermal simulation result as temperature distribution in the
center slice of a mouse anatomical model: (a) intermediate temperature
distribution during exposure, that is, at 200 s with exposure level of
SAR=10 W/kg, (b) final stable temperature distribution, where the peak
temperature increase is 0.15◦ C/(W/kg).

which were performed on different working days. Each data point in Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 represents the mean temperature difference (∆T) of
at least 10 mice, calculated on the basis of the individual body temperatures
at the starting time of the exposure. Due to the complex biological thermal
response between different individual mice, and the location of the temperature sensor (subcutaneous on the back or flank), the variation between
different measurements is large.
The measured temperature increase (∆T) of 0.4 – 1.8◦ C in the CWexposed mice is shown in Figure 6.7. Linear regression performed on the
dependence of the (∆T) on wbSAR, with (∆T) = 0 assumed for no exposure, the temperature increase as a function of wbSAR is estimated as
0.08 ◦ C/(W/kg). The temperature measurements taken 10 min after the end
of the exposure, shown in Figure 6.8, clearly reveal a decrease in body temperature of 0.4 – 2.4 ◦ C dependent on the exposure wbSAR of 4 – 17.5 W/kg
due to the temperature regulation [134].
The thermal measurement uncertainty is shown in Table 6.11, with uncertainty (k=2) from experimental dosimetry of 0.8 dB and numerical dosimetry of 2 – 2.8 dB for the mean and peak temperature increase of the mouse
as shown in Table 6.12.
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Contribution

Tol.(dB)

Distr.

Div.

Std. unc. (dB)

E-Field measurement
Field control
Temperature sensor accuracy (0.5K)
Temperature sensor resolution (0.1K)

0.38
0.2
0.12

N
N
R

1
1
1.73

0.38
0.2
0.07

0.01

R

1.73

0.01

Combined standard uncertainty (k=1)
Expanded uncertainty (k= 2)

0.43
0.82

Table 6.11: Thermal measurement uncertainty.

Distr.

∆Tmean
Std. unc.(dB)

∆Tpeak
Std. unc.(dB)

N
N
N
R
N
N
N
N
N
N

0.11
0.02
0.24
0.09
0.13
0.37
0.97
0.43
0.01
0.16

0.11
0.02
0.02
0.09
0.13
1.42
0.79
0.23
0
0.14

1.1
2.0

1.6
2.8

Contribution
Anatomical EM simulation
Thermal solver unc.
Halving grid resolution
Anatomical model scaling
Density of mass ±10%
Heat transfer coef. ±50%
Perfusion rate ±50%
Thermal cond. ±20%
Specific heat capacity ±10%
Blood heat capacity ±10%

Combined standard uncertainty (k=1)
Expanded uncertainty (k=2)

Table 6.12: Thermal simulation uncertainty.
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Figure 6.7: Temperature change (∆T) based on instant measurements
of mouse body temperature directly after exposure. * is the averaged
measurement value, with standard deviation indicated by the error bars.
Linear regression with ∆T=0.084 × wbSAR, with R2 =0.7.

The calculated temperature increase around back or flank is 0.03 to
0.06 ◦ C/(W/kg) as predicted by the simulation shown in Figure 6.6. Thus, by
assuming an approximate average temperature increase for these locations
as 0.045 ◦ C/(W/kg), the temperature sensor location introduces an additional uncertainty of -1.8 to 1.2 dB. Thus, the measured temperature increase
of 0.08 K/(W/kg) deviates by 2.5 dB from the estimated value, which is still
in the range by combining various uncertainty sources as mentioned above.

From the thermal study by Gordon et al., 1986 [145], the relationship
between the mean core temperature increase is 0.047 ◦ C/(W/kg) at 20◦ C
for mice of body mass of 28 – 29 g for SAR exposure levels of 0 – 20 W/kg.
Comparing to the average whole-body temperature increase of 0.043 ◦ C/
(W/kg) calculated in our study, the difference is well within uncertainty
range, thus the simulated results can be considered as validated.
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Figure 6.8: Temperature change (∆T) based on measurements of mouse
body temperature 10 min after exposure compared to exposure start. * is the
averaged measurement value, with standard deviation indicated by the error
bars.

6.5

Discussion and Conclusion

In this chapter, we present the development and dosimetry for, a desktop
reverberation chamber system, designed for in vivo studies, with an exposure field homogeneity of 0.3 dB. The system contains two chambers with
full computer control and a monitoring system. The overall efficiency at
2.45 GHz is 36%. Additionally, an automatic RF- safe watering system was
designed, and its safety was verified experimentally.
Two numerical approaches, the 12-plane-wave and random-plane-wave
methods, were implemented to estimate the exposure levels in the reverberation chamber. The two methods provide similar, but offset, results.
Although the later method is a better approximation for the reverberation
chamber exposure environment, as verified in the experimental dosimetry,
the 12-plane-wave method requires less computational power and was used
throughout the project, with the appropriate offset applied in the final analysis.
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Experimental dosimetry was used to verify the EM and thermal simulation accuracy and confirmed a good homogeneity level of 0.4 dB of the
exposure environment. Together with the concrete uncertainty and variation
analysis, the whole body and organ specific exposure levels of individual
exposed mouse can be predicted. Overall, a peak instantaneous SAR of
> 250 W/kg is possible, and the average SAR is 10 W/kg with a peak to
average ratio of 15 dB, which meets the requirements of the project.
Furthermore, thermal simulations were performed to complement the
EM simulation with addition considerations due to thermal conduction, tissue specific perfusion and boundary effects. The thermal properties of the
mice, especially the tail, were analysed on the basis of various publications.
The thermal simulation provides better understanding than the EM simulation of the temperature distribution in the mouse during exposure, which
have been compared with temperature measurements on free moving mice
in the chamber.
The temperature measurements demonstrate that the larger the SAR the
stronger the effect on thermoregulation and the longer it takes to return
to basal temperature. Comparing to the thermal breakdown threshold of
tube-restrained male and female B6C3F1 mice (ca. 10±4 W/kg) in polycarbonate tubes inside Mini-Wheel in [134],the thermal breakdown threshold
for free moving male B6C3F1mice in the reverberation chamber is much
higher (at least 17.5 W/kg). To obtain a more accurate thermal threshold
for this exposure environment, more temperature measurements would be
required. Ebert et al., 2005 [134] also concludes that the thermal response
is dependent upon the metabolic rate of the animal, which depends on the
mass and activity level, thus a higher threshold is expected for free-running
animals with same conditions, which is consistent with our results.
The novel system offers well defined uniform exposure of mice at 2.45
GHz for various modulation levels under well controlled environmental conditions for up to 24 h per day. Accurate EM and thermal dosimetry were
performed to provide better understanding and interpretation of further biological experiments.
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Chapter 7

An HF Exposure System for
Mice with Improved
Efficiency
7.1

Abstract

1

An exposure system that addresses the difficulties that arise for the exposure of small animals at low frequencies with a high exposure level is
presented. The system, intended to operate at 27 MHz, consists of two
identical transverse electro-magnetic (TEM) cells for exposure and sham
exposure of groups of 16 free-running mice housed in pairs within standard cages, capable of exposure over extended daily periods while being
provided with food and water. The inclusion of the exposure cell in a halfwavelength resonator has been developed as a new paradigm to enhance the
field strength for an increase of >50-fold in available specific absorption rate
(SAR) levels compared to traditional TEM cell configurations. The system
described allows both daily and weekly exposure schedules and supports
blinded protocols with continuous wave (CW) and amplitude modulation
(AM) signals with programmable modulation depths and frequencies. The
electric field (E-field) homogeneity across the TEM cell along a vertical
1 This

Chapter has been published in [115]
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plane (orthogonal to the axis of the TEM line) was within 3.3%, and 3.1%
along the horizontal plane. Accurate and comprehensive dosimetric assessments based on whole-body and organ-specific SAR essential for in vivo
bioelectromagnetic experiments are presented, which takes into account various factors (e.g., mouse activities, close proximity, and field homogeneity).
Average SAR levels are controllable in the range of 1 mW/kg to 1.5 W/kg,
with expanded uncertainty of 1 dB and instantaneous variation of 4 dB was
achieved.

7.2

Introduction

Emerging evidence in the literature that cancer cell growth may be altered
by very low level electromagnetic (EM) fields of 27.12MHz modulated at
specific frequencies in humans [146, 147, 148] prompted us to set out to
develop an exposure system for small rodents to test those findings in in
vivo models. The challenges were to simultaneously meet the following
requirements: 1. house 16 free-running mice in pairs within standard cages;
2. provide water and food even during exposure; 3. produce well controlled
whole-body average SAR (wbSAR) levels from 1 mW/kg up to > 1 W/kg;
4. provide AM signals with modulation depths of 85–95% at frequencies of
10 Hz – 100 kHz; 5. have two identical TEM cells for exposure and sham exposure; 6. continuously monitor exposure and environmental parameters to
record the experiment; 7. support blinded protocols by means of a computer
controlled random decision maker; 8. enable daily and or weekly exposure
schedules; 9. provide full dosimetric analysis, in line with recommendations
in [12].
A considerable variety of exposure systems have been developed and
used to investigate whole-body exposure levels or biological effects due
to electromagnetic (EM) fields. According to the incident wave, they are
mainly characterized as: quasi-open, guided-wave, and resonant [53].
Quasi-open systems are comparably easy to design, however the efficiency is very low and they require more space per exposed rodent due
to the limited uniform exposure region [149, 55, 56]. For example in the
study by Gökcimen et al. [150], the homogeneous area is only around 40
×40×30 cm by the exposure from a monopole antenna at 27 MHz, with E
field of 43 V/m/W.
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The guided-wave systems are based on different waveguides and transmission lines [60, 61, 62, 63]. Compared to the quasi-open systems, the
guided-wave systems have the possibility to conduct large-scale exposures
within reasonable amounts of space, however also suffers the low exposure
level problem. Comparably, resonant systems have the advantage of high
power efficiency with comparably small volume needed per exposed rodent,
e.g., [64, 53]
By assessing the characteristics of different exposure types, our design
is based on the transverse electromagnetic (TEM) cell in the resonant mode.
The TEM cell is first proposed by Crawford [151] to provide standard EM
fields and exposure conditions, similar to those found in the free space
but within a shielded environment. At frequencies below the propagation
of higher-order modes, a uniform EM field is established inside the cell,
which can make it an ideal exposure environment for a range of experimental scenarios. Because the electric and magnetic fields in TEM cells
are well characterized, a key concern for establishing a controlled exposure
environment, in the 1990s, TEM cells were judged the most appropriate
choice for in vitro studies [3], and have been used by many investigators
(e.g., [152, 153, 154]) for cell culture exposure; and a more complete list
can be found in the review paper by Paffi et al. [66]. Researchers at Brooks
Air Force Base (San Antonio, Texas) were the first to use a multi-frequency
TEM cell for in vivo exposure of rats from 10 – 30 MHz, 40 – 400 MHz and
1 – 4 GHz [155] and TEM cells were used to expose mice at frequencies of
200 – 400 MHz [156] and rats at 900 and 1800 MHz [59]. Furthermore, Hill
[47] exposed human volunteers to 20.7 MHz EM fields in a very large TEM
cell to assess whole-body absorption.
Therefore, the use of TEM cells for exposure is not new, but significant
difficulties are still encountered for the exposure of small animals, e.g.,
mice, at lower frequencies, if a significant specific absorption rate (SAR) is
to be produced in the animals. The objective of this study was to develop an
exposure system with enhanced efficiency in the high frequency (HF) range,
3 – 30 MHz specifically the ISM band at 27.12 MHz whilst complying with
the requirements of EM exposure setups for bio-experiments as formulated
or reviewed by several authors [6, 8]. Additionally, the fact that the animals
are small relative to the size of a wavelength (λ), on the order of 1/150 λ,
dictates that very high field strengths are required. High field strengths can
be achieved by having either a small spacing between septum and shield,
which is not compatible with free running animals, or very high input power.
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A combination of these approaches – a section added to reduce the spacing
between septum and shield where the animals were housed and 10 kW input
power – was used [156], which achieved SAR levels of 15 – 25 W/kg or 1.5
– 2.5 mW/kg/W for constrained Sprague-Dawley rats exposed at 26 MHz;
this SAR level is 26 times higher than that achieved in standard TEM cells.
This approach, while giving the desired higher field strengths, had the side
effect of producing an impedance mismatch and reflections within the TEM
cell. Hill in 1982 [47] achieved a small gain in E-field of ca. 17% within
a TEM cell by utilizing a degree of mismatch between source impedance
and transmission line impedance, however, the gain was rather limited and
confined to frequencies where the TEM cell is short with respect to λ.

7.3
7.3.1

Materials and Methods
Exposure System Design

The exposure system consists of two main parts, namely, the TEM cells, and
exposure control/ excitation system, each described below.
TEM cell Design
The exposure apparatus is based on two identical TEM cells that are placed
one on top of the other with the septum in the horizontal plane; each TEM
cell houses eight standard mouse cages, 160 mm×270 mm×150 mm (w×d
×h), four above and four below the septum in the cell, see in Figure 7.1.
E-field vector in the TEM cell above and below the septum is ostensively
oriented in the vertical direction. The TEM cells are constructed from
stainless steel and are fully shielded; on the front is a solid door with a finger
stock gasket around the periphery to ensure a good RF shield; the rear side
is made of a 5 mm stainless steel mesh to allow ventilation and lighting for
the animals.
In the HF range, 3–30 MHz, the low SAR sensitivity due to the small
animal size with respect to the wavelength requires very large field strengths
to achieve reasonable SAR levels, which, consequently, produce very high
power levels within the TEM cell. All the TEM cell systems previously
described for bioelectromagnetic research have been based on a travelling
wave approach: the RF fed at one end of the TEM cell propagates down
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Figure 7.1: The completed TEM cells for exposure and sham

the cell and is terminated at the other end into a load. In the case of higher
frequencies where the body size and wavelength are comparable, then good
amounts of power can be deposited in the animals. At 27 MHz the efficiency
is < 0.01%, i.e., to obtain the target of 1 W/kg SAR, more than 6 kW root
mean square (RMS) or 16 kW peak envelope power (PEP) for the AM signal
would be required, which is clearly not an affordable proposition. A new
experimental paradigm to enable experiments with free running rather than
constrained animals with reasonable resources is required. One method used
at higher frequencies is based on a resonant structure, where the energy
within the exposure environment is Q (the quality factor of the resonator)
times higher than the applied energy; this design concept has been applied
only to resonant waveguides or cavities. Waveguides or cavities would be
prohibitively large at this frequency; however, transmission line resonators
are extensively used in RF engineering for a range of circuit applications
and can be applied to EM exposure. Typical resonators are either 1/4λ or
1/2λ long and have different properties. For this application, integration
of the TEM cell into the centre of a half-wave resonator with short-circuit
terminations at each end is most appropriate, as depicted in Figure 7.2.
This configuration ensures that the E-field is at a maximum over the
length of the TEM cell,with worst-case of 4% deviation. The effective
power
√ level is multiplied by the Q of the resonator and the field strength
by Q. The input power can then be reduced to a manageable level whilst
achieving high SAR levels. In the standard TEM cell configurations, the
output of the RF power amplifier is attached to one end of the TEM cell
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Figure 7.2: Exposure cell configuration: the coaxial delay line is calculated
based on half λ long design

and the other end is terminated in a load. In a resonant system, the problem
of how to couple the RF power into the device must be addressed. In our
case, we used a coupling loop integrated into one of the pyramidal ends of
the TEM line with a size and number of turns such that a match to 50Ω was
achieved at the resonant frequency.
The size of the TEM cell is determined by: 1. the size of the animal
cage, as defined by the minimum cage floor area and height, keeping in
mind that there must also be space around the cage for air circulation, and
2. the required field homogeneity. For the constant cross-section part of the
TEM cell, the required length is 1.00 m, septum width is 0.49 m, height
between septum and shield is 0.35 m, shield is 0.7 m wide to house the
required number of animal cages. The pyramidal sections at each end are
0.40 m long. The cages are located within the center 80 cm or 0.072λ of
the resonator. The field strength is highest at the centre of the cell, and
decreases to zero at the two ends with a sinusoidal field distribution to give
a field variation of just over 2.5% over ±0.40 m or ±13◦ of the center of
the TEM cell. The space above and below the cages is ca.1.2 cm providing
adequate ventilation. The septum is held centrally to the cell using six low
loss PTFE pillars and is further supported by the large 7/16” connectors
are rated at 2.5 kV RMS and, therefore, can withstand the high voltages
expected in the resonant system. A further consideration is that the majority
of the power fed into the system will be dissipated in the resonator. The
animal-husbandry-compatible stainless steel materials used for the TEM
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cell are not low loss; however, the TEM cell is in the high impedance part
of the resonating system, where the voltage is at a maximum and the current
at a minimum, so losses giving rise to heating will be minimised.The actual
temperature rise in the TEM cell is less than 1◦ C. Careful consideration
must be given to the coaxial transmission line that forms the rest of the
resonator, with current maxima at each end, where the resistive losses are
at a maximum; at higher power levels, considerable heating takes place.
Hence, low-loss RG218/U was used in combination with the last 90 cm at
each end fabricated out of solid copper rods and tubes, such that they could
withstand high temperatures. These hot sections of coaxial cable can be
located away from the animals to minimise unwanted heating.
Exposure Control and Excitation System Design
Figure 7.3 gives an overview of the electronic system. A computer controls
the system, which comprises two identical signal chains, amplifiers, exposure chambers, field sensors, and an environmental sensor pack (not shown).
The exposure system supports double blind protocols where one cell will be
randomly allocated to real exposure and the second to sham exposure. Unlike the typical definition of sham exposure, where one chamber is without
field, both exposure groups can be subjected to the same wbSAR during the
exposure period. The differentiation between exposure and sham will be the
frequencies of the amplitude modulation applied, one group will be exposed
to the therapeutic modulation scheme and the other random modulation
frequencies not thought to be therapeutic. However, the isolation of the two
fully shielded TEM cells is sufficient to support the normal sham paradigm
if required.
The exposure system uses 4 direct digital synthesiser (DDS) frequency
sources (Analog Devices, Norwood, MA) controlled by a microcontroller
(ATMEL, San Jose, CA) connected to the control PC: two of the DDS
sources are for the carrier frequencies and two are for the modulation waveform generation. Directional couplers (Elecraft, San Jose, CA) and a proprietary signal conditioning circuitry connected to the control computers
via a USB data acquisition unit (Measurement Computing, Norton, MA)
are used to monitor the reflected power from the RF coupling loop for
adjustment of the carrier frequency to the resonance of the exposure cell.
The microcontroller is loaded from the control computer with two files
containing the tables for: 1. therapeutic and sham modulation frequencies;
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Figure 7.3: Exposure control system block diagram

2. the exposure duration of each frequency; and 3. the duration of pauses
in exposure. The microcontroller deals with the real-time update of the
modulation frequencies independently of the control PC.
The modulation signal AC and DC levels are controlled such that carriers are 90 – 95% amplitude modulated by the sinusoidal modulation frequencies, and the amplitude of the modulation signal provides control of the
output power. A HS4 USB oscilloscope (Tiepie Instruments, Netherlands)
is used to monitor the modulation signal, and the control is performed via a
multi-channel digital-to-analog converter (Texas Instruments, USA), which
controls the amplitude and DC offset. The 27 MHz carrier is modulated via
a standard double balanced modulator; three separate stages of amplification
are used to amplify the modulated signal to levels of 1, 20, and 400 W PEP
to achieve the required target E-field signal amplitude in the exposure setup.
Each of the two signal chains is controlled separately. The field is monitored
by means of a probe inserted into each TEM cell in the pyramidal section
closest to the exposure volume but sufficiently far away such that the field
pattern is not unduly perturbed. The output from the probe is connected to
a diode detector and low-pass filter, which is then connected to the USB
oscilloscope to allow measurement of the detector voltage. The sensors are
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calibrated against an ER3DV6 free-space E-field probe (SPEAG, Switzerland) for continuous wave (CW) conditions, and the modulation response
is further quantified with respect to the CW signal with a SMU200A signal
generator and NRP power meter (Rohde & Schwarz, Germany).
A control loop ensures that the field remains at the target level determined from the SAR sensitivity for the animals based on numerical and
experimental dosimetry.

7.3.2

Numerical Dosimetric Analysis

An accurate and comprehensive dosimetric assessment, with wbSAR and
organ specific SAR (oSAR) including the corresponding uncertainty budget,
is essential for any in vivo bioelectromagnetic experiment. The numerical
dosimetric assessment is based on the B6C3F1 mouse model (www.itis.ethz.
ch/animal) with a weight of 30 g. The dielectric parameters at 27 MHz
correspond to the database [36]. The simulations were performed with
SEMCAD X V14.8 (SPEAG). Two types of simulations were used: 1. a
full simulation of the whole TEM cell with the mouse model(s); and 2.
a Huygens box model [157]. In the latter case, incident fields calculated
from the empty TEM cell were used as the source for exposing the mouse
model. The difference between the two methods was less than 2.4%, that is,
influence of the back-scattering on the incident fields or current distribution
on the TEM cell caused by the mice was negligibly small and, therefore, the
Huygens box approach is valid. It was used for all of the simulations, unless
otherwise stated.
Basic SAR analysis was performed for singularly housed anatomical
mouse models in the simulated exposure system, one below and one above
the septum. The positions of the mice in the TEM cell were chosen for
high field homogeneity, such that the influence of homogeneity could be
considered separately as a variation factor. Various postures of the mouse,
e.g. body horizontal or raised to 45◦ above horizontal, were evaluated to
estimate accurately the wbSAR exposure level during the entire exposure
period.
Uncertainty and Variation Analysis
Uncertainty and variation analysis follows the concepts in [12]. The numerical uncertainty for the SAR evaluation includes halving the grid size of the
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mouse model from 0.18 mm to 0.09 mm, doubling the simulation period,
changing the dielectric parameter by ±10% with respect to the nominal
values.
There are several variation factors (e.g. the homogeneity of the exposure
area and animal posture). Significant posture variations can be caused by
rearing up from the horizontal, for example, drinking water, exploratory
movements, etc. The other posture variation arises from housing two mice
together in the same cage. To evaluate the variation of this close proximity,
the mouse models were placed as close together as possible to gain a worst
case assessment, that is, facing in different directions.

7.3.3

Experimental Validation

A simplified mouse model, plastic tube filled with 36 ml tissue simulating media, similar as shown in Figure 5.1a), has already been successfully
utilised for the experimental validation of the numerical results in [53].
Tissue simulating medium parameters were chosen such that the SAR value
is the same as the wbSAR value of the anatomical model. Thus, the phantom
liquid was filled with the closest matching available liquid, which was Head
Liquid (SPEAG) for low frequencies based on the IEC62209 standard for
30-150MHz, which is composed of water, salt and diacetin, with r of 49.1
and σ of 0.073 S/m at temperature of 22◦ C.
The numerical dosimetry was carried out for different phantom orientations, representing both realistic mouse positions and positions specifically
chosen for the experimental dosimetry such that the temperature rise could
be maximized, namely, the vertical (standing) posture.
Experimental dosimetry was carried out using four phantoms in four
cages below the septum for convenient placement of the instrumentation,
where the E-field was previously characterized. Each phantom had a TIV3
temperature probe (SPEAG) inserted into the center. Two EASY4 measurement systems (SPEAG) were used, one with four temperature probes
connected and the second measuring air temperature and E-field. Verification measurements were done with four replications using four phantoms
(16 total). SAR was determined from the initial slope by fitting an exponential curve to the temperature measurement data over ∼40 min of heating
or cooling for either temperature increase or decrease curve with formula
previously described [4], as the equation 6.2.
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Water System Design

Figure 7.4: Water system: a) real configuration; b) water tube simulation.
The system is designed to support mice housed 24 hours per day for the
duration of the experiment, with breaks only for animal husbandry tasks,
therefore food and water must be supplied in the cages for the duration of the
exposure. The supply of water in high field environments requires special
considerations, i.e., minimised RF heating of the water and avoidance of
SAR enhancement during drinking. To ensure limited heating of the water,
either the water must be shielded entirely or the tubes housing the water
should travel in an orientation orthogonal to the high field lines to minimize
interaction. The later proved to be sufficient, i.e., the water is supplied
through dielectric tubing that runs horizontally through the high-field region
to each cage and terminates with a plastic lixit valve, as shown in Figure 7.4.
To limit the possibility that the mice might drown in case of a leak, each cage
is supplied from water reservoirs of limited capacity, i.e., from sterile water
bags. The maximum heating was determined by simulation and verified
with measurements.
The parameters used in the thermal simulation are given in Table 7.1.
Medium

Water
Tubing

Density
kg/m3

Heat
capacity
J/kg/K

Thermal
conductivity
W/m/K

Heat transfer
to the air
W/m2 /K

1000
980

4200
480

0.58
0.07

11

Table 7.1: Thermal parameters of drinking-water distribution system.
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Results
Field Strength and Homogeneity

Figure 7.5: a) Measured field values along the TEM cell: Each point stands
for the field at the center of each cage, b) H-field distribution across the
breadth and length of the cell with cage outline: Normalized to 1.8 A/m for
1W input power, with 1dB/contour, c) E-field distribution across the breadth
and length of the cell with cage outline: Normalized to 720 V/m for 1 W
input power, with 1 dB/contour.

Quantity

Value (dB)

E-Field Uniformity (SD)
Max E-field
Min E-Field
Ex/Ez
Ey/Ez

0.45
+1.34
-1.34
-44
-32

Table 7.2: E-field uniformity and characteristics
The field at the centre of each cage was measured with an ER3DV6 freespace E-field probe (SPEAG, Switzerland) for a known input power and then
normalised to 1 W, as shown in Figure 7.5a. There is a small asymmetry,
attributable to a degree of field distortion due to the coupling loop at the cage
4 end of the TEM cell. The measured average E-field for 1 W is 360 V/m
(rms) for the empty exposure system, and along the length of the line the
standard deviation is 3.1%. The H field and E field characteristics for the
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cross section through the TEM cell are shown graphically in Figure 7.5b and
c, respectively, with standard deviation of E field in any slice over the cage
volume of 3.3%. Overall E field characteristics in the exposure volume are
summarised in Table 7.2.
The experimental uncertainty due to field measurement and control of
the TEM cell is shown in Table 7.3, where the SPEAG E-field probe uncertainty is taken from the data sheet, and other values were experimentally
determined.
Contribution

Tol.
dB

Distr.

Div.

Std. unc.
dB

E-field probe absolute accuracy
E-field probe frequency linearity
E-field probe dynamic range linearity
E-field probe isotropy
System field control
System detector modulation response

0.26
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.26

N
R
R
R
N
N

1
1.73
1.73
1.73
1
1

0.26
0.12
0.12
0.24
0.20
0.26

Combined std. uncertainty

0.49

Table 7.3: Exposure field strength measurement and control uncertainty.

7.4.2

Dosimetric Assessment of Whole-body SAR

The wbSAR sensitivity for the horizontal orientation was 95n nW/kg/(V/m)2 ,
while it was 979 nW/kg/(V/m)2 for 45◦ orientation, for which the distribution in the center slices is shown in Figure 7.6. In IEEE Std. C95.1 [10],
the peak spatial SAR for humans is calculated by averaging over a cube of
10 g mass, we scale this cube in proportion to the body mass for the mice
and hence use a 5 mg averaging weight. Peak spatial SAR (psSAR) over
5 mg of mouse increased from 15.9 µW/kg/(V/m)2 to 121.9 µW/kg/(V/m)2
raising from horizontal to 45◦ orientation.
It is expected that if the animal moves from horizontal to a more vertical position, meaning more orientated with the E-field vector, wbSAR
increases, that is, a factor of approximately 10 for wbSAR when the body
is at 45◦ . Hence, the time-averaged angle with respect to the horizontal
influences time-averaged SAR values.
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Figure 7.6: Center slice of SAR distribution of a single housed mice
in a) horizontal and b) 45◦ orientation, orientation, normalized to
10 µW/kg/(V/m)2 with 3 dB/contour

Given that the wbSAR is a function of the posture, the most significant
differences occur when the mouse rears up away from the horizontal; thus,
mouse activity data that records the frequency and duration of rearing must
be utilised. It should be noted that mice behave somewhat differently when
placed in an environment that is not the home cage. The activity data used
[158] is based on young adult mice placed in an open arena equipped with
infra-red lights and video cameras. The data provided: time at rest, time
moving, the distance travelled, number of rearings, and duration from 4
observation periods of 15 minutes each. The number of rearings was used to
determine the increase in average SAR in the waking periods in conjunction
with sleep data for mice [159]. Young adult mice during the periods of
activity spend 28.8% of the time rearing up, with 32.2% uncertainty; mice
are active for ca. 10 hours per day, giving 12% of the total time rearing up.
The overall effect on the wbSAR and psSAR is shown in Table 7.4, where
we assume that average angle to the horizontal is 45◦ . The deviations from
the averaged values are considered as a variation factor.
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wbSAR
nW/kg/(V/m)2

psSAR5mg
µW/kg/(V/m)2

Time
%

Horizontal posture
45 ◦ orientation posture

94.9
978.7

15.9
121.9

88%
12%

Mean

201

28.6

100%

Table 7.4: Effect of rearing on the wbSAR and psSAR sensitivity.
Contribution

Tol.
(dB)

Distr.

Div.

Std. Unc.
(dB)

E-field measurement and control
Numerical uncertainty
Animal activity uncertainty

0.49
0.23
0.75

N
N
N

1
1
1

0.49
0.23
0.75

Combined std. uncertainty (k=1)
Expanded uncertainty (k=2)

0.90
1.80

Table 7.5: Uncertainty analysis for wbSAR.

Uncertainty and Variation Analysis
The uncertainty budget is shown in Table 7.5, resulting 1.8 dB expanded
uncertainty (k=2) for wbSAR averaged over a full days activity.
Furthermore, the instantaneous variation due to the proximity of two
mice as shown in Figure 7.7, the posture of mice, in particular when rearing
up as shown in Figure 7.6, and the field homogeneity in the TEM cell has
been determined and is summarized in Table 7.6.

7.4.3

Dosimetric Assessment of Organ Specific SAR

The oSAR of various tissues for different orientations have been listed in
Table 7.7, only tissues with 1% or greater of the total mass have been
included. The same mouse activity averaging method was employed as for
the wbSAR in the oSAR evaluation, resulting same uncertainty (k=2) of
1.8 dB, however each tissue had a different variation as shown in Table 7.8.
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Contribution

Tol.
dB

Distr.

Div.

Std. var.
dB

Postures - mice in close proximity
Postures - single mouse activity data
Homogeneity in a single cage
Homogeneity between cages

0.8
4.04
0.45
0.35

R
N
N
N

1.73
1
1
1

0.48
4.04
0.45
0.35

Combined std. variation

4.06

Table 7.6: Variation assessment for wbSAR.

Mouse in Horizontal

Mouse inclined at 45◦

Tissues

oSAR
nW/kg

oSAR/wbSAR
dB

oSAR
nW/kg

oSAR/wbSAR
dB

wbSAR
Muscles
Intestine, Small
Fat
Bones
Liver
Connective Tissue
Skin
Intestine, Large
Stomach
Blood Vessels
Kidneys
Cerebral Hemisphere
Tail/Tendons
Heart
Lung

94.9
103.5
32.3
15.7
26.6
27.4
140.1
628.4
18.4
47.5
38.4
46.4
60.4
835.4
25.2
35.4

0.4
-4.7
-7.8
-5.5
-5.4
1.7
8.2
-7.1
-3
-3.9
-3.1
-2
9.4
-5.8
-4.3

978.7
434.1
123.3
163.2
105.6
145.9
973.5
1466.3
228.5
114.3
291.2
58.7
152.4
54986.6
282.5
369.7

-3.5
-9
-7.8
-9.7
-8.3
0
1.8
-6.3
-9.3
-5.3
-12.2
-8.1
17.5
-5.4
-4.2

Table 7.7: SAR sensitivities of specific organs for horizontal and 45◦
orientation, normalized to 1 V/m.
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Tissues

oSAR
nW/kg/(V/m)2

oSAR/wbSAR
dB

Variation
dB

wbSAR
psSAR5mg
Muscles
Intestine, Small
Fat
Bones
Liver
Connective Tissue
Skin
Intestine, Large
Stomach
Blood Vessels
Kidneys
Cerebral Hemisphere
Tail/Tendons
Heart
Lung

201
28591.5
143.2
43.3
33.4
36.1
41.6
240.1
728.9
43.7
55.5
68.7
47.9
71.4
7333.6
56.1
75.5

21.5
-1.5
-6.7
-7.8
-7.5
-6.8
0.8
5.6
-6.6
-5.6
-4.7
-6.2
-4.5
15.6
-5.5
-4.3

4.1
3.7
2.8
2.6
4
2.7
3.1
3.5
2
4.2
2.1
3.6
1.7
2.1
5.4
4.1
4

Table 7.8: Averaged organ specific SAR sensitivities and variation analysis.
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Figure 7.7: Center slice of SAR distribution of mice in close proximity,
normalized to 5 µW/kg/(V/m)2 with 3 dB/contour

7.4.4

Experimental Validation Results

Simulated SAR efficiency of the horizontal versus the vertical orientated
phantom is shown in Table 7.9 was computed using experimental liquid
parameters. This horizontal value 101 nW/kg/(V/m)2 is close to the 95
nW/kg/(V/m)2 of the anatomical model.
Orientation
Simulated
Vertical
Horizontal

SAR sensitivity
Measured

1.58 mW/kg/(V/m)
101 nW/kg/(V/m)2

2

Deviation
2

1.47 mW/kg/(V/m)
N/A

0.3 dB
N/A

Table 7.9: SAR sensitivity of phantom.
Temperature measurement results suggest that the experimental SAR
assessment should be performed in vertical phantoms such that reasonable
temperature rises can be recorded to reduce the overall measurement uncertainty.
Experimental SAR sensitivity is calculated as 1.47 µW/kg/(V/m)2 with
standard deviation of 3.6% which deviates 0.3 dB from the simulation result.
Therefore, it is well within the experiment uncertainty (k=2) of 1 dB as
shown in Table 7.10. The temperature probe accuracy is from the data sheet
and compared to the average temperature rise of 10◦ C and the room temperature variation was 0.9◦ C again compared to the phantom temperature
increase.
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Factor

Tol.
dB

Distr.

Div.

Std. unc.
dB

E-field measurement and control
Measured SAR distribution
Temp. probe accuracy
Room temp. fluctuations

0.49
0.15
0.01
0.24

N
N
N
N

1
1
1
1

0.49
0.15
0.01
0.24

Combined std. unc. (k=1)
Expanded unc. (k=2)

0.56
1.05

Table 7.10: Experiment uncertainty for temperature measurement.

7.4.5

Water System

The simulation based on the model of Figure 7.4 produced a peak SAR
sensitivity 3.4 µW/kg/(V/m)2 and the average SAR sensitivity in the upper
tube of 1.8 µW/kg/(V/m)2 and 0.17 µW/kg/(V/m)2 for the lower tube.

Figure 7.8: Water system simulation results across the TEM cell: a) electric
field lines, normalized to 720 V/m/W, with 1dB/contour, and b) temperature
rise (◦ C) in tube with field strength of 2830 V/m, with 0.2◦ C/contour.
Measurements were performed with field strength of 2830 V/m in TEM
cell, with a T1V3 temperature probe (SPEAG). The highest temperature
rise of 2.8◦ C was observed in the upper water tube with a thermal time
constant of the water-tube combination of ∼600 s. The thermal simulation
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predicted a 3.2◦ C maximum increase in the upper tube when convection
is neglected, and only 0.3◦ C in the lower tube, Figure 7.8. In both cases
the water enters from the top and hence travels vertically through the field,
the tubes are outside the region of high field, close to the TEM cell shield.
The significant temperature difference comes about due to the direction of
the tube curvature with respect to the field line direction, for the lower tube
the field is nearly orthogonal to the direction of the tube, whereas the upper
tube is parallel to the field, and even though the field is relatively low a
more significant SAR and hence temperature rise is seen. Measurement and
simulation are in concert when thermal time constant is in agreement. Temperature rise of the water would be considered a confounding factor if the
sham paradigm was zero SAR; however, as sham exposed animals have the
same SAR, more complex water provision solutions were not considered.

7.4.6

Maximum Available SAR Levels

This system delivered a maximum power of 150 W RMS or 400 W PEP for
AM modulated signals. Based on the numerical dosimetry and proposed
system architecture we can calculate the maximum SARs that might be
available from the system, which as shown in Table 7.11.
Quantity

Traditional transmission mode

TEM cell integrated into
a half wave resonator

E-field for 1W
Resonator Q
Effective power
E-Field for 150W rms
SAR sensitivity
Maximum wbSAR

40.6 V/m
n/a
150 W rms
497 V/m
201 nW/kg/(V/m)2
49.6 mW/kg

360 V/m
78
11,700 W rms
4400 V/m
201 nW/kg/(V/m)2
3.9 W/kg

Table 7.11: Maximum SAR achievable for a traditional transmission setup
and the new resonant setup
To allow for some power margin, the maximum SAR was set at 2 W/kg
averaged over the whole body. System efficiency was low due to the small
size of the animal with respect to wavelength: for the resonant system,
efficiency was approximately 1.2%. This can be compared to a wbSAR with
an efficiency of only 0.016% that would have been possible in a standard
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TEM cell system providing about 50 mW/kg. Therefore, a significant gain
in both maximum SAR and efficiency equal to the Q of the resonator has
been achieved.

7.5

Discussion and Conclusion

The exposure system presented can achieve high levels of E-field homogeneity for exposure of rodents at 27 MHz, which covers the range of SARs
measured in humans receiving intrabuccally administered 27 MHz RF EMF,
which are amplitude-modulated at tumor specific frequencies as previously
described [146, 147]. The system enables computer-controlled blinded exposure over a wide range of amplitudes and AM modulation in the frequency
range 10 Hz – 100 kHz. The exposure unit presented exhibits field homogeneity of 0.45 dB with a maximum field strength of 360 V/m for one
watt of input power. Furthermore, it should be noted that, because the
mice are unconstrained in a normal laboratory cage, the movement of the
mouse around the cage also acts to average out variations in exposure field
within the cage over time. Cages may also be rotated within the TEM
cell to further ameliorate the time-averaged exposure differences between
individuals. Last but not least, organ specific dosimetry enables to assess
the RF EMF dosage delivered in key organs, an important asset for cancer
research.
Additionally, a new paradigm within exposure setups, the inclusion of
the exposure cell in a λ/2 resonator, has been developed, by which means
the field strength can be greatly enhanced and, hence, the level of SAR for
a given input power greatly improved. In this case, the resultant increase in
field intensity is approximately 8.9-fold, and in available SAR is approximately 78-fold.
Maximum SAR available would be 2 W/kg when it is taken into account
that the system needs spare capacity for effective control of SAR. Based on
the simulation and experimental verification, the water system has no influence on mouse exposure level. Between sham and exposure, drinking water
has less than 3◦ C temperature difference in the curved part, and less than
1◦ C at the point where water is supplied. There is no difference between the
temperature between sham and exposed drinking water where sham relates
to different modulation frequencies, not the absence of RF. Of concern is
the exposure level when an animal rises up away from horizontal for a
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prolonged period of time, however, this would be well below the thermal
breakdown threshold for an unconstrained mouse, which is estimated to be
>17.5 W/kg [125].
SAR within individual animals and for pairs of animals close together
within a cage was determined by numerical dosimetry, and data on tissuespecific SAR relative to average wbSAR generated. Numerical results were
experimentally verified and found well within the combined uncertainty.
From available activity data, the time averaged wbSAR sensitivity is calculated as 201 nW/kg/(V/m)2 . Based on evaluation of various postures, the
conclusion is that the most significant deviations are caused by postures that
alter the orientation of the mouse with respect to the horizontal, while the
effect of the close proximity of a second animal is relatively small. By considering these various factors in experimental and numerical dosimetry, the
wbSAR and oSAR has an expanded uncertainty of 1.8 dB, with a standard
variation of 4 dB for wbSAR.
We have, thus, succeeded in developing a system based on identical
TEM cells to test RF and sham exposure of mice housed pairwise in standard cages, with water and food provided during exposure. Full dosimetric
analysis demonstrates that the SAR produced inside the animals housed in
the exposure system are well controlled and that the SAR distribution can
be defined accurately.

Chapter 8

An In Vivo Exposure System
and Dosimetry for ELF
Magnetic Field Exposure
8.1

Abstract

This chapter describes an exposure system that can provide a homogeneous
50 Hz magnetic field exposure at up to 1.5 mT with both fundamental and
harmonic content. The contribution of the harmonics to the induced fields
can be significant even when they form a small percentage of the overall
field, as induced fields are also a function of the frequency. Dosimetry
has been performed to determine organ specific exposures in mice. Further
assessment are included in Chapter 10 extends the work by comparing the
fields induced in rodents to those in children.

8.2

Introduction

Based on reasonably consistent epidemiological data for childhood leukemia,
extremely low frequency magnetic fields (ELF-MF) associated with the use
and transmission of electric power, have been classified as possibly carcinogenic to humans. However, the evidence for a causal relationship between
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ELF-MF at the micro Tesla level and malignant disease resulting from laboratory studies in animals and cells is weak and is unsupported by biophysical
studies.
The work described in this chapter and corresponding dosimetry in Chapter 10 has been performed as part of the ARIMMORA (Advanced Research
on Interaction Mechanisms of electroMagnetic exposures with Organisms
for Risk Assessment) project, which is funded by the European Union with
the mission to clarify a possible causal relationship between ELF-MF exposure and cancer, especially childhood leukemia. The purpose of this part
is to design an exposure systems for 50 Hz homogeneous MFs exposure,
which can host 25 female CD-1 mice per exposure group. The exposure
starts with pregnant dams and continues to offspring up to 90 days of age
(with 20 h/d and 7 d/wk). Additionally, given that there is no predominant
hypothesis for the interaction mechanism between fields and tissues, the
goal is to determine what maximum exposure level should be employed and
from which direction(s) the fields should be applied to the animals.

8.3
8.3.1

Materials and Methods
MF Exposure System Review

Over the years a number of different exposure systems have been used to
perform in vivo experiments, mainly on rats and mice. Exposure levels of
these systems range from 100 µT to 5 mT, with the most typical values being
between 1 and 2 mT. Various coil configurations have been utilized, but the
most common is a single axis arrangement with the field in a horizontal direction. Most often the coil configuration used is based on the configurations
originally described by Merritt et al. [160], which determined the optimum
spacing and current ratios of the square coil configurations. Wilson et al.
[161] illustrated the most frequently used winding concepts to attain some
field confinement or cancellation, as in Figure 8.1.
The quadrapole design was utilised in [162, 163] and in [164], some
additional field steering coils are added at each end claiming a further 5
to 10 fold reduction in stray fields. Wilson et al. [161] and Caputa et al.
[165] utilised and described respectively octapole configurations to provide
better cancellation of the field at the location of the sham exposed animals.
Montanari [166] went for a large configuration of coils formed into a toroid
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Figure 8.1: Field coil configurations, each coil is a Merritt coil or similar, a)
a balance configuration of two coils producing field in opposite directions,
termed a quadrapole, b) cross counter balanced octapole configuration of 4
coil sets, c) a concentric pair of field coil sets the outer ones canceling the
field from the inner one outside the volume. [161]
to have a continuous field loop hence confine the field inside the experiment,
however there is a large wasted space inside the toroid. Wilson et al. [161]
and Caputa et al. [165] also describe systems using active cancelation but
only for in vitro experiments. The system described in [167] is of interest,
because it has a circularly polarised field generated by two sets of orthogonal
coils with quadrature feed. This can have benefits in induced field distribution within the tissues, however, careful consideration of the numerical
dosimetry and selection of the coil configurations can go most of the way to
achieving this without complexity.
Table 8.1 summarizes the ELF-MF exposure systems with field orientation, maximum field, homogeneity and specific features of note for a given
system. However, little was done to map the induced field or currents to
those of humans in these studies.

8.3.2

Exposure System Design

The ELF MFs exposure system of this project was designed with the concepts described in the mentioned publications including the information on
field coil arrangements, exposure levels and excitation mechanisms. The
system should have limited impact on the environment: temperature, noise
and light levels. Critical features with respect to the in vivo system are:
Maximum field strength; Field polarisation; Coil winding configurations;
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Authors

Max field

Coil config.

Homogen.

Comment

Stuchly et al. [162]
Shigemitsu et al. [167]

2mT
300µT

H
H, V

±10%
±2%

Yasui et al. [163]
Wilson et al. [161]
Caputa et al. [165]
Gauger et al. [164]
Montanari [166]

5mT
2mT
2mT
1mT
1mT

H
H
H
H
H

±10%
±10%
±10%
±10%
±10%

Quadrapole
Circular
polarisation
Quadrapole
Octapole
Octapole
Quadrapole
Toroid

Table 8.1: Summary of ELF magnetic field exposure systems.
Horizontal, V: Vertical)

(H:

Field containment and active cancelation; Excitation methods and spectral
content; System complexity.
The exposure system should provide a homogeneous external field, with
all points in the exposure area within ±10%. Ideally the exposure system should have a set of three field coils in X, Y and Z directions with
the field vector varying in direction over the whole sphere, i.e. isotropic
when averaged. However, considering the sorts of field coil arrangements
to provide the required homogeneity, the entire system would be so complex that inserting the animal cages into the exposure volume would be
almost impossible. By considering the exposure patterns from different
field directions, the center of the body has always very little induced Efield or current whichever the direction of exposure. For example, the field
in the vertical direction would provide the highest exposure and lowest
uncertainty as the orientation of the animal in the horizontal plane would
have no influence on the field pattern. Although the animals rear up during
the active periods this is only for part of the time and they do not achieve a
fully vertical position. However, some tissues will be underexposed when
this configuration is utilized, namely a vertical slice through the center of
the body. Therefore a single horizontal axis might be preferable even though
the uncertainty is higher, due to the fact that the movement of the mice will
generate a composite of the field along the X and Y direction induced field
distributions. Therefore to allow easy usage and minimal stray field the
actively shielded configuration as in Figure 8.1c) was chosen.
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The exposure coils were designed to accommodate 12 cages ( cage volume: 280 mm×210 mm×150 mm). The spacing of the coils was designed
such that the cages could be easily inserted between the coils. This means
that a standard Merritt coil arrangement was not possible without the size
becoming unduly large. The field coils were modelled in symmetrical pairs
using the Biot-Savart law and the relative currents were optimised to achieve
the best field homogeneity. The field decay was studied for active cancellation and the power efficiency as a function of the cancellation coil size,
resulting reasonable overall efficiency and performance. The best methods
to provide a Faraday shield and simultaneously make the whole system
sterilisable were investigated.
Where experimental setups have expose and cage control, the sham exposure is not required. In the experimental procedure within ARIMMORA,
therefore, the field windings were simplified to provide only exposure and
no cancellation for sham.
The final system, as shown in Figure 8.2, requires floor space per exposure coil as 2.2 m ×2.2 m and height 2.2 m, with the design dimension
shown in Table 8.2 and the coil parameters in Table 8.3.

Figure 8.2: Exposure unit installed in the animal room.
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Coil

Size
mm

Location w.r.t. Center
mm

Turns

Cancellation
Field Outer
Field Inner

2000
925
900

±811
±365
±95

26
75
36

Table 8.2: Exposure system configuration parameters.
Parameter

Value

Inductance
Resistance
Field Sensitivity
Power for 1 mT

85 mH
1.4 Ω
143 µT/A
47 W

Table 8.3: Exposure coil parameters.

8.3.3

Exposure Control and Excitation System Design

The control system allows continuous and intermittent exposure with all
transients suppressed; the addition of harmonic content was also possible.
Both the exposure and environment were monitored and recorded with parameters including field strength, excitation current, temperature, humidity,
light and noise.
Exposure with both fundamental and harmonics at high power is not
straight forward. For the required total power, all components and circuits
must be analysed to determine the voltage and current rating. The availability of suitable components can be a significant problem and constraint. The
approach to providing fundamental plus harmonic exposure is the excitation
of one field coil over a broad bandwidth or at multiple frequencies. However, with an inductance of 85 mH the application of the harmonic content
requires high voltages and thus limits the levels of harmonics that will be
realistic. An impedance transformer is chosen to optimize the power transfer
across the harmonics of interest. In this case harmonics up to the 9th were
accommodated.
The signal is shown in Figure 8.3, as it can be seen the sinusoid has
some harmonic distortion, which is more clearly indicated in Figure 8.4
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Figure 8.3: Time domain signal of the field variation.

showing the spectrum of the signal. The amplitude of signal is limited to
1.5 mT (rms), which is explained in the next section, is made up of harmonic
components as shown in Table 8.4.

Figure 8.4: Field spectrum normalized to the fundamental amplitude.
If the signal was purely 50 Hz the peak dB/dt, which is directly proportional to the induced fields in the body, would be ω·Brms = 664 mT/s.
However, when the signal has harmonics, the rate of signal change is shown
in Figure 8.5. It is clear that the differential is no longer sinusoidal and has
higher frequency components. The mean peak of dB/dt is 1.3× higher than
the purely 50 Hz signal, hence for the same field strength the induced E-field
level is 1.3× higher.
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Frequency

Amplitude %

50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
550
650

99.8
1
1.8
0.5
2.8
0.4
2
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.1

Table 8.4: Harmonic components.

Figure 8.5: Plot of dB/dt which is directly proportional to the induced fields.
The control system measures the coil current, exposure field strength,
temperature, humidity and the field at the location of the cage control animals. It produces fan noise with a level of <55 dBA at 1 m, and is well
outside the contour for 1/10th of the general public exposure limit.

8.3.4

Exposure Room Layout

For the in vivo experiments, which were conducted in Madrid, the control
electronics and amplifiers were housed in the same room as the exposed
animals and cage controls. Therefore, the maximum possible field strength
was set to 1.5 mT including the harmonic content. Using the room plan
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and known decay of the fields from the system the optimum position was
determined, as shown in Figure 8.6.

Figure 8.6: Exposure room with field reduction - log field strength relative
to exposure field strength.
The best location for the cage control animals is just around the pillar
where the minimum in the exposure field cancellation is, shown by the 10−5
and 10−6 contours in Figure 8.6. The stray field from the system were at
maximum 1/10,000 of the exposure field in the system.

8.3.5

Dosimetry Analysis

The mice dosimetry analysis can provide the reference exposure level for the
biological experiments in such exposure environment, which can be further
correlated to human exposure. The dosimetry in this chapter was performed
with the magnetic quasi-static low frequency solver developed in house and
included in the commercially available software packages SEMCAD. The
method was validated by comparing the results from analytical solutions
for simple geometries [27] or obtained with other solvers [34]. The highresolution mice models used in the study are from Virtual Animal Models
(www.itis.ethz.ch/animal).
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Concepts developed previously by Kuster et al. [12] have been adopted
to conduct the uncertainty and variation of tissue-specific macro-dosimetry.
The mouse exposure level contains the exposure environment uncertainty and the numerical uncertainty. The latter one includes the assessment of dielectric properties, discretization, E-field calculation based on
the weight, which is based on the similar method for the human dosimetry
described in Chapter 10.
To map the exposure level in different ages of children, various mouse
models need to be simulated, which are scaled from one female mouse
model. The morphology of the tissues varies with age, thus, linear scaling
of the model based on the weight at younger ages introduces some error.
We have used only one female mouse model, which is insufficient for the
scaling comparison. We assume that the scaling uncertainty is similar in
both genders. Therefore, we compared the Male PIM1 Mouse model of 45
g scaled to 36 g with the anatomically correct Male OF1 Mouse model of
36 g. The scaling uncertainty was estimated to be linearly proportional to
the scaling factor, and the maximum scaling factor was used for estimating
the uncertainty.
The variation of the target exposure level of mice is caused by the uniformity of the exposure field and weight deviation among the group. Additionally, the instant variation can be due to the posture of mouse, since
the current flow in the exposed object depends on body shape. The sleeping posture as shown in Figure 5.3 was considered for the most extreme
conditions.

8.4
8.4.1

Results
Experimental Validation

Modeled Fields Over the exposure volume of 400 mm×520 mm×580 mm
the calculated average field strength from the numerical model is 140.9 µT/A.
The simulated field distribution for the specific location is shown in Figure 8.7, with calculated standard deviation as 2.6% where minimum and
maximum field strengths are 91% and 105% respectively.
Measured Fields The measured field average over the exposure volume
was 1.491 mT/A with a standard deviation of 3.10%. The measured field
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Figure 8.7: Simulation of the fields on the measurement planes. Each plane
is a yz plane 520 mm×580 mm with x positions top left to bottom right
-185 mm, -65 mm, 65 mm and 185 mm.

distribution has variation from 91% to 105% which is within the ±10%
specified. This measurement result is in good agreement with the modeled
value.
Measured Background Fields The ELT400 probe (Narda, USA) was used
to characterise the background AC fields in the animal room and in particular at the location of the cage control animals. The background field is
<0.25 µT at the location of the cage control animals, and didn’t increase
when the exposure system was operational.
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8.4.2

Numerical Dosimetry Results

Based on the mapping methods from human to mouse models, the most
relevant four mouse models are defined to represent the childhood of human,
which are weights of 12, 25, and 32 g, scaled from the mouse model of 20 g.
The induced E-field in each organ has been evaluated, which can be find in
Chapter 10 in Table 10.6 and Table 10.7.
Figure 8.8 shows the induced E fields in tissues, corresponding to ten
most prevalent tissues in the human body plus the tissues that are the most
relevant for leukemia.
Generally, the exposure levels in most tissues increase with age and
body size. Similar as discussed in Section 10.4, we assume that the spatial averaged maximum induced E-field in the organs (E-organ-max) and
median induced E-field (E-organ-md) have fixed deviation from E-avg-max
and E-avg-md, with additional uncertainty considered due to different ages.
The results for the typical tissues are shown in Table 8.6.

8.4.3

Uncertainty and Variation Budget

Table 8.5 shows the estimated values of the uncertainty for maximum and
median induced E-field averaged over all the tissues in the mouse. Table 8.6
shows the uncertainty for particular tissues of interests.
Numerical uncertainty source

Distr.

E-avg-max
dB

E-avg-md
dB

Narda ELT400 probe (±4%)
Numerical model discretisation
Dielectric properties
E-field calculation fit
Animal scaling

N
N
N
R
R

0.34
0.46
0.18
0.01
0.70

0.34
0.07
0.04
0.02
0.32

0.91
1.73

0.47
0.92

Combined std. unc. (k=1)
Expanded unc. (k=2)

Table 8.5: Uncertainty of maximum and median induced E-field values for
mouse.
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E-organ-max / E-avg-max

E-organ-md/ E-avg-md

Unc. (k=2)
Blood Vessels
Bone Marrow
Spleen
Thymus
Muscle
Fat
Skin
Connective Tissue
Brain
Bones
Liver
Lung
Cerebrospinal fluid

0.1
0.3
4.9
-4.7
5.5
9.7
16.5
5.6
-2.3
8.2
6.9
0.6
1.7

2.7
2.7
2.8
2.7
2.8
2.7
3.5
2.6
2.7
2.9
2.7
2.7
2.8

Unc. (k=2)
-3.5
4.1
7.5
1.1
1.3
5.6
-0.8
3.0
0.8
0.1
3.4
1.7
-1.5

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Table 8.6: Organ specific exposure levels (E-organ-max and E-organmd) deviate from the averaged E-field (E-avg-max and E-avg-md) and
corresponding uncertainty.
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Figure 8.8: Spatially averaged a) Maximum and b) median induced E-fields
(V/m per T) in mouse tissues (no SAT tissue in the mice models).

The variation is shown in Table 8.7. Based on the CDF method, the
variation resulting from the posture is calculated. Generally, the induced
E-field deviations of tissues have a log-normal distribution, with standard
deviation of 2.1 dB for the maximum induced E-fields, and 1.6 dB for the
median induced E fields. However, if the postures including the touching
scenario, higher exposure of ca. 10 dB in the contacting position comparing
to reference are expected, e.g. in bones. Detailed posture influences based
on various scenarios are explained in Chapter 11.
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Variation Source

Distr.

E-avg-max
dB

E-avg-md
dB

Measured field std. dev.
Weight std. dev. of 10%
Posture

N
N
N

0.3
0.4
2.1

0.3
0.3
1.6

1.6
2.9

1.4
2.5

Combined std. var. (k=1)
Expanded var. (k=2)

Table 8.7: Variation of the maximum and median induced E-field values for
mouse.

8.5

Discussion and Conclusion

This chapter describes an exposure system that can provide a homogeneous
50 Hz magnetic field exposure as required with both a fundamental and a
harmonic content, even at relatively high field strengths where only narrow
band compensation would normally be utilised. With same exposure level of
1.5 mT, the induced field strength by fundamental with harmonics exposure
is 1.3× higher than that by 50 Hz fundamental only exposure. A method
of active field compensation has been described and characterised. The
experimental measurement has verified the exposure setup.
The detailed dosimetry was analyzed for such an exposure environment.
The relationship between the weight and exposure level including the maximum and median induced E-field in the mouse were defined. More specifically, the tissue specific exposure level was estimated, which can provide
the analysis of induced field in the mouse for studies on laboratory animals.
The bio-experiments were designed to check particular tissues at different
time points (peripubertal animals at 28 days of age, young adults at 60 days
and mature animals at 90 days). Thus, with exposure of 1.5 mT magnetic
field, the induced E-field averaged among the tissues in the age of 60 days, is
3.9 mV/m for volume averaged maximum E-field, and 1.2 mV/m for volume
averaged median E-field. More specifically, the volume averaged maximum
E-fields in the tissues vary a lot, e.g., 12 mV/m for fat, 7 mV/m for spleen,
3.9 mV/m for blood, which applies similar effects to the median E-field
in different tissues. Additionally, the uncertainty and variation have been
provided for a more precise evaluation. The effects of postures of mouse can
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be significant in the tissues around contact points, which need to be carefully
evaluated. Furthermore, with the mapping method described in Chapter 10,
the corresponding field effects in the human body can be estimated from the
in vivo experimental results, which can help to interpolate the epidemiology
results for child leukemia studies.
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Chapter 9

Evaluation of the Safety
Standards and the Potential
Efficacy of Tumor Exposure
with Therabionic Device
9.1

Abstract

This study investigates dosimetrically a device from Therabionic which claims
to treat cancer using low level electromagnetic fields (EMFs). The performance is assessed in terms of the SAR level and distribution inside the
human body and the variability with device positioning and patient posture
quantified. Additionally, the safety and potential efficacy of this treatment
approach is defined. Numerical analysis based on the Duke human model
from the ‘Virtual Population’ was performed and the simulation results were
verified using SAR measurements in a simple rectangular phantom. The
current device delivers a whole body averaged SAR (wbSAR) in the range
of 0.2 to 1 mW/kg, with peak spatial SAR (psSAR) of 1 g from 146 to
352 mW/kg, and of 10 g from 55 to 132 mW/kg.
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Introduction

Nowadays, treatment of inoperable or metastatic solid tumors is still a major
challenge. There are increasing evidences that cancer cells may be altered
by very low levels of EMFs modulated at specific frequencies [168, 146,
147]. Significant tumor shrinkage has been observed in 6 of 69 patients
with advanced cancer enrolled into two separate studies in [146, 147] by
this approach developed as described in [169]. The basic treatment method
is shown in Figure 9.1, which is designed to deliver low and safe levels of
EMFs into the patient by a spoon-shaped antenna placed inside the mouth
cavity. The generator of amplitude-modulated (AM) EMFs is a batterydriven radio frequency (RF) EMF generator connecting with a 1.5 m long
50 Ω coaxial cable, to the other end of which a stainless-steel spoon-shaped
mouthpiece is connected via an impedance transformer, as shown in Figure 9.1b) [147]. The device operating at carrier frequency of 27.12 MHz,
which is approved worldwide for medical use, could be used therapeutically
for the treatment of sleep disorders and chronic insomnia [169]. The basic
frequency is amplitude-modulated at disease- specific frequencies with 85%
modulation depth, sequential switched for 3 s from the lowest frequency to
the highest in the range of 100 Hz to 20 kHz as shown in Figure 9.1c) [147].
The purpose of this chapter is to determine the safety of the device and
provide insights into potential efficacy of applying this treatment.

9.3
9.3.1

Materials and Methods
Dosimetry Simulation

The dosimetric assessment was performed using SEMCAD X and was based
on an adult male anatomical model Duke with weight of 73 kg, from the
‘Virtual Population’ [25]. For simplicity, the Therabionic device is represented by a metal box of size: 80 mm × 60 mm × 160 mm, covered around
with a plastic layer. The wire is modeled as 1 m in length, connecting to a
metal block of size 5 mm × 30 mm × 50 mm to mimic the spoon - shaped
part, which is touching to the tongue of the human model. The simulation
is set with 2 mm resolution for human at frequency of 27.12 MHz. The total
power delivered, SAR distribution, and the organ specific SAR are assessed,
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Figure 9.1: a) Basic treatment using Therabionic device; b) Therabionic
device; c) Operating frequency [147]
and compared with the experimental results based on a similar but simplified
scenario.
The scenarios of the different treatments are selected based on the common postures of using the device, which are shown in Figure 9.2: 1. Sitting
with device on the leg; 2. Sitting with device on the torso; 3. Sitting with
device placed away from the body (the standard treatment with device on
the table as shown in Figure 9.1); 4. Straight (to test the hypothesis that the
body can act as one half of a short dipole antenna while the cable and device
form the other half, or for treatment lying down while the device is behind
the head).
These human postures are first simulated with homogeneous models
using dielectric parameters of muscle (εr = 95.9 and σ = 0.65 S/m), which
provides a general view of the power dissipation and SAR distribution in the
human models. Furthermore, inhomogeneous human models are simulated
for the cases: 1. Sitting with device on the leg, and 3. Sitting with device
placed away from the body, to verify the power dissipation and SAR distribution compared with the homogeneous model and to analyze the organ
specific SAR.
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Figure 9.2: Four cases for dosimetry assessment: 1) sitting with device on
the leg, 2) sitting with device on the torso, 3) sitting with device placed away
from the body, 4) straight

9.3.2

Experimental Validation

The validation measurements are based on a tank phantom due to its simple
construction and high SAR levels for given input power. The size of the
tank was chosen as 100 mm × 150 mm × 890 mm, with tissue simulating
liquid as MRI high conductivity liquid εr = 78.9 and σ = 0.435 S/m. Similar
configurations in geometry are used as for human body simulation, thus
allowing same degree of comparison, which are shown in Figure 9.3. In each
configuration, two lines in the tank have been measured using the DASY
measurement system with EX3DV3 probe S/N 3515 (SPEAG, Switzerland),
one is 5 mm above the spoon position, and the other is 5 mm above the
bottom of tank. These measured results are compared to the corresponding
tank simulation to verify the simulation reliability.
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Figure 9.3: Measurement setups for: 1) device is under bottom at the
furthest point, 2) device is at the middle under the tank, 3) device is beside
the tank, 4) device is away from the tank.

9.4
9.4.1

Results
Numerical Results

From homogeneous model simulation, the power delivered by the device for
different cases is summarized in Table 9.1. There is more radiated power
when the device is far away from the body such as case 4 for the treatment
of lying down while the device is behind the head. This radiated power
is not absorbed by the body or takes part in the desired treatment. The
standard deviation gives an insight of uniformity of the SAR distribution
in the body. The placement relationship between the device and human
body influences the SAR pattern in the body as shown in Figure 9.4, and
the highest wbSAR occurs when the device touches the body (regardless of
the position). Therefore, keeping the device close to the body during the
treatment is likely to be beneficial.
Inhomogeneous models for organ specific SAR assessment are shown
in Figure 9.5, which have similar patterns comparing to that of the homogeneous models. The wbSAR and psSAR of 10 g and 1 g according to IEEE
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Mean SAR (mW/kg/W)
Std. deviation (mW/kg/W)
Conductivity loss (W)
Radiated power (W)
Total power (W)

case 1

case 2

case 3

case 4

13.4
44.6
0.978
0.003
0.98

13.4
57.4
0.977
0.003
0.98

13.2
50.2
0.967
0.012
0.98

10.1
61.6
0.723
0.262
0.99

Table 9.1: Simulation power budget for human model, nominal input power
1 W.

Figure 9.4: SAR slice views in the homogeneous human model for four
cases, normalized to 5 W/kg/W, with 3 dB/contour

standard [10] are listed in Table 9.2, for the treatment-specific organs, e.g.
lung, liver, heart and brain. The comparable high psSAR is at the position
of the tongue contacting with the feed spoon.
Uncertainty and Variation Evaluation
The uncertainty and variation evaluation is based on the normal treatment
position, i.e. case 3. Sitting with device placed away from the body.
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Organ specific SAR

Device on the leg (case 1)

Device away (case 3)

mW/kg/W

Mean

PS-10 g

PS-1 g

Mean

PS-10 g

PS-1 g

Whole body
Brain grey matter
Brain white matter
Midbrain
Heart
Liver
Lung

13.5
2.2
1
3.7
7.7
8.4
13.9

2583
10.1
3
3.9
13.7
16
59.7

6900
15.7
4.6
5.4
15.8
29.2
92.1

13.4
2.5
1
3.9
4.9
4.2
11.2

3399
14.2
3.5
4.2
8.1
7.5
63.7

9110
22.1
6.3
5.9
9.3
14.7
99.6

Table 9.2: Specific organs SAR comparison between the cases of device on
the leg and away from the body

Figure 9.5: SAR slice views in the inhomogeneous human model for case 1
and 3, normalized to 5 W/kg/W, with 3 dB/contour

The numerical dosimetry is considered by changing the dielectric properties of the tissues by ±10% and grid resolution from 2 mm to 1.5 mm,
which in total introduces standard uncertainty of 0.01 dB.
The posture variation is based on sitting positions as shown in Figure 9.2, which introduces 0.06 dB deviation. The variation of ±10 kg of
weight deviation has been considered, which introduces 0.39 dB deviation.
Therefore, the total variation is 0.4 dB as shown in Table 9.3, which mainly
depends on the weight of patient.
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Contributions

Unc.

Distr.

Div.

Std. Unc.

Posture
Weight deviation (±10 kg)

0.11
0.66

R
R

1.73
1.73

0.06
0.39

Combined standard variation (k=1)

0.40

Table 9.3: Variation assessment using Therabionic device.

9.4.2

Experimental Results

The power budgets of tank simulation, according to scenarios shown in
Figure 9.3, are shown in Table 9.4. The SAR distribution inside the tank
are similar compared to the homogeneous human model (Figure 9.4).

Mean SAR (mW/kg/W)
Std. deviation (mW/kg/W)
Conductivity loss (W)
Radiated power (W)
Total power (W)

case 1

case 2

case 3

case 4

74.5
90.3
0.993
0.001
0.99

75.4
148.8
0.99
0.001
0.99

72.6
129.2
0.987
0.004
0.99

60.5
120.8
0.807
0.185
0.99

Table 9.4: Simulation power budget for rectangular tank, nominal input
power 1 W.
From the measurement data comparison, the effective applied power and
the power reflection of the feed spoon varies due to different positioning
of the devices. By fitting the measurements to the simulation levels, the
effective feed power is found as shown in Table 9.5, indicating that the
feed spoon is not matched to the phantom for application scenarios. The
return loss is calculated based on the matched output of the device, which is
generally low about 111 mW obtained by connecting to a 50 Ω load.
Using correct normalization, the measurement and simulation data can
be compared, which are generally in agreement as shown in Figure 9.6
for case 1 and case 3. The deviation is large when the feed power is low
especially at the end of tank as for case 3, due to significant mismatch of the
device antenna.
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Device position

case 1

case 2

case 3

case 4

Feed power (mW)
Power reflected (mW)
Return loss (dB)

51.1
59.9
2.68

36.7
75.3
1.68

16.5
94.5
0.7

11.2
99.8
0.46

Table 9.5: Effective treatment powers with the original Therabionic device.

Figure 9.6: Measurement and simulation comparison for case 1 and 3.

Removing the effect of the mismatch, the measurement results of middle
and bottom line E-field for different positioning of the device are shown in
Figure 9.7. There is not much difference between the middle track and the
bottom track in the tank. But the bottom part, which is close to the surface,
is more sensitive to the device position. There is a slight difference caused
by the cable of the device and its proximity to the phantom.
The influence of the cable has been evaluated by the simulation as well.
If the cable is meandered and attached to the phantom which increases the
coupling, then it introduces 0.6 dB of increase in averaged SAR.
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Figure 9.7: Measurement data in middle and bottom track for four cases.

Applicator Spoon Reflection Coefficients
From the assessment, the matching of the device plays an important role
in the power delivery and distribution. Thus, the applicator spoon feed
impedance, containing the standard matching network, has been checked
using a vector network analyzer (VNA), connected wirelessly to the computer, at the device end of the coaxial cable, as shown in Figure 9.8.
Same positions as in the dosimetric measurements for the tank are tested,
and the measured return loss is shown in Table 9.6, which can be compared
to the calculated data in Table 9.5. The measured return loss for case 1 and
2 are very similar to the calculated value, but not for case 3 and 4. The
difference can be mainly attributed to: the output power of the device is
load dependent, meaning the output power is reduced with severe mismatch
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Figure 9.8: Measurement data in middle and bottom track for 4 different
cases

cases. Therefore, the deviation between the measurements can be reduced,
if the applicator spoon is correctly matched.
Device position

case 1

case 2

case 3

case 4

Effective output (mW)
Return loss (%)
Power delivered (%)
Measured return loss (dB)

117.3
56.4
43.6
2.49

106.2
66.4
33.6
1.78

50.9
67.7
32.3
1.7

35.9
68.8
31.2
1.62

Table 9.6: Return loss measurement for applicator spoon.

9.5

Discussion and Conclusion

The SAR distribution is dependent on the device position, which can explain to some extend the efficacy of the medical treatment with Therabionic
device in reality. The current device exhibits poor matching in many cases,
with wbSAR from 0.2 to 1 mW/kg and psSAR over 1 g from 146 to 352 mW/
kg, as shown in Table 9.7. These values are wel under the safety limits in
the ICNIRP standard for wbSAR of 0.08 W/kg, or psSAR of 2 W/kg.
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Organs

Mean SAR (mW/kg)

Whole body
Brain grey matter
Brain white matter
Midbrain
Heart muscle
Liver
Lung

0.2 - 1
0.04 - 0.2
0.02 - 0.1
0.06 - 0.2
0.05 - 0.5
0.05 - 0.5
0.2 - 1

psSAR 1g (mW/kg)
150 - 350
0.2 - 0.6
0.05 - 0.15
0.06 - 0.2
0.1 - 1
0.1 - 1
1-4

Table 9.7: Organs specific SAR for current none matched device.
To improve the efficacy of the treatment, further dosimetry should be
performed to determine the optimum configuration, with extensive measurements to determine the range of impedances for the population and the
matching network(s) designed accordingly. Therefore, the matched power
is assumed to be 111 mW and the correlated organ specific SAR and psSAR
is shown in Table 9.8.

Whole body
Brain grey matter
Brain white matter
Midbrain
Heart muscle
Liver
Lung

Organ specific SAR
Mean (mW/kg) Unc. (dB)

psSAR 1g
Mean (mW/kg) Unc. (dB)

1.5
0.3
0.1
0.4
0.7
0.7
1.4

891.4
2.1
0.6
0.6
1.4
2.4
10.7

0.76
1.09
0.82
0.87
2.21
2.90
1.31

1.59
1.83
1.72
0.90
2.43
2.91
0.88

Table 9.8: Organ specific SAR for matched device with 111 mW input
power.

Chapter 10

Comparative Dosimetry for
Children and Rodents
Exposed to ELF Magnetic
Fields
10.1

Abstract

1

We describe a method to correlate E-fields induced by exposure to extremely low frequency magnetic fields in laboratory mice and rats during
in vivo experiments to those induced in children. Four different approaches
of mapping relative dose rates between humans and rodents are herein proposed and analyzed. Based on these mapping methods and volume averaging guidelines published by the International Commission on Non-Ionizing
Radiation Protection (ICNRP) in 2010, maximum and median induced field
values for whole body and for tissues of children and rodents were evaluated
and compared. Median induced electric fields in children younger than 10
years old are in the range 5.9 – 8.5 V/m per T (±0.4 dB). Maximum induced
electric fields, generally in the skin, are between 48 and 228 V/m per T
1 This

Chapter has been published in [170]
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(±4 dB). To achieve induced electric fields of comparable magnitude in rodents, external magnetic field must be increased by a factor of 4.0 (±2.6 dB)
for rats and 7.4 (±2.2 dB) for mice. Meanwhile, to achieve comparable
magnetic field dose in rodents, ratio is close to one. These induced field
dose rates for children and rodents can be used to quantifiably compare
experimental data from in vivo studies with data on exposure of children
from epidemiological studies, such as for leukemia.

10.2

Introduction

Extremely low-frequency magnetic fields (ELFMF), such as magnetic fields
(MF) generated by transmission of electricity over high-voltage power lines,
are present in daily life. The potential carcinogenic effect in humans resulting from exposure to these kinds of MFs has generated interest for decades.
The 2002 monograph published by the World Health Organization (WHO)
International Agency for Research on Cancer[2], classified ELF-MF as possibly carcinogenic to humans. This conclusion was based on dozens of
epidemiological studies in which an association of childhood leukemia with
MF exposure was reported, some of which demonstrate that long-term exposure to MFs > 0.4 µT could be a risk factor. Similar conclusions were
drawn in a study from the National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB)
[171],that greater precautionary measures regarding exposure of children to
MFs at the frequencies generated by power lines might be required. Schüz
and Ahlbom [172] reviewed these studies and concluded that a combination
of selection bias, confounding factors, and chance cannot be ruled out as
the bases for the observed association. Moreover, this association is as
yet unsupported by an irrefutable biophysical mechanism, and the evidence
for a carcinogenic relationship from studies on laboratory animals is weak.
There are, as yet, no appropriate animal models with which to study the
complex development of childhood leukemia.
The work described in this chapter has been performed as part of the
European Union funded project ‘Advanced Research on Interaction Mechanisms of electroMagnetic exposures with Organisms for Risk Assessment’
(ARIMMORA, www.arimmora-fp7.eu), which has the mission to clarify
a possible causal relationship between ELF-MF exposure and cancer, especially childhood leukemia. The aim of the project is to apply advanced
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in vitro, ex vivo, and in vivo biological models and techniques under welldefined exposure conditions to test likely interaction mechanisms. From the
point of view of human exposure, the project aims to close the most important knowledge gaps regarding plausible scenarios for ELF-MF exposure
of European children, in terms of levels and temporal exposure patterns,
characterized by subject location and behavior.
As part of ARIMMORA, in vivo experiments were designed to assess effects of ELF-MF on maturational changes on the intact immune and hematopoietic system. It includes investigating complex interactions of ELF-MF on
genesis and/or course of childhood B-cell leukemia using genetically modified mouse models, and strain-related mutagenesis diseases indicated to
response to ELFMF exposure using F344/Lewis rats and CD1-mice. For
this purpose, various exposure systems with 50 Hz MF exposure have been
implemented to deliver precise and consistent exposure conditions. For
instance, a mouse exposure system, manufactured by IMST (Kamp-Lintfort,
Germany) [173], housing up to 18 cages with 4 mice per cage, with exposure levels of 10 µT, 1 mT, 10 mT and sham; and a rat exposure system
[174] housing up to 12 large cages with 5-6 rats per cage, with exposure
levels of 0.2 µT, 100 µT, and sham. Additionally, we developed a highquality exposure system for housing 25 mices per exposure group each in
12 standard cages with EM-safe provision of food and water (Chapter 8).
Across available exposure systems, conditions can be selected for exposure
between 0.1 – 10 mT and 50 Hz, with pure sinusoidal or power line signals
(fundamental with harmonics). A variety of exposure protocols were used,
including blinded protocols, for a variety of biological end points.
In order to correlate interaction mechanisms obtained based on laboratory animal studies to human epidemiology studies, there is also a critical
need for a transformation matrix derived from detailed macro-dosimetry.
In the previous study[175], current density and electric fields (E-fields) induced in an adult man were calculated using the impedance method and
were compared to that in homogeneous rat and mouse models. However,
these results were generally based on coarse tissue structure of the heterogeneous man model with cubical cells of 1.31 cm. In this chapter, we
describe how we developed the macro-dosimetry for correlating results obtained from in vivo on exposure of rodents with results regarding exposure of
children, based on finely meshed advanced anatomical models and counting
growth of rodents and children in mapping methods.
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10.3

Materials and Methods

10.3.1

Dosimetry Methods

We set out to obtain quantitative information on the dose of different tissues
in terms of induced magnetic fields (IMF), and induced E-fields or current
densities. Many hypotheses for leukemogenesis with ELF-MF exposure
have been proposed; however, there is still no predominant or widely accepted mechanism. Hence, this article considers both IMFs and induced
E-fields so that information will be available for future assessment.
IMFs are modified from those present in the absence of a biological
entity by two factors, namely, susceptibility of individual tissues and fields
generated by currents induced in the tissues. Tissue susceptibilities vary
from free space values only by a few 10s of parts per million (ppm) and the
superimposed field contribution due to the flow of induced currents in the
tissues is at most 50 ppm, for the highest conductivity tissues. Therefore, for
this purpose IMF can be considered essentially equal to the field in absence
of exposed organism. Induced E-fields and current densities are induced
by MFs via eddy currents and are a function of body cross-section and
tissue distribution, thus also a function of body size and shape. Furthermore,
when calculating E-fields, spatial averaging is utilized based on guidelines
published by the ICNIRP [14] for E-field exposure limits.
While internal magnetic fields are determined by measurement in the absence of the organism, induced E-fields are obtained by numerical dosimetry. Dosimetry was performed with the magneto quasi static low frequency
solver developed in house and included in commercially available software
packages SEMCAD X. The method was validated by comparing the results
from analytical solutions for simple geometries [27] or obtained with other
solvers [34]. Similar ELF dosimetry evaluations were published in [30, 29,
22, 20, 21, 32].
High-resolution human models used in the study were female children
aged from 8 weeks to 10 years old from the Virtual Population (Table 10.1,
Figure 10.1). For comparison, corresponding animal models of different
ages were scaled from the Virtual Animal Models as shown in Table 10.2
and Figure 10.2. Corresponding scaling factors are explained in detail in the
mapping method section.
The mechanism(s) of leukemia induction was not understood until now,
and an association of leukemia has only been found with respect to MF
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Model name

DOI

Age

Weight
(kg)

Height
(cm)

Charlie
Nina
Roberta
Eartha

10.13099/ViP-Charlie-V1.1
10.13099/ViP-Nina-V1.1
10.13099/ViP-Roberta-V1.3
10.13099/ViP-Eartha-V1.3

8 weeks
3 years
5 years
10 years

4.3
13.9
17.8
30.7

57
92
109
136

Table 10.1: Human models of the ViP used in the evaluation.

Figure 10.1: Anatomical whole-bodymodels of female children virtual
population. From left to right: Charllie, Nina, Rorberta, and Eartha.

exposure strength. However, induced E-field levels are also a function of MF
levels and, hence, could also be associated epidemiologically. Induced Efields are determined such that they will be known for future mechanistic investigations. Numerical calculation of induced E-fields using models based
on rectilinear grids is not without its difficulties as it can give rise to stair
casing artefacts at boundaries between tissues of differing conductivities
[14]. These artefacts can be greatly reduced by averaging over neighboring
voxels. Here, we use the procedure defined in ICNIRP [14] standard for
humans, averaging induced E-field over a volume of 2×2×2 mm3 or eight
voxels, where human models were discretized on a 1 mm grid. This 1 mm
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Model name

DOI

Weight
(g)

Length (no tail)
(mm)

Female Rat
Rat Pup
Female OF1 Mouse

10.13099/VIP91104-01-0
10.13099/VIP91105-01-0
10.13099/VIP91202-01-0

275
19
35.5

170
93 (with tail)
95

Table 10.2: Rodent models used in the evaluation

Figure 10.2: Anatomical models of female rodents. From top to bottom:
Female Rat, Rat Pup, Female OF1 Mouse.

discretization was selected as a compromise between resolving different
macroscopic conductivity regions and the possibility to solve whole body
models within computer memory and time constraints. For rodents, averaging volume was scaled in proportion to size. Thus, the grid 1mm resolution
for child models became 0.14 mm for rat models, and 0.07 mm for mouse
models, averaging again performed over eight voxels. E-fields induced in
each tissue were determined as a function of age, posture, and external
field direction. In order to gain a better understanding of relative exposures
between humans and rodents, several parameters were compared. For each
exposure direction, volume averaged root-mean-square (RMS) induced Efields in each tissue were calculated. Maximum among these E-fields was
defined as maximum E field (E-max), and median (50th percentile) among
these E-fields was defined as median E field (E-md). Each organ has its
own E-max, defined as E-organ-max; similarly E-organ-md was defined.
For analysis of the whole body, average of all E-organ-max values was
defined as E-avg-max, and similarly average of E-organ-md was defined
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as E-avg-md. Detailed exposure system design and the macro-dosimetry for
free-running rodents are included in Chapter 8.

10.3.2

Mapping Method for Children and Rodents

Since, for a given homogeneous external MF, exposure of tissues in terms
of induced E-fields is a function of size, shape, anatomy, and dielectric
properties, induced E-fields are age and morphology dependent. To compare
exposure of rats or mice to exposure of children, a method to map growth
or development of rodents to that of humans over the age range of interest
is needed. Size or weight dependency with age, however, for rodents is very
different from that of humans, and growth curves have very different shapes.
Historical growth data for rats and mice obtained from National Toxicology
Program (NTP) studies, and human data (50th percentile average for male
and female) from WHO, were used as the basis for comparison. As there
is no obvious solution for mapping problem, a wide variety of possible
metrics were considered. For instance, one possibility is mapping based
on sexual maturity point, but with maturity at just 6 weeks for mice, it is too
different for rodents and humans with respect to other measures of maturity.
Therefore, we finally choose two scenarios: growth plateaus, that is, adult
weight, and decline in growth rate (GR)–per week for rodents and per month
for humans–to less than 10% of maximum growth rate (10% GR). Each
mapping scenario can be evaluated based on either weight or age. Factors
related to mapping the growth curve of humans and rodents are shown in
Table 10.3; for example, 600-month human is equivalent to 450-day-old
mouse based on age, or by weight as 75 kg human is equivalent to 55 g
mice.
Humans

Constant Weight
10% GR

Mice

Rats

Age
Month

Weight
kg

Age
Day

Weight
g

Age
Day

Weight
g

600
236

75
64.2

450
272

55
44.4

560
175

475
366

Table 10.3: Mapping factors based on growth plateaus and 10% GR: child
growth rate data from WHO (Child Growth Standards) [176]
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Mapping of Dose Rate

Experimental rodents in the study were subjected to homogeneous MF, thus
we considered numerical analysis only for homogeneous fields from three
orthogonal directions, with direction delivering the highest exposure taken
for each individual tissue as a proxy for the worst-case exposure direction.
Using mapping methods introduced in the previous section, dose rates
for each child model were correlated with four different rodent dose rates
according to age or weight ratios. For each child weight there were four
mapped mouse or rat weights; however, there were a limited number of
rodent models available. Other weights can be obtained by scaling; however,
not all organs grow in proportion to weight, so scaling results in anatomical
and hence dosimetric uncertainty. Rather than scaling rodent models to all
mapped weights, a mathematical fit was made to define the relationship
between weight and induced E-field strength in each species, which did in
turn add uncertainty; however, as in the scaling case, it could be assessed.
Finally, corresponding dose rates for rodents obtained with the four mapping
methods were averaged and standard deviation computed. For leukemia
outcomes, tissues of most interest are blood, bone marrow, spleen, and
thymus, and we have focused in particular on determining dose rates in
laboratory animals equivalent to those in children for these tissues.

10.3.4

Uncertainty Assessment

Previously developed concepts by Kuster et al. [12] were adopted to conduct
the variation and uncertainty of tissue-specific macro-dosimetry. Because of
the complexity of child posture assessment, variation analysis are described
in detail in Chapter 11. In the current Chapter, we focus on the uncertainty
assessment for dose rate and ratio of the dose rate of children and rodents.
Numerical uncertainty for child dose rate includes assessment of dielectric properties, discretization, and E-field calculation based on weight.
As previously described [32], accuracy of conductivity parameter is important for dosimetric analyses. Generally, parameters for children and
rodents were assigned according to the IT’IS parameter database [36], which
is largely based on [122]. Skin conductivity was set to a value different than that in [35], due to the low conductivity of the stratum corneum.
With the underlying layers of epidermis, dermis, and hypodermis taken
into account, an average value of 0.1 S/m was used, as described in [20].
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Some tissues have different conductivity values due to the higher content
of water and blood present at a very young age [177]. Therefore, brain,
bone and fat in the neonatal Charlie model were assigned, respectively, the
specific conductivity values of 0.185 S/m (a lower value to obtain higher
sigma contrast with the embedded cerebrospinal fluid), 0.35 S/m (average
of bone and blood conductivities) and 0.12 S/m (estimated as a blend of
fat and muscle conductivities). Uncertainty in the conductivity was further
evaluated by changing the conductivity of high and low conductivity tissues
by ±20% to enhance the contrast between different tissues, which, in turn,
influences the field distribution. In this paper, high conductivity is defined
as ≥ 0.1 S/m and low conductivity as < 0.1 S/m.
Furthermore, the grid resolution of the Charlie model was halved to
evaluate the discretization uncertainty for the numerical models. The uncertainty introduced by E-field calculation was evaluated by comparing the
values from the mathematical formula with the results from simulation models.
The assessments for the numerical uncertainty of rodent exposure level
are similar to a child, however the scaling uncertainty must be considered
in addition. The morphologies of the tissues vary with age, thus, linear
scaling of the model based on the weight at younger ages introduces some
error. We compared the common organs of Male OF1 Mouse model of 40 g
scaled to 20 g with the anatomically correct Female OF1 Mouse model of
20 g. The scaling uncertainty was estimated to be linearly proportional to
the scaling factor, and the maximum scaling factor was used for estimating
the uncertainty.

10.4

Results

10.4.1

Mapping Methods

The mapping of human development to rodent development was performed
according to two weight-based and two age-based methods outlined in the
previous section: 1) adult weight; 2) weight at 10% GR; 3) age at which
adult weight is attained; and 4) age at which 10% GR is attained. Comparison of mapped weights and ages for the mouse and rat versus human are
illustrated in Figure 10.3, a) and b), respectively.

Weight
(kg)

4.31
13.9
17.8
30.7

Weight
(kg)

4.31
13.9
17.8
30.7

Model

Charlie
Nina
Roberta
Eartha

Model

Charlie
Nina
Roberta
Eartha

Adult weight
27
88
113
194

1.3
13.6
20.7
26.9

Adult age
2.99
9.62
12.3
21.2

Weight at
10% GR
1.3
20
23.9
32.4

Age at
10% GR

6
112
213
323

Adult age
25
79
101
175

Weight at
10% GR
6
76.3
163
297

Age at
10% GR

Rat weight (g) based on mapping method

3.17
10.21
13
22.5

Adult weight

Mouse weight (g) based on mapping method

1.03
4.76
5.73
5.06

16
89
148
247

Average

11.56
16.19
51.18
73.53

Std. dev.

Combined (g)

2.19
13.36
17.48
25.75

Std. dev.

Combined (g)
Average

Table 10.4: Average mapped weights of rodents based on child models.

1
35
57
117

Effective age
(months)

Child

1
35
57
117

Effective age
(months)

Child
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Figure 10.3: Four mapping methods used to compare growth rates of the
child to that of the a) mouse and b) rat.
Therefore, at any given child age, there are a range of possible equivalent rodent weights that depend on mapping method, as summarized in
Table 10.4.
By analysis of mapped weights by averaging among similar weights in
Table 10.4, the most relevant values were defined for dosimetric assessment,
as shown in Table 10.5.
Scaled model

Basis model

Scaling factor

Rat 6g
Rat 26g
Rat 95g
Rat 186g
Rat 310g
Mouse 12g
Mouse 20g
Mouse 25g
Mouse 32g

Rat Pup
Rat Pup
Female Rat
Female Rat
Female Rat
Female OF1 Mouse
Female OF1 Mouse
Female OF1 Mouse
Female OF1 Mouse

0.68
1.11
0.71
0.89
1.19
0.84
1
1.08
1.17

Table 10.5: Rodent models with scaling factor for defining the induced Efield.
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Model

E-avg-max
V/m per T

Maximum of E-organ-max
V/m per T

GM
V/m per T

GSD

Charlie
Nina
Roberta
Eartha
Rat 6g
Rat 26g
Rat 95g
Rat 186g
Rat 310g
Mouse 12g
Mouse 20g
Mouse 25g
Mouse 32g

14.7
22.4
27.9
32
1.8
3.3
6.2
8.5
10.7
2.9
3.6
4
4.5

48.2
144.8
158.5
218.3
5.2
10.6
38.5
59.3
77.6
19
20.7
24
37.4

12.7
17.9
20.9
23.9
1.6
2.8
4.9
6.6
8.3
2.3
3
3.2
3.6

1.7
2
2.2
2.1
1.8
1.9
2
2.1
2.1
1.9
1.9
2
2

Table 10.6: Assessment of maximum induced E-fields in child and rodent
models. The E-avg-max, GM and GSD were calculated without considering
the E field induced in the skin.

10.4.2

Dose Rate Assessment

All tissues have been considered on average and individually for different
ages and species. Since it is not known whether maximum or median exposure is metric of interest, comparison of exposures between child and rodent
was investigated for both. The E-avg-max and E-avg-md for all human
and rodent models are listed in Table 10.6 and Table 10.7. E-avg-max are
averaged over all E-organ-max in tissues/organs, excepting E-organ-max in
skin, which is indicated in Table 10.6 in the second column. It is because
that the maximum skin values contain high stair-casing errors, due to the
fact that skin is too thin for the averaging method to function correctly.
Furthermore, for any given model, organ specific-induced fields follow
a log-normal distribution about the geometric mean for both E-organ-max
and E-organ-md with geometric standard deviations of 5.9 dB and 4.6 dB
calculated across all models respectively. A Bartletts test on the natural log
of organ specific field values with P-value of 0.47 confirmed that there is little or no evidence against the hypothesis that the variation is constant across
species and ages. To assess dose rate in a particular organ by considering
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Model

E-avg-md
V/m per T

Maximum of E-organ-md
V/m per T

GM
V/m per T

GSD

Charlie
Nina
Roberta
Eartha
Rat 6g
Rat 26g
Rat 95g
Rat 186g
Rat 310g
Mouse 12g
Mouse 20g
Mouse 25g
Mouse 32g

5.91
7.77
8.09
8.44
0.77
1.26
1.73
2.18
2.57
0.94
1.13
1.22
1.31

13.87
19.41
22.47
23.64
2.06
3.39
3.88
4.88
5.78
2.23
2.69
2.9
3.13

5.5
6.8
7
7.4
0.7
1.1
1.5
1.9
2.3
0.8
1
1
1.1

1.5
1.7
1.8
1.7
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8

Table 10.7: Assessment of median induced E-fields in child and rodent
models.
the growth rate, we assume that deviation of E-organ-max from E-avg-max
and E-organ-md from E-avg-md is fixed. However, additional uncertainty
due to age differences should be considered.
An example of induced E-fields in child model Nina is shown in Figure 10.4, which indicates that maximum induced E-fields usually occur in
the periphery of the body. This phenomena is based on Faradays law:
Z
I
→
−
d
~ A
~
Ed l =
Bd
(10.1)
dt
which results in the E-field increasing linearly with the length of the
current path. For instance, if a simple sphere is exposed to a uniform MF,
r dB
maximum introduced E-field can be calculated as E = ·
, where r is
2 dt
radius of the sphere. Therefore, for a homogeneous sphere, E is proportional
to the cube root of the weight. This simplified relationship of E-field to the
cube root of weight can also be applied to the complex biological bodies of
rats, mice, and humans with good success. Therefore, we assume a linear
relationship between induced E-field and cube root of weight to determine
dose variation due to growth.
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Figure 10.4: Center slice view of induced E-fields in child model Nina,
normalized to 72 V/m per T, with 3 dB per contour. The direction of the
exposure field is indicated, with left to right as: top to bottom; side to side;
front to back.

Figure 10.5: Average (a) maximum and (b) median induced E-fields in
children, rats, and mice.
Thus, E-avg-max and E-avg-md in humans, rats, and mice are plotted as
a function of cube root of weight– child weight in kg and rodent weight in
g – in Figure 10.5, with all R2 linear regression fit values greater than 0.93.
Generally, it also implies that dose rates in most tissues increase with age
and body size.
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Dose Rate Mapping Between Children and Rodents

The large variation and diversity morphologies of tissues between rodents
and children lead to a lack of correlation in induced field exposure ratios
when considered on a tissue-by-tissue basis. Thus, to evaluate induced field
exposure ratios, average induced field across all tissues was used.
The mapping method and relationship between weight and induced field
were used to estimate dose rates in rodents corresponding to children of
equivalent age/weight. Mapping between child and mouse are shown in
Table 10.8 for E-avg-max and Table 10.9 for E-avg-md. Deviation from
averaged ratio, due to different mapping methods, was considered an uncertainty factor.
Ratio of child to rodent for maximum and median induced E-fields is
shown in Figure 10.6. Generally, induced field ratio becomes approximately
constant at 7.6× for children/mice and 4× for children/rats, when children
are 3 years older, corresponding to 14 kg and over. Average ratio is larger for
the neonatal model compared to rodents; however, there are large deviations
between the mapping methods, and the real equivalence is very uncertain.

Figure 10.6: Mouse/child () and Rat/child (◦) ratios for a) maximum
and b) median induced E-fields: error bars depict deviation across the four
mapping methods
It is worth examining how tissue-specific exposure of rodents differs
from that of children, especially for tissues relevant to leukemia. Thus,
blood, bone marrow, spleen, and thymus were given particular attention
for estimates of equivalent dose rates of laboratory rodents and children.
However, no single characteristic value for ratio of induced fields in these
tissues could be identified.

Charlie
Nina
Roberta
Eartha

Model

Charlie
Nina
Roberta
Eartha

Model

1.4
2.6
3
3.8

Adult
weight
0.7
3
3.7
4.1

1.3
2.6
2.9
3.7

Weight at
Adult
at 10% GR age
V/m per T
0.7
3.6
3.9
4.5

Age at
10% GR
1
3
3.4
4

V/m per T

GSM

0.4
0.5
0.5
0.3

GSD

Combined

15.4
7.6
8.4
7.9

E-field
ratio

0.6
0.9
1
1.2

Adult
weight
0.4
1
1.1
1.2

0.6
0.9
1
1.1

Weight at
Adult
at 10% GR age
V/m per T
0.4
1.1
1.2
1.3

Age at
10% GR

0.5
1
1.1
1.2

V/m per T

GSM

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

GSD

Combined

11.7
8.1
7.7
6.9

E-field
ratio

Table 10.9: Assessment of mapping of E-avg-md in mouse from E-avg-md in children

5.9
7.8
8.1
8.1

Child
E-avg-md
V/m per T

Mapping basis mouse E-avg-md

Table 10.8: Assessment of mapping of E-avg-max in mouse from E-avg-max in children

14.7
22.4
25.1
30.5

Child
E-avg-max
V/m per T

Mapping basis mouse E-avg-max

1.3
0.9
0.9
0.5

Std. error
dB

2.9
1.2
1.2
0.6

Std. error
dB
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Uncertainty Budget

Contribution

Distr.

E-avg-max
std. unc. (dB)

E-avg-md
std. unc. (dB)

Numerical model discretization
Dielectric properties
E-field calculation fit

N
N
R

0.42
0.18
0.28

0.03
0.04
0.21

0.53
1.03

0.21
0.42

Combined std. unc. (k = 1)
Expanded unc. (k = 2)

Table 10.10: Uncertainty for the induced E-field in children.
Table 10.10 shows the numerical uncertainty (k = 2) of dielectric properties, and numerical model discretization and expression fit for E-avg-max
and E-avg-md in a child with a standing posture, which is 1 dB and 0.4 dB
respectively.
Additionally, since we assume that the organ specific E-fields deviations
from the E-avg-max and E-avg-md are constant as a function of time, age
dependence is also evaluated as an uncertainty. Deviations from E-avg-max
and E-avg-md for the 10 most important organs in the human body plus
tissues that are most relevant for leukemia are shown in Table 10.11.
Large deviation from maximum E-field in skin and subcutaneous adipose tissue (SAT) may be due to the small averaging volume. Generally,
the skin and SAT of a child is ca. 1 - 2 mm, equivalent to 1 - 2 voxel size
thicknesses. However, occasionally, volume might be insufficient, that is,
< 8 mm3 , for correct averaging of E-fields, in which case the stair-casing
effects are not sufficiently reduced and, in turn, erroneously higher induced
averaged E-fields are found in these two tissues.
A detailed uncertainty assessment for exposure of rodents is contained
in Chapter 8 as part of the dosimetry analysis for the novel ELF exposure
system. The results are summarized in Table 10.12.
Results from Table 10.10 and Table 10.12 are combined to produce
uncertainty assessment with respect to the ratio of MF exposure required
to achieve the equivalent induced E-field, in Table 10.13. In summary, for
maximum and median E-field dose rates in a mouse to be approximately
equivalent to that of a child, the external MF exposure level should be 8.0×
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Organs

E-organ-max
/E-avg-pk (dB)

Std. unc
(k=2, dB)

E-organ-md
/E-avg-md (dB)

Std. unc
(k=2, dB)

Blood vessels
Bone arrow
Spleen
Thymus
Muscle
Fat
SAT
Skin
Connectivetissue
Brain
Bones
Liver
Lung
Cerebrospinalfluid

-4.3
-1.5
3.4
-4.9
6.0
8.2
11.1
15.2
3.7

4.3
5.1
2.0
1.8
2.7
2.8
5.3
4.2
1.4

-0.2
-0.7
8.1
1.2
-1.3
1.9
0.9
0.4
-3.2

3.7
3.7
1.5
2.0
1.5
2.4
2.3
1.2
1.0

2.7
3.9
4.4
0.8
-2.2

2.6
2.8
1.9
1.6
2.0

-0.4
2.9
6.2
1.7
-3.5

1.5
2.0
2.8
2.0
3.6

Table 10.11: Child organ specific exposure levels (E-organ-max and Eorgan-md) deviate from the averaged E-field (E-avg-max and E-avg-md)
and corresponding uncertainty.

Contribution

Distr.

Numerical model discretization
Dielectric properties
E calculation fit
Animal scaling

N
N
R
R

Combined std. unc. (k=1)
Expanded unc. (k = 2)

E-avg-max
uncertainty (dB)

E-avg-md
uncertainty (dB)

Mouse
0.46
0.18
0.01
0.70

Rat
0.46
0.18
0.91
1.67

Mouse
0.07
0.04
0.02
0.32

Rat
0.07
0.04
0.22
0.79

0.85
1.62

1.88
3.43

0.33
0.65

0.82
1.57

Table 10.12: Uncertainty in the averaged Maximum/median induced E-field
in rodents.
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or 7.6× greater in the mouse than in the child, respectively, with uncertainties of 3.6 dB and 2.5 dB. for the median induced E-field, the incident MF
must be 7.4× greater with an uncertainty of 2.2 dB. For the rat, maximum
and median induced E-field dose rates require external MF to be 3.6× and
4× higher than that of a child that of a child, respectively, with 4.2 dB and
2.6 dB uncertainty. However uncertainty for the ratio is larger at younger
ages, which requires more specific analysis as indicated in Figure 10.6.
Contribution

Mouse/child
uncertainty (dB)

Rat/child
uncertainty (dB)

E-avg-max
ratio (8.0)

E-avg-md
ratio (7.6)

E-avg-max
ratio (3.6)

E-avg-md
ratio (4.0)

Child model
Rodent model
Mapping methods

0.53
0.85
1.78

0.21
0.33
1.31

0.53
1.88
1.50

0.21
0.82
1.14

Combined std. unc.
Expanded unc. (k = 2)

1.99
3.61

1.36
2.53

2.37
4.22

1.39
2.59

Table 10.13: Uncertainty for the exposure ratios between child and rodent
respecting to E-avg-max and E-avg-md.

10.5

Discussion and Conclusion

In this chapter, we present assessment of the correlation of fields induced in
rodents and children in response to ELF-MF exposure. It is not a straightforward correlation, as also indicated in [175] that ratios between induced
E-fields between human and rodents cannot be simply related with weightbased scaling due to differences in the body outlines for humans and rodents. This chapter demonstrates a more accurate way for solving this
ratio problem by considering the mapping method, growth rate, and various
uncertainty factors.
When dose metric of interest is the MF, the dose is taken directly as the
external MF at location of target tissue or organ. This conclusion is based
on that the magnetic susceptibilities due to microscopic diamagnetism and
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paramagnetism are assumed insignificant(∼10−5 ). Additionally, the macrodosimetry performed neglects effects of MF exposures on magnetosomes
and other kinds of ferromagnetic particles in the body. External MF is
also not significantly modified by the currents induced within the tissues
or organs. Therefore, for a given MF exposure, correlation between rodents
and children is directly the external field.
When the dose metric of interest is the E-field induced in tissues or
organs, then more complex correlation assessments are involved. Because
there are significant differences in the morphologies and anatomies of individual tissues or organs, the average values of the E-fields in individual
tissues are not correlated between humans and mice or rats, and hence we
based the metric used on the E-field averaged across all tissues. Based
on both the maximum and median spatially averaged E-field values, the
external MFs required to achieve the equivalent induced E-fields is 4.0×
higher for the rats and 7.6× higher for the mice compared to children,
within the uncertainties of the child-based mapped growth curves of rodents.
Furthermore, whether the MF signal is pure sinusoidal ELF frequency or
made up of a fundamental with harmonic components, as long as the field is
relatively homogeneous the induced fields in humans, mice, or rats can still
be compared, and the MF ratios to obtain the equivalent dose rate remain
valid.
In summary, with this method of specific mapping for comparison of
ELF-MF exposure of rodents and humans, exposure from in vivo experiments can be quantifiably compared with exposures of children. In the
ARIMMORA project, maximum MF exposed in experiments is 10 mT for
mice and 0.1 mT for rats. At maximum mouse exposure level, the equivalent
maximum and median E-field (averaging over tissues) is less than 0.04 V/m
and 0.01 V/m, respectively. Similarly, with maximum rat exposure level,
equivalent tissue averaged maximum E-field and median E-field in children
is less than 0.9 mV/m and 0.2 mV/m, respectively. Tissue specific-induced
fields can also be estimated based on Table 10.12. According to the ICNIRP
standard, the upper limit for induced E field in CNS for the general public is
0.02 V/m, and 0.4 V/m for all other tissues. Our findings allow us to develop
a complete set of exposure data that will become available for correlating
results from experimental in vivo data to human data from epidemiological
studies.

Chapter 11

Extended Assessment of
Human Posture for ELF
Magnetic Field Exposure
11.1

Introduction

In ELF-MF exposure, the induced E-field distribution in the exposed object
is impacted by posture due to the cross section and current flow changing
with the body shape. However, this variation has not yet been analyzed
comprehensively, as most human models are represented in the standing
position with hands either to the side or front. The male (NORMAN) model
has been investigated in four postures in [37], as shown in Figure 11.1.
Analysis of the current density in human models exposed to 50 Hz E-fields
and H-fields showed that the standard position is the most conservative
posture for E-field exposure, while there is only a small effect of posture
on the maximum current density for H-field exposure.
The study in this chapter is the extended assessment of the human dosimetry for the project ‘ARIMMORA’ in Chapter 10. In the previous study,
we have only discussed the uncertainty in the exposure level and ratio to
exposure level in rodents, which is based on the children in the standing
183
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Figure 11.1: The NORMAN voxel model in the standard pose, with arms
up, sitting and with arms to the side.[37]

position. To make the analysis more concrete, various postures of children
are studied and compared in this chapter.

11.2

Materials and Methods

11.2.1

Simulation Models

The corresponding numerical models for posture analysis are developed
from the Nina model, with the poser function of Sim4Life V1.0 (ZMT,
Zurich). With the assumption that posture influence is similar for different
child ages, it was sufficient to only investigate the 3-year-old model. The
most common five postures of children were derived to represent their daily
movements as shown in Figure 11.2.
The models were exposed to the homogeneous magnetic field at 50 Hz
in main 3 coordinates: front-back, side-side, and top-bottom. The grid
resolution was set as 1 mm. According to the ICNIRP standard [14], the
induced E-fields were averaged over the 2 mm cube. The volume averaged
maximum and median induced E-field for all tissues were evaluated between
the posture models and reference stand position.

Figure 11.2: Five child postures in reality (pictures from Internet) and with corresponding SEMCAD models.
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Contacting Surface Analysis

Among the postures, those with hands or body contacting introduce more
variations, due to newly created current paths during the exposure. The
induced E-fields in such regions close to the area of contact are highly
dependent on the size of the contacting area. To assess the influence caused
by the skin contacting phenomenon, a simplified model as shown in left
part of Figure 11.3 was built with variable parameters. The main loop
was muscle tissue, with radius of 300 mm, which can mimic the length of
holding arms. The muscle layer has a cross-section of r=30 mm to model
arm dimension. The zoom in of the green part is shown in the right of Figure 11.3, indicating three cases simulated: a) loop connected with a cylinder
with radius a=4 mm and length d= 20 mm, mimic the finger of a child;
b) loop with a gap, indicating none contacting posture; c) complete loop
standing for palm touching. The maximum and mean E-field introduced in
the main loop were studied and compared, which was helpful to interpret
the simulation results from the complex anatomical models. The induced E
field was evaluated only with homogeneous B field exposure in front-back
direction. The grid resolution was 1 mm, and E field was averaged over
2 mm×2 mm×2 mm cube to avoid stair-casing effects.

Figure 11.3: Simplified model for evaluation of the contacting surface
influence
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case a)
case b)
case c)
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Maximum E field
V/m per T

99 percentile E field
V/m per T

Median E field
V/m per T

101.9
11.1
65.6

32.2
8.9
51.2

21.5
3.7
46.0

Table 11.1: Induced E-field in the contacting and no contacting models.

11.3

Results

11.3.1

Anatomical and Simplified Model Results

The maximum, 99th percentile and median E-field comparisons for the simplified models for three different case are shown in Table 11.1. The maximum E field in the case b) and case c) can be also calculated from analytical
method based on Faraday’s law:
I
Z
→
−
d
~ A
~
Ed l =
Bd
(11.1)
dt
Thus, the maximum E field in the main loop for case c) is ω(R + r)/2 =
51.8 V/m/T, and case b) ωπRr/(πR + r)= 9.42 V/m/T. This indicates that
the 99th percentile values in this simplified case were a little underestimated
but consistent with the analytical calculation. However, in complex models,
99th percentile E-field could underestimate genuine peaks of the induced
averaged E-field depending more on the induced field distribution and on
the shape of the tissue [178].
As expected, the larger contacting area and the shorter distance in case
a) gives higher introduced E field in the main loop. Therefore, we can
conclude that the E-field in the main loop in case c) has the highest deviation
compared to the non-contacting posture. Therefore, for the main ‘arm’ loop,
there is an increase of ca. 15 dB for the induced maximum E field and
ca. 20 dB for the median E-field, which provides an expected range for the
posture influence. Additionally, in the immediate vicinity of contact, even
larger deviations are expected, e.g. in the finger part in the case a) has ca.
50 dB deviation from the induced field comparing to the non-contacting case
b).
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Human posture e) is demonstrated here as an example for analysis of
contacting posture influence. One case was with finger contacting body
which has an approximate contact area of 20-30 mm2 , and the other case
was with palm contacting body which has an approximate contact area of
60-70 mm2 . The highest maximum E-field occurs in the ‘front to back’
exposure, of which the slice field views are shown in Figure 11.4.

Figure 11.4: Slice E field view of front to back exposure for the posture e),
normalized to 0.01 V/m/T with 1dB/contour: a) Fingers touching body; b)
Palms touching body
The volume averaged induced E-fields for posture e) of these two cases
are shown in Figure 11.5, with the ten most prevalent tissues in the human
body plus the tissues that are the most relevant for leukemia. The maximum
exposure due to these extra contacts, occurs in SAT, skin and connective
tissues, around the contacting location. The maximum E-field deviation
was large in the finger contact posture while the median E-field deviation
was larger in the palm contact posture. Thus, the conclusions from the
anatomical model simulation were similar to that obtained in the simplified
model simulation.
For the variation analysis, both finger and palm contacting postures were
evaluated.
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Figure 11.5: Comparison of induced E-fields with different touching area:
Reference (no contact); Touching with fingers; Touching with palms

11.3.2

Posture Variation

The various postures can cause different fields distribution inside the human
body, which are influenced by the contact area. The induced E-field in the
top related tissues are shown in Figure 11.6 based on the reference standing
posture and five postures, with finger contact.
By assessing the standard deviations of the tissues based on cumulative
distribution functions (CDF) method, the rearranged deviation as shown in
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Figure 11.6: Maximum and median E-field for child tissues based on
reference and 5 postures models
Figure 11.7 was not log-normal distributed. This indicates that some tissues
were highly exposed in contacting situation. Therefore, we distinguish the
highly influenced tissues close to the region of contact from the rest of body.
The maximum E-field deviations, in the tissues, i.e., skin, SAT, connective tissues and muscle, which are relevant to any touching postures, were
higher in the finger contact than palm as shown in Table 11.2. However, for
the other tissues, e.g. foot, tibia, which were relatively lower exposed due to
their small cross section, are more influenced by the palm contacting, since
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Tissue

Maximum E-field /dB
Finger Palm

Median E-field /dB
Finger Palm

Muscle
Fat
SAT
Skin
Connective tissue
Foot bone
Tibia bone

7.1
8.2
12
11
15
17
7

2.0
1.5
2.6
2.2
3.7
18
8

3.3
4.5
7.3
7.3
6.7
18
11

2.1
1.4
2.8
2.4
3.8
18
10

Table 11.2: Average deviation of induced E-field in highly posture influenced tissues, with finger contact comparing with palm contact situation.

larger current can flow through them with the newly introduced path. This
is consistent as the results from the simplified model.
The median E-field deviations are generally constant for both cases.

Figure 11.7: CDF plots of peak and median induced E-field deviation for all
child tissues.
The rest of the tissues, which are mainly in the center of the body, were
not significantly influenced by additional current paths created by varying
postures. Both finger and palm contact, resulted standard deviation as a
log-normal distribution as shown in Figure 11.8. Therefore, the postures
has 1.2 dB standard deviation for maximum induced E-field, and 0.8 dB for
median induced E-field.
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Figure 11.8: CDF plots of maximum and median induced E-field deviation
for child tissues, excluding high influenced tissues. Blue: tissue deviation;
Red: log-normal curve.

11.4

Discussion and Conclusion

In this chapter, child postures have been analyzed for induced E-field with
ELF-MF exposure. New current paths can be created by contacting postures, which cause large deviation in the parts touching compared to noncontacting postures. The induced E-field in the contacting surface increases
significantly with small contacting area. Tissue based assessment shows
that, the postures introduce 1 dB variation for the induced E-field in general
tissues away from the contact region, and can also introduce up to 18 dB
variation to particular tissues such as skin, SAT, connective tissues, muscle
and limb bones in the region of the contact.
Comparing to mouse posture assessment which is 2 dB for the variation
for general tissues, human posture has smaller deviation, which is due to less
flexible posture than mouse. Combining the results in Chapter 10, variation
introduced by the posture may increase the exposure level inside the human
body, particularly in some special tissues. However, with the Arimmora
exposure level designed for the rodents, the additional exposure introduced
by posture doesn’t alter the conclusion drawn in the previous chapter.

Appendix A

List of Acronyms
AM

Amplitude-Modulated

ARIMMORA

Advanced Research on Interaction Mechanisms of
electroMagnetic exposures with Organisms for Risk
Assessment

B-ALL

precursor-B cell Acute Lymphoblastic Leukaemia

BR

Basic Restrictions

CDF

Cumulative Distribution Functions

CDMA

Code Division Multiple Access

CENELEC

European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization

CPW

Coplanar Waveguide

CW

Cotinuous Wave

DDS

Direct Digital Synthesizer

EEG

Electroencephalography

E-field

Electrical field

ELF

Perfectly Matched Layer

ELF

Extremely Low Frequency

EMF

Electromagnetic Field
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FDA

Food and Drug Administration

FDTD

Finite-Difference Time-Domain

FEM

Finite Element Method

GM

Geometric Mean

GR

Growth Rate

GSM

Global System for Mobile Communications

GSD

Geometric Standard Deviation

HF

High Frequency

H-field

Magnetic field

IARC

International Agency for Research on Cancer

IT’IS

Foundation for Information Technologies in Society

MEA

Multiple Electrode Arrays

MF

Magnetic Field

MN

Micronucleus

MPE

Maximum Permissible Exposure

MRI

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

NIEHS

National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences

NIH

National Institutes of Health

NIRI

Near Infrared Imaging

NTP

National Toxicology Program

OB

Organ Bath

oSAR

organ Specific Absorption Rate

PEP

Peak Envelope Power

PET

Positron Emission Tomography

psSAR

peak spatial Specific Absorption Rate

RF

Radio Frequency

RFID

Radio Frequency Identification

RL

Reference Level

RMS

Root Mean Square
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SAR

Specfic Absorption Rate

SEAWIND

Sound Exposure and risk Assessment of Wireless
Network Devices

SEMCAD

Simulation Platform for Electromagnetic Compatibility Antenna Design and Dosimetry

SPEAG

Schmid & Partner Engineering AG

SPFD

Scalar-Potential Finite-Element

SPFE

Scalar-Potential Finite-Difference

TEM

Transverse Electromagnetic

UHF

Ultra High Frequency

UMTS

Universal Mobile Telecommunications System

ViP

Virtual Population

VLF

Very Low Frequency

VNA

Vector Network Analyzer

wbSAR

whole body averaged Specific Absorption Rate

WHO

World Health Organization
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